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Physical quantity Symbol
SI unit of

measurement

Dimensional

formula

Length I meter m L

Distance S meter m L

Displacement d meter m L

Radius r meter m L

Mass m kilogram kg M

Time t second S T

Velocity v meter/second m/s L T_1

Speed v meter/second m/s L T_1

Acceleration a meter/second2 mls2 LT_2

Acceleration due to gravity ob meter/second2 mls2 LT_2

Momentum p kg.meter/s kg.m/s ML T_1

Force F
kg.meter/s2

OrNewton

kg.m/s2

OrN
ML T_2

Weight w
kg.meter/s2

OrNewton

kg.m/s2

OrN
M,LT_2

Universal gravitational

constant
G

Newton.meterzkgz

Or meter3/kg.s2

N.m2lkg2

or m3lkg.s2
M-1L3T-2

Work w kg.meter2ls2

OrNewton.m

Or Joule

kg.mzlsz

Or N.m

OrJ

}/rLzT_2

Energy E

Tqble of physicol quonlities, their

symbols, units of meqsuremenl
qnd dimensionol formulqe
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In the right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse

is equal to the sum of squares of the other two sides

i.e, C2 = A2 +82

... c ={p +B?

Where: C is the hypotenuse and A, B are the other two sides.

In the right triangle, we can determine the

the angle 0 from the following relations:

trigonometrical ratios for

Opposite Adjacent

\
B

&
Adjacent

o

a
o

sin0=

tan0=

Hypotenuse
, cos0=

Opposite
tan 0 = ---:---::-AdlacentHypotenuse )

sin 0

cos 0
, The sine of thedouble of the angle 0:sin 20=2 sin 0 cos 0

[l elane geometrical figures

Geometrical

figure
Square Rectangle Thiangle Circle

Figure shape
NI,

I

Perimeter 4l z (lr * lr) l,r+ Lr+ L, 2nr

Area 12 Lr* L, lLrxn ,r 12

I SoliU geometrical figures

Geometrical

figure
Cube Cuboid Sphere Cylinder

Figure shape

t.

,l
!.

Yolume l3 Lrx l.r* 1., *nr' tt t2 xh

3 [ Pythagorean theorem

4 [ Trigonometrical relations

5 [ Perimeters, areas and volumes of some geometrical figures
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Rule Example

xo= L (20) = 1,

x1 =x eqt--4
,--=# (3)-2 =+ =

(3)'
1

9

(x*)n = 11m (22)3 =(2)2"3 =(2)6 =g4

(xy)- = x* y* (2x3)2=(2)zx(3)2=36

(i)* x*
y-

t1\2-(1)2- r
\5/ - @r-q

x* xn =;1r,,*n (2)3 * (D-2 = (2)3 
+ (-2) 

= (2)r = 2

x*
x'

_,.m-n 4 = (3)a - 
(- 2) 

= (3)6 = 729
(3)-'

mn-
xT = 1t'"

1

(s) 3
=1^{a =2

Direct proportionality

Where (c) is a

Inverse proportionality

J'

xo

Then

c
x

-1,-- 

Ilrvcrse Prol

If
-_]-

I y=
I

constant value and x changes

Yl 
- 

x?,

T-q

Y=cxZ

Yr=*1
Yz x?,

from x, to x.2t so y changes from y 
rto 

y 
r, 

so that

Similarly, when

Y2=cx y2=*

6 [ Rules of exponents

7 [ Proportionality

Y, 
=*,Y2 *1

vx
"l _ I

Y2 *2

Yr l,
Yr= 1\



I Conttant function

If y = c where c is a constant value, it will

be represented graphically by a straight

line parallel to the horizontal axis (x-axis)

whose slope equals zero.

I tin.rr function

Y = cx+b
(c>0,b>0)

I

then

r-,--._-_._._._._._._._._._>

I

then

Av
Slooe=tan0=-a =+C,AX
* y-intercept (the point at which
the function intersects the y-axis) = + |

V

Y=-cx+b
(c<0,b>0)

v
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then
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8 [ Graphical representation



! natlonal function (inversely proportional)

Ify=f , where c is a constant value

Then the relation

(y-x)

If

y=cx2 
*I- 

y=+
lx"

Where (c) is a constant value, then the relation

rv-fr

(Straight line whose slope equals c)

1

x

El quaUratic function

Represented graphically as follows

(y-x) is represented graphically as follows

The slope of the tangent at a point on the curye

Increases by increasing the value of x. I Decreases by increasing the value of x.



[l nauing two vectors

(a) Joining the tail of f with
+

the arrow of B or vice versa.

RzrB
(b) Joining their two tails.

fl nUUing two parallel (in the same direction) vectors

BA

C

+ + +
C=A+B

B eAOing two anti'parallel (in opposite directions) vectors

o.----------.-*

D+
B<-

+
--+C

[l nUUing two perpendicular vectors

++
B=-D

- 
+ +

C=A-D
+ + +
C=A+B

Resolving a vector il into two
perpendicular components

I+J=R
r
12 + 12 =R2

R
coso= 

RL

R*=Rcose

RxR
tir0= 

nL

R =Rsin0
v

I
I

9 I Vectors



I nroduct of two vectors

Scqlqr or dot product

A . B =AB cos 0

Vector or cross product

n
+
B

+ + +
AnB=ABsin0n

ffi

Review of lhe imporlont physicol relqtions of the First Term

I I Velocity 2 I Acceleration

3 [ Equations of motion

lst equotion equolion equotion
+++
vf=v'*at d=i,t * lit'

4 I Newton's first law

If the net force XF that acts on an object equals zero (XF = 0), the object will keep its state;

) tt tfre object is at rest -+ it will stay at rest.

) tf tne object is moving .3 i1 will keep moving at constant velocity.

5 I Newton's third law

For every action force there is an equal and opposite reaction.

) ff F, is applied, F, will be initiated with the same magnitude and in opposite direction so:

F, =-F,
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Unit Two

Linear Motion
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Objectives of the unit

By the end of this unit, the student should be able to:

Chapter 3 :

. Deduce and apply the relation between momentum, mass and velocity of a body.

. Explain Newton's second law.

. Deduce and applythe relation between force, mass and acceleration of a body.

. Distinguish between the concepts of mass and weight.

. Design an experiment to deduce the relation between force and acceleration.

ctrapter $ Force and Motion.
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6l For understanding the motion of objects, we have to think about how and why these objects

move so that we have studied Newton's first and third laws in the First Term and now we

will focus on the motion of objects due to the effect of forces, hence: we will explore the

concept of momentum and Newton's second law:

@ You notice that stopping bodies which are moving under the effect of inertia depends on:

BIass uerociry €)
As the mass of the body

increases, its inertia increases.

So, it is difficult to stop a heavy

truck while it is easy to stop

a small car even if they have

the same velocity.

As the velocity of the body
increases, its inertia increases.

So, it is difficult to stop a car

that is moving with high velocity
while it is easy to stop it when it

is moving with low velocity.

k

I iil;ffff'f,r
i;3;g;d;;'i1fr""

Force and Motion

Momentum

I



Chapter 3

@ The velocity (v) and the mass (m) of a body are related to a physical quantity known as

momentum (p) which is given by the relation:
P=mv

Mass:

The momentum is

directly proportional to

the mass of the object at

constant velocity.

Slooe - 4P -,'Am

and
kg.m/s

dimensionai

formula is

Velocity:

The momentum is

directly proportionai

to the velocity of the

object at constant mass.

Slope-**=*

p

V-

(1) Momentum is a vector quantity,

because it is the product of a scalar quantity

(mass) and a vector quantity (velocity) and

its direction is in the same direction of

the velocity.

(2) According to the relation (p = mv), the:

ta- Momentum -\
of a static body equals zero

regardless how great its mass
i \ .f a moving body doesn't equal zero i

regardiess how small its mass is.

IA

Y
+
'+

p=IIlV

Because the velocity of
the static body equals zero.

..'P=mx0=0

et'-^---7-f\-

Because the velocity of the moving

body doesn't equal zero, so its

momentum doesn't equal zero.

V=0

@.momentum:
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(3) When plotting the graph of motion of a body in a straight line for an interval of

time (t), if the body is moving:

p

L-
1,,L-,
p

Zz
With a negative

acceleration

p

L.L.

I)_,L
p

lLlL,

From the previous; we find that the two graphs of (v-t) and (p-t) for

a moving body in a straight line are similar since the momentum of a body is

determined from the relation (p = mv) which means P - v when the body has

a constant mass.

The relation between

velocity and time
(v-t)

The relation between

momentum and time
(p't)



Chapter 3

(4) When a body moves in a straight line for a definite time interval, the following
graphical relations can be deduced one from the other as follows:

a-t Y u-t

liF?tiililIll r

Abody of mass 100 kg is moving at a

@0.2 kg.m/s

@ 103 kg.m/s

Solution

i m= 100kg 
i

velocity of 20 mls, so its momentum equals

@ 5 kg.n/s

@z"1o3kg.m/s

100 x

.'. The correct choice ir @.

EMliilillil z

the velocity of the body has increased by a value of 5 m/s, how does its

momentum increase?

In the opposite figure, a ball of mass 0.7 kg begins afree fall motion,

vertically from a height of 50 m, hence with neglecting the resistance

of air, the momentum of the ball at the instant of hitting the ground

will equa|.........

@ s{7tg.rrvs

(Take:g=10m1*)

@ Z{s tg.rrls

@ rofits.m/s @ z t/ro r.s.m/s
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--, Solution

i*=o.ztel ivi=0 li d=50m I ig=10m/s2 I

The velocity of the ball at the instant of hitting the ground:

ooy'-=Y!+2sd
II

{o. (, , 10 -5O = 1o {to m/s

The momentum of the bali at the instant of hitting the ground:

p = mvr = 0.7 x 10 r/ro = 21fr- t<g.mls

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the momentum of the ball after 2 s from

the start of its falling, what will be your answer?

ftlEtliElEs
A player shoots the ball into the basket as shown in

the opposite figure, at which of the following points

the momentum of the ball is greater than the other

points?

@ Point A

@ eoint C

@ roint n

@ Neither, because momentum is the same at all points.

Solution

"'P=mv
'.' The mass of the ball is constant.

"'P*v
.'. The magnitude of the velocity of the ball decreases as it moves upward due to

the effect of gravity.

.'. The velocity of the ball has the greatest magnitude at point A.

.'. The momentum of the ball has the greatest magnitude at point A.

.'. The correct choice ir @.

point B is the maximum height reached by the ball, will the momentum

ofthe ball at point B equal zero?



Chapter 3

l'lMliilllE+
In the opposite jlgure, a ball of mass 200 g was placed on a horizontal

tabk that is adjacent to a vertical wall. If the ball is pushed to move

horizontally towards the wall to collide with it at a velocity of 0.7 mls

then rebound from it with a velocity of 0.4 mls, the magnitude of

change in the momentum of the ball dae to the collision

equals

@ o.zz kg.m/s @ o.t+ kg.m/s

@ o.oa kg.m/s @ 0.06 kg.m/s

Solution

\ Clue

' If we assume that the direction of motion before the collision is the positive

direction of motion then the direction of motion after the collision is the negative

direction of motion.

. The change in the momentum is given by the relation:

An=n. -n^, - ,oftu collision vbefore collision

i :: ?99 g I i yr:9:l:{: ; i,,::_: 91:{:; lL+fl: i,l

The momentum before collision:

P1 =mvr =2OO x 10-3 x0.J =0.14kg.m/s

The momentum after collision:

p2= mvr= 200 x 10-3 x (- 0.4) = - 0.08 kg. m/s

The change in momentum due to collision:

lapl= lv2-v1l= l-0.08 -0.141 = l- 0.221=o.z2kg.m/s

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the collision of the ball with the wall is elastic and the ball rebounds

back with the same magnitude of velocity as that of collision, will
the magnitude of change in momentum increase or decrease?
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When an empty truck of mass m was moving at a constant velocity v,its rnontentum was p,

If the truck is loaded with a load of mass 2 m and moves with a velocity of / v, ix

ntotnentum becomes

@tn
^?terp

Solution

The empty truck

ffi1 =fl

v1 =v

Pt=P

- The mass of the truck with its load:

mloaded 
truck = ml + m2 = m + 2 m = 3

P=mv

Pl ffil ul

' ' P2 - flloaaea 
t.u"k 

v2

P -u
Pr= 3^"*

@p

@2p

The loaded truck

ffiload = mr=2m
1

vloaded 
tluck = uz= i u

Ploaded truck = Pz= ?

,)

J

pz=Zp

You can revise direct proportionality

from section (7) page (11).

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the momenta of the truck in both cases are equal, what will be the ratio

between the velocities of the truck?

lntegration with Mathematics



Chapter 3

lMliililEo
The opposite graph represents the variation of the

displacement (d) versus time (t) for a body of mass 2 kg

that is moving in a straight line, which of the following
graphs represents the variation of the momentum of this

body (p) versus time (t) through the same time intemal?

p (kg.m/s) p(kg.m/s)

p (kg.m/s) p(kg.m/s)

Solution

'.' The graphical relation between the displacement (d) and the time (t) for the body

is represented by a straight line that is inclined to the horizontal axis.

.'. The velocity of the body is constant through this represented interval.

.'. The momentum of the body is constant through this represented interval which

means It can be represented by a straight line parallel to the axis of time.

'.' v = slope = # = %-= 1o m/s

.'. p = rflY = 2 x 10 = 2okg.ntls You can revise how to calculate the slope of

a straight line from section (8) page (12)..'. The correct choice ir @.

(i:6) \.: /l,l /<*-ull +L-(Jl ;-t!"$gldl

lntegration with Mathematics
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-_, the relation between the position of

the body (d) and time (t) is represented

as in the opposite graph, what will

the magnitude of the momentum of

the body through the represented time

interval equal?

d(m)

9 rr", aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

fl A plane landed on a runway and slowed down gradually, so the direction of its

momentum was in the direction of ........... .

6

4

2

+V

t-;tt
(a)

@u,b

.* 1t
2

2v +V

tr
(d)

-- 1t
2

@ itr velocity

@ its acceleration

@ tfre frictional forces

@ the acceleration due to gravity

El fn" opposite graph represents the relation between

the displacement (d) and the time (t) for a body of

mass 4 kg which is moving in a straight line, hence

the magnitude of the momentum of the body through

this time interval equals

(f 8 kg.m/s @ 4 kg.rrls

@ t t<g.mls@ Z tg.rrls

El Wtrictr two bodies from the following have the same momentum?

@u," @",d @b,".

d@)

8



Chapter 3

!l fn" opposite graph represents the reiation between p(kg.m/s)

the momentum (p) and the velocity (v) for two cars A,

B which are moving in a straight line, hence which of

the following choices is correct?

@ fne mass of car A equals the mass of car B. v (m/s)

@ The mass of carA is less than the mass of car B.

@ fhe mass of car A is greater than the mass of car B.

@ fne answer can't be determined.

d law of motion:

"The resultant (net) force affecting an object is equal to the rate of change

the object's momentum".

Or

"When a resultant (net) force affects an object, the object acquires an acceleration

which is directly proportional to the affecting net force and inversely proportional to

the object's mass".

@ Explaining Newton's second law:

When you studied Newton's first law of motion, you knew that if two forces that have

equal magnitudes and opposite directions affect a body, their net equals zero (LF = 0),

hence the body keeps its kinematic state which means:

@
It remains static It remains moving in a straight

line at a constant velocity

Newton's second law
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While if the net force is constant and doesn't
+

equal zero (I F * 0), the body's velocity changes

uniformly which means it moves with a constant

acceleration and this acceleration is always in

the same direction of the net force, so if:

The body moves at
constant acceleration

Two different net forces act on two Two equal net forces act on two
equal masses

The mass that is affected by the greater

force moves with greater acceleration,

Acceleration is directly proportional

to the net force at constant mass

(a*F)

different masses

The bigger mass moves with

Acceleration is inversely proportional

to the mass at constant net force

(u**)m'

.. D_ Ap _ A(mv) _ mvf-mv' _"-ar- ar ar

(v1- v;) Avm- li=m at

F=ma Or a= F
m

that is Newton

(N)

and its

dimensional

formula is

less acceleration,

which means that

The measuring

unit

It is the force that when acts on an object of mass 1 kg gives it an acceleration of 1 m/s2

in the same direction of the force.

kg.m/s2
equivalent to

I

Then

The mathematicalformula of Nevnton's second law

28l

tr, * -F,



Chapter 3

Notes:
(1) Force (F) is a vector quantity, because it is the product of a scalar

quantity (mass) times a vector quantity (acceleration).

(2) The force can be measured by the spring balance which is shown in

the opposite figure.

(3) The acceleration of a body is always in the direction of the net force

that acts on it, so if the net force is:

In the same direction as motion In a direction that opposes motion

The body's mass:

The acceleration of a body's motion

is inversely proportional to the

body's mass at constant net force.
aatf
Irr\ l/l\ t..' I

-m

crr ^-^ Aa _ EJIODe = 
-

urvPw - A(A) -,

@acceleration of a body's motion:

I The net force:
,l
2

The acceleration of

a body's motion is

directly proportional to

the net force acting on

the body at constant

MASS.

Slope=*+=*
IA,

,F

a4

I
I

'!,

+

(4)It abody has moved in a straight line through a definite

Velocity and momentum increase

with time

>F

a<-

Velocity and momentum decrease

with time

time interval (t):

| 
*ith constant accelerationWith constant velocity

The magnitude of the net force that acts on the body is given

LF*oLF=o



F
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Hence, the motion of this body is described according to

Newton's first law T *"wton's second law

So, the motion of the body can be represented graphically as follows :

Direction of motion
.......--,-

Direction of motion
+

Direction of motion

-+
aaaaaa aaaaa aaaaa

Momentum and..\
ttme
(p-t) --,,/

v
z L
z L.

F.
Acceleration and

time
(a -t)

L.

>F

L.
Net force and

time

E r-t)

>F

L. F'
-TF'

From the previous; we find that the two graphs of (a-t) and (L F-t) for

a moving body in a straight line are similar since the net force that acts on

a body is determined from the relation (I p 
= ma) which means (! F - a)

when the body has a constant mass.

z
d

L
L.

a

L L.

With constant velocity With constant acceleration

-a



Chapter 3

(5) When a body moves in a straight line for a definite time interval, the two graphical

relations (F-t) and (p-t) can be deduced from each other as follows:

L L
(6) If a body moves in a straight line on a horizontal surface under the effect of two forces

which are ahorizontal pushing force (Fu"ting) and a frictional force (Ff.i"tionu1) between

the surface and the moving body, the net force (F_ovinr) that acts on the body is

given by the relation: ) F = Frouing = Facring - Ffrictional

The negative sign indicates that the frictional force acts in opposite direction.

+p
actlng

(pushing force of the car)

z L.

F
ll're tloDal

(Frictional force between the car tyres and the road)

(7) If there are more than one force that act on the body, then the net force

) F = F-oring = F1 * F, + F, + ..., where the forces that act in opposite direction

such as the frictional force take negative signs.

(8) If a net constant force (F) acts on a body, it will move with a uniform acceleration (a)

and its motion is described by the three equations of motion which were studied earlier:

vf=vi+at

d=r,t+lat2

u?=u?+2ad
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According to Newton's second law (F = * f;), when a moving body collides with

a static body, the force of collision (F) by which the body affects or gets affected:

by increasing the mass of the moving

body (m) when the other factors remain

constant, for example;

the collision of a fully loaded

large truck with a static object

is more destructive than its

collision with the same static

object when it is unloaded and

moving at the same velocity.

tife opplicotion of Newton's second low:

tncreases
by increasing the change in the velocity

of the body (Av) when the other factors

remain constant, for examplel

1. The collision of a car with

a static obiect is less destructive

than the collision of a car that

has the same mass with the same

static object but moving with

a greater velocity.

2. When a person falls from a high place to the ground, the severity of his

injuries increases as the height from which he falls increases.

decreases

by increasing the time of impact (the time interval of the change in

momentum At) when the other factors remain constant so that the time rate of

change in momentum decreases which means the force decreases, for example;

1. The collision of a car that is

moving with a definite velocity

with a haystack to be stopped

is less destructive than its

collision with a wall when it is

moving at the same velocity.

2. An egg doesn't get broken if
it falls from a definite height

on a pillow, while it will get

broken if it falls from the

same height on the ground.

/.iS\ -^'\#M



Chapter 3

3. Using airbags in cars to protect

the driver during accidents.

4. When a person falls from a high place into

water, the severity of his injuries will be less

than that of the case of falling on the ground.

IBIEF"IIEI r

A car of mass 1000 kg begins to move with a unifurm acceleration from rest to acquire

a velocity of 20 mls after a time interval of 5 s. So, the net force that acts on the car

equals........ . :

@ sooo N

Solution

@ 4ooo N @ rooo N @2soN

m = 1000 kg v.=0 i

t)

v^- v.I r_a- t--

1000x4=4000N

mls2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the same net force acts on a static truck of mass 2500 kg, how far will it
get diqplaced through 5 s?

IB!E|!EIEz
A horizontalforce of 20 kg.ml? acts on a body of mass

3 kg that is placed on a horizontal surface to move

it with a uniform acceleration of 4 mls2, hence the

magnitude of the frictionalforce between the body

and the surface equals.l...'.... .

@8N @ 12N

D _+o =4mls2'n'T! 3kg l*r =2oks.mts2
)7V2V777V7V7777V7V7V77

20 -0

@20N @32N

( o : l) y.:, /or /1.r-UYt'U(lt; c,lJ 
"t-;;rr4df
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Solution

ir^^.-- =Z0ks*rr,t'l i * =3ks I i u= +mts2'i; actlng

- -;F'moving = Facting - Ffrictional

I]I 
-, 

I

-1'.. ,. '- a :rncuonat :

Ffri"tiorrul = Facting - Fmoving = Facting - ma = 20 - (3 x 4) = 3 5

.'. The correct choice ir @.

lBllEtifilEs

the horizontal force that acts on the body gets doubled;will

the acceleration of the body's motion get doubled?

Aforce of 1 N acts on a wooden cube of mass m, to give it a certain acceleralion (ar) and when

the same force acts on another cube of mass m, it gives it an acceleration of 3 a ,. So , the ralin

between the mass of the ftrst cube and the mass of the second cuhe (fl equnls

ari @+ o+
J @+

@

a force F acts on the body whose mass is m, and gives it an acceleration

of magnitude a'what is the magnitude of force F?

lillElElilE+
A tennis ball of mass 0.06 kg was hit by a racket, hence its velocity got changed by 55 mls.

Given that the contact time between the ball and racket was 4 ms, so the average force

acting on the ball by the racket during the contact time equals

You can revise inverse proportionality

from section (7) page (11).

@ 0.82s N G) 13.2 N @azsN @ r:zo N

Solution
'r i-iiii----^-'r

iF=lNj iur=3ur j i il=, j

F.,. m= 
a

'.' F is constant.

. ml _az _3" mz- at - |

lntegration with Mathematics 
| f, i
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Solution

i m=0.06kg i iAt=4ms I i Av=55m/s I

F=ar4P-=+-9!!r+=825N

.'. The correct choice ir @

IiMl]fitlil s

the strings of the racket's network were more loose than that in
the previous case, so the contact time with the ball became longer,

would the velocity of the ball get changed with a greater value?

The opposite graph represents the relation between the net

force (F) that affects a car when the car has moved from Fo

rest in a straight line and the time (t), which of the following

graphs represents the relation between the velocity (v) and 0

the time (t) for this car through the same time interval? -Fo

Solution

fF=ma

- In the interval from t = 0 to t = tr:

'.' The car is affected by a constant positive net force.

.'. The car is moving by a constant positive acceleration

(its velocity increases uniformly).

.'. The relation between the velocity (v) and the time (t) for the car is represented by

a straight line of positive slope.

@

I E-? i
r f'- r r

@@@



F

=_=

- In the interval from t = t, to t=tr:
'.' The car is affected by a constant negative net force.

.'. The car is moving by a constant negative acceleration

(its velocity decreases uniformly).

.'. The relation between the velocity (v) and the time (t) for the car is represented by

a straight line of negative slope.

.'. The correct choice it @.

you are asked to determine the graph that represents the relation between

the momentum (p) of the car and the time (t), what will be your answer?

lBlEl1illlltr o

In the following jigure, three blocks are connected to each other by two strings of

negligible masses while being placed on a horizontal smooth surface. If a horizontal

force (F) of a0 N acts on block m, the three blocks move, so the magnitudes of
the tensionforces TpT2 are ......,... .

Solution

i. 
*1 

_=j Ig .i l. 

=z: 
9Ig .i

\ Clue
Force F acts on block m.

J

im"=10kel iF=40N I
,1

only, but it pulls the three blocks.

'.'f F=ma

F

T1 T2

@ 16N 24N

@ 16N 20N

@ 8N 24N

@ 8N 20N

m1+m2+m3
40 n --,-2= 4+6+lo=2mJs
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T1 N

T, = (m, + mz) a= (4+ 6) x 2 = 20 N

.'. The correct choice ir @.

l![lElillilllt z

the maximum tension forces that can be withstood by the two strings are

T t= 14 N, T2 = 35 N, what is the maximum horizontal force (F) that can

act on block m, and doesn't make any of the strings break?

In the opposite figure, two masses (70 kg, 30 kg) are connected

to each other by a string of negligible mass which is placed

over a smoothly rotatable pulley, hence the magnitude of

acceleration by which the two tnasses move equals

(Take:g=10mls2)

@ | mts2 6)5 m/s2

C 10 m/s2 @ 30 m/s2

Solution

i*^=10kel is=10*/12 I ia=? I

" 
z 'i.D

\ Clue
. By determining the force that afficts each mass and applying Newton's second

law, we find that both masses are moving under the action of their weights

and the tensionforce in the string.

. The two masses are moving with the same magnitude of acceleration because

they are suspended to the same sffing.

'.' m1 ) m2

.'. Mass m, is moving upwards while mass m1 is moving downwards.

'.' The pulley is smoothly rotatable.

.'. The tension force in the string affects both masses equally.
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Applying Newton's second law;

I F = ma, on the mass of

10 kg

,t'
t@

f*,

.'.w1-T=m1 a C

Adding the two equations O and @:

w1-w2=(mt +mr)a

mt g - m2g= (mt + mr) a

(30 x 10) - (10 x 10) = (30 + 10) a

a=5m/s2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

9 rr", aourself,

.'. T - w2= frZa 
'2)

the mass of 30 kg is replaced by another of 10 kg, what will be

the magnitude of the tension force in the string?

Choose the correct answer:

O Wtrat is the effect of the airbag inflation on the car driver concerning the time of

impact and the rate of change in momentum for the driver during a car crash?

Time of impact The rate of change in momentum

@ Increases Increases

@ Increases Decreases

o Decreases Increases

@ Decreases Decreases

-----E-.1

30 kg

-L

T
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@ two groups of students pull a box in two

opposite directions as in the opposite figure.

If the frictional force between the box and

the ground surface is f, tnen the box will

move

@ to the left with constant velocity

@ to the left with constant acceleration

right with constant velocity

right with constant acceleration

B * A man acts on a static box that is placed on a horizontal frictionless surface by a force F

to make the box reach velocity v after an interval of time t. If the man acts on the box

for another time with a force of 2F, the box will reach the same velocity v after an

interval of time

@4t @2t

@ to the

@ to the

@+,': t\97

= The concept of mass (m) differs from that of weight (w) as illustrated in the table below:

Mass (m) Weight (w)

Definition

The resistance of a body to

change its kinematic state.

The force of gravity acting on

the body.

Tlpe of the physical

quantity
Fundamental scalar quantity.

Derived vector quantity, whose

direction is towards the Earth's

center.

I mass and Weight
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The mathematical

formula
F

ff|=-
a

w = l1t8

Measuring unit Kilogram (kg) Newton (N)

Dimensional formula vtLoto MILT_2

Effect of position Constant everywhere.

Changes by changing the

acceleration due to gravity

from one place to another.

(1) The weight of a body changes from

one place to another on Earth but its

mass remains constant.

Due to the slightly change of the

acceleration due to gravity from one

place to another on Earth (w = mg).

(2) The weight of an astronaut on the Moon

is different from his weight on Earth.

Due to the difference between

the acceleration due to gravity

on the surface of the Moon and

that on the surface of the Earth.

I = 9.83 m/s2

lBlElillillil t

A man of mass 70 kg was in s car that is moving horizontally with an acceleration of

4 mls2, hence its weight equals (Take:g=9.8m;s21

@7ooN@ ae.z N 6)280 N @686N
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Solution

i;=4^t;I

The weight of the man depends on its mass and the acceleration due to

the gravity acting on him and it doesn't depend on the acceleration of

the car (the acceleration of the rnan).

w=Ing=70x9.8

I

.'. The correct choice ir @.

lillEliillllll z

we imagine that this man is driving a vehicle to move with an

acceleration of 4 m/s2 on the surface of the Moon, which physical

quantities would be changed in magnitude?

A car was being pulled by a truck to move with

an acceleration of 3 mts? tY the netforce that

affects the car is 3000 N, the mass and the weight

of the car are . (Given that: g = 
g.8 mls2)

Solution

.i-.' ,'--------- --.5-'. ,'---------\
i a=3 m/s' ii F=3000N ii e=9.8m/s" iim=? i

'.'F=rr& .'.3000=mx3 .'.m=

w=mg=1000x9.8=9800N

iw=? i

1000 kg

The mass of the car The weight of the car

@ 3000 kg 306 N

@ 3000 kg 9800 N

@ 1000 kg 306 N

@ 1000 kg 9800 N

.'. The correct choice it @.

( 1 : f ) yc, /lr /(.-uYt -t ill -LJ 'U;+ 
glil

ig=g.s*/t2 I

\ Clue
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the mass of the truck equals 2 tons and the frictional forces against

the motions of both the truck and the car is 500 N and the truck pulls

the car with the same acceleration, what will be the magnitude of

the acting force by the truck engine?

IA,?EiIlTIil S

The opposite graph represents the relation between the

velocity (v) and the time (t) for a body of mass 4 kg that

undergoes afree fall motionfrom a dffinite height on

the surface of the Moon, so the weight of the bod,y on

the surface of the Moon equals

v(m/s)

3,2

@3.2N

@6.4N

Solution

i m=4kg 
r

\ CIue

8on Moon

@4N

@ 12.2 N

Av 3.2-o a /
-r-= 

l.OlTAr z-o t/s2

! .-, 
-9 

II W 
-iI On lvloon I

To calculate the weight of the body we must calculate the acceleration due to

gravity on the surface of Moon.

w =ms =4x1.6=6.4Non tvtoon uon lvloon
You can revise how to calculate the slope of

a straight line from section (8) page (12).

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the momentum of the body after 1 s from
the beginning of its fall, what will be your answer?

lntesrationwith Mathema*"" iBE
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Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

S It ttre reading of a balance when a student stands on it by his two

feet is 500 N, then the reading will be

one of his feet.

@o

@sooN

when the student lifts

@zsoN

@ rooo N

-@iPtr#f,:l,Experiment Objective:

o Deducing the relation between the acting net force on a body and the resulted acceleration

from this force.

Experiment ldea:

o Finding the acceleration (a) by which a small cart moves when it is pulled by a net

force (F) resulted due to known masses (m), using the relation:

,f\
a_ F

m

o Plotting the graph of acceleration versus net force to conclude the relation between them.

Tools:

1. Small cart.

3.Wire.

5. Stopwatch.

Procedure:

2. Loads of known masses.

4. Pulley.

6. Meter tape.

L. Set up the tools as shown in the figure.

2. Add loads, each of 5 g,

gradually to the hook till the

cart starts to move at a constant

velocity which means these Hook

loads has cancelled the effect of

the frictional force.

3. Add a load of 10 g (0.01 kg) to the hook.

The relation between acceleration and force.
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4. Measure the distance moved by the cart (d) and measure the time (t) taken to cover it

using a stopwatch.

5. Repeat the previous step three times and find the average time.

6. Calculate the acting force on the cart using the relation: F = mg

7. Find the acceleration of the cart's motion using the relation , u=T

8. Repeat the previous steps by adding a load of 10 g to the hook each time.

9. Record your results in the table below:

10. Plot a graph between the net force (F) on the horizontal axis and the acceleration (a) on

the vertical axis.

Conclusion:

. When plotting the graph of acceleration versus net force,

we get a straight line that passes through the origin.

i.e.The acceleration of motion is directly proportional to

the net force acting on the object.

{
The slope of the line = * = -1-AFm

\

a(m/s2)

Mass Force (N) Time (s) Time squared (s2) Displacement (m) Acceleration (dsr)

0.01kg 0.1N

0.02 kg 0.2 N

0.03 kg 0.3 N
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OApply oo,w Higher Order Thinking Skills

Momentum

@ ffr. product of the mass of a body that is moving in a constant direction and the time rate
t 

of change in its displacement represents the ...'.....' .

@ force @ momentum @ acceleration @ weight

@ n firefighting airplane dropped its load into a firing forest when it was flying horizontally

at a constant velocity and continued its motion by the same velocity, so the momentum of

the airplane after dropping the load would

@ increase @ decrease @ remain unchanged @ become zero

@ X Two bodies have the same momentum, one of them has a mass of 5 kg and its velocity
o 

is 20 m/s, hence if the second one has a mass of 15 kg, its velocity equals ........

@ 0.15 m/s @ 5.55 m/s @ 6.61 mls @ 20 mls

@ Abowling ball of mass 4.6 kg is moving at velocity v along a bowling alley, so at what
o 

velocity a gulf ball of mass 46 g has to move so that it has the same magnitude of

@10v @100v

@ X An eagle of mass 10 kg flies at a velocity of 20 m/s, if it catches aprey of mass 1 kg

"' and then flies with it at the same velocity, hence the ratio between the momentum of the

eagle alone and its momentum with the prey respectively equals

@+ @# @+? @+

@ ,, the opposite figure, if body A has mass m, velocity v
l 

and momentum p while body B has mass \ ana

momentum 2p,the velocity of body B is ..'....'.. .

momentum as that of the bowling ball?

@0.01 v @s,

The questions signea ny f( are answered in detail.

lnteractive test

m /'-A

ELJ*o
1:- 1

I n)-z p

^V@7 @v @2u @au

O Understand

First I lvtultiple choice questions
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@ ffr" graph that represents the relation between the momentum of a body and its velocity
o is .......... .

p(kg.m/s) p(kg.m/s) p(kg.m/s) p(kg.m/s)

v (m/s) v (m/s) v (m/s) v(m/s)

@@

@c

@ 30 kg.m/s

(Take:8=10*/t2)

@ 40 kg.m/s

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the variation of the

displacement (d) of a body that is moving in a straight

line versus time (t), so at which of the shown points in

the graph the body has its maximum momentum?

@a

@b

@c

@ All points have equal momenta.

@ O, which of the shown points in the opposite
t 

figrr" the tennis ball has the largest

momentum?

@a @b

@ X An object of mass 0.5 kg begins a free fall motion from the top of a building so that it
o 

strikes the ground 4 s later, hence the momentum of the object at the moment of striking

the ground equals

@ 10 kg.m/s @ 20 kg.m/s

@ ffr" opposite figure shows a ball of mass 0.5 kg that

undergoes a free fall motion towards the ground, hence

the momentum of the ball at the moment of reaching

the ground equals

@ 3 kg.rr/s

@ 6 kg.rrls

(Take: B=10mlsz)

@ 5 kg.m/s

@ 9 kg.rrls

@d

qb

@



Questions on Chapter 3

Newton's second law

@ ffr" ratio between the net force that affects a body and the time rate of change in its

' velocity equals

@ the momentum of the body @ the mass of the body

@ the energy of the body @ tfre acceleration of the body

@ Wn", a constant net force acts on a static object that has a constant mass, the object

@ remains static

@ moves with a constant acceleration

@ moves with a constant velocity

@ moves with an increasing acceleration

@ e car of mass 1000 kg is moving with a constant velocity of 20 m/s, hence the net force

' that acts on the car equals ..

@2^104N G)50N @ o.o2 N @o

@ ff a net force of 2 N acts on a body of mass 0.5 kg, the body moves with an acceleration
o of """"" '

@0.25 mlsz @ 1 m/s2 @2.5 mlsz @ 4 rn/s2

@ a body of mass 10 kg is moving with an acceleration of 2 mlsz,so the net force that
o affects that body equals

@20N @10N @sN @1N

@ X A space probe has a mass of 225 kg. If the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of
o 

the Moon is

@ 138.e N

l.62rnls2,the weight of the probe when it lands on the Moon will equal

@22sN @ 364.s N @4s0N

@ X A body has a mass of 50 kg on the surface of Earth where the acceleration due to
o gravity equals 9.8 m/s2, thus:

(i) The weight of the body on the surface of Earth equals

@sN @s.1 N @)4e0N

(ii) If the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of the Moon is

the surface of the Moon will be

@ 30.67 kg @ s0 kg @ 81.s kg

@soON

L62nlsZ,its mass on

@ aeo kg

@ O, object weighs 120 N on the surface of Earth, so it will weigh on the surface of

the Moon.

(Given that: The acceleration due to gravity on the

due to gravity on the surface of Earth)

surface of Moon = 4 the acceleration
o

@120N @100N @)60 N @20N
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@ X A vehicle is moving horizontally with an acceleration of 3 mlsz due to the effect of

a net force of 3000 N, hence:

(i) The mass of the vehicle equals

@9r1o3kg @to3kg @3ookg

(ii) The weight of the vehicle equals

@30N 6) 1oo N @3r103N

@ n net force of 500 N affects a static body through an interval of time t, hence the body's

o 
momentum becomes 250 kg.m/s, then t equals

@0.1 s @0.2s @0.5s @2,

@ XWhen two equal forces affect two different masses (mt = 5kg,m2= 1 kg), mass

o
m, acquires an acceleration of magnitude a, and mass m2 acquires an acceleration of

magnitude 20 mls2,hence a1 equals

@ 0.25 mls2 @ 4 mls2 @ 20 mlsz @ 100 m/s2

@ ffr" graph that represents Newton's second law is

a(mls2)

+

l/ ,,,*,
@

\(^tt')-'"+

l,/ .,,*,
@

(Take:g=l0orltz)

@30kg

@ 1o4N

1

^--
"la 

(mlsz)'

+

l,/t/r/ , F(N)

@

a(m/s2)

+

l./ . *,u,,

@

@ X A car of mass 900 kg was moving eastward with a velocity of 20 m/s on a straight

road. The driver used the brakes so that the car slowed down with a constant

acceleration of magnitude 5 rnlsz,hence the magnitude of the frictional forces that affect

the car equals

@ 18 x 103 N @)4s00 N @)3600 N @ looN

@ X In the opposite figure:
o 

(i) The net force that acts on the body is

@ssoN O)4oo N

(ii) The acceleration of the body is

@)2so N

@ 4 rnlsz

@1soN

.a
(!) 5 m/s"@ I rnlsz

a

$) 2 rn/s'

r-50 N 400N
<-J 50Lq| -
m



Questions on Chapter 3

o 
1i; ttre magnitude of the net force that acts on

the body equals

@ 1s7o N

@2ooN

@ X In the opposite figure:

',)
@) 1.5 m/s'

@ 10 m/s2

(ii) The magnitude of the acceleration of the body is

@ 1370 N

@3oN

@ 9.s m/s2

@ zs.s mts2

@ r"the opposite figure, four forces are acting on a mass of
o 10 kg. If the mass is moving with an acceleration of 10 */r2,

the magnitude of force F equals (Take: g = 10 
^/t2)

@ rooN

@zooN

@xAvehic1eofmass1500kgt,u,,.ffio-ot,o,i,onta1roadunder
o the action of both its engine force whose magnitude is 9570 N and the frictional force

whose magnitude is 8820 N, so:

(i) The net force that moves the vehicle equals

@ ts.:l x 103 N @ zso N @) 1.oe N @ o.e2 N

(ii) The acceleration with which the vehicle moves equals

@ z+.52 mts2 6) 6.3s m/s2 @ 2 mrcz @ 0.5 n/s2

@ ffr" net force th from 7 m/s to
c 3 m/s through a time interval of 2 s is ...."'.." .

@10N @sN @-2N @-1oN

@ X A net forco of magnitude 100 N affects a body of mass 10 kg so that its velocity gets

changed from 10 m/s to 20 mls when it has covered a distance d, so the magnitude of this

displacement equals

tar)m @ 10m @15m @20m

@ a vehicle of mass 1000 kg and another of mass 3000 kg are moving with the same

L acceleration. The net force acting on the vehicle of the greater mass is the net

force acting on the vehicle of the lesser mass.

@ equal to @ half @ twice @ three times

@ ffr" ratio between the acceleration with which a body of mass 2 kg is moving to that with
J' which a body of 4kg is moving when both of them move under the actions of equal net

forces is....'.....

@+

100 N

@soN

@1soN

@+ @+

(v : 1) Yr: /ot /1.r-uYt -uit; -tJ "t-p 
gldl

100 N

100 N
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@ X Two equai net forces act on two different masses. The first mass that is 5 kg acquires

t an acceleration of 8 m/s2. So, if the

48 m/s through a time interval of 3

@ o.+ t<g @ z.s tg

velocity of the second mass has changed from rest to

s, the second mass equals

@ske @ z.s tg

@ X If a body of mass m has started to move from rest with a constant acceleration a till
.'. its momentum becomes p through a time interval t, so after an interval of time 2 tfrom

the beginning of the motion the momentum of the body becomes

@ap @2p @p @+

@ f*o static objects which were placed on a horizontal surface started their motions at

' the same moment with the same acceleration when each of them got affected by a force.

If the mass of the first object was m and that of the second was 2 m, the ratio:
F.

(i) + equals
L'2

@+ ,a1\l/ T @+

(ii) + at the same moment equals
P't

@+ ^,)(Ui

^t)Q)i

@ fn" opposite figure shows three cases for

a car of mass m stopping at traffic lights, hence

the order of the three cases according to the

maximum magnitude of acceleration with which

the car can move in each case is

@a.B<c
6)A>B>c
@A=B=C

@A=B>C

@ A car airbagreduces the force with which the driver may hit the steering wheel by

the method of increasing .

(f ttre change in the momentum of the driver

@ ttre momentum of the driver

@ the time of change in the momentum of the driver

@ the velocity of the driver

@+@+
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@ X When a car ofmass 1000 kg was moving with a velocity of 20 m/s, the driver

applied the brakes, so if the car stopped 10 s later after the moment of applying

the brakes;

(i) The magnitude of change in the momentum of the car through that time interval

equals

@z * los kg.m/s

@ 104 kg.m/s

(ii) The magnitude

@z*1oakg.m/s

@zr1o3N

of the net frictional force that affects

@s"1o3N @zr1o4N 6rosN

@ a wooden Ulo.t s affected by

ahonzontal force of 6 N. If the magnitude of frictional force is 2 N, the acceleration

of motion equals

@ 6 mls2 @ 2 mlsz @-3mls2 @ - 4 rn/sz

@ XAbody *ur r ty got decreased

due to the friction from 20 m/s till it
of 40 m. If the mass of the body was

the surface equals

@16N @40N

@z"1o3kg.m/s

j'
stopped completely after covering a distance

8 kg, the frictional force between the body and

@)- 16 N @-40N

@ ffr" driver of u. rakes to slow

the car down uniformly, so if we considered the direction of motion of the ca.r was

the positive direction, then the momentum of the car and the net force that acted on

it after applying the brakes would be .......... .

The momentum of the car The net force that acting on the car

(o positive positive

@ negative negative

@ positive negative

@ negative positive

@m"opposite figr r...,
for a body that moves in a straight line on a horizontal frictionless

surface under the action of a constant force, then the actingnet

force on the body equals

60

40

20@6N

@1sN

@10N

@18N
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@ X The opposite graph represents the relation between

' the momentum of a body and the time, so the net force

that acts on the body is

@ equal to zero

@ in the same direction of motion

@ in the opposite direction of motion

@ perpendicular to the direction of motion

@ X A body of mass 16 kg gets affected by

l" a constant net force (F) and the opposite

graph represents the variation of the body's

momentum (p) versus time (t), so the magnitude

and the direction of the net force that acts on

the body are "........ .

@ X A body of mass m gets affected by a variable a(,

5o'" force (F), so the acceleration (a) of the body has

changed as shown in the opposite graph, hence:

(Take: 8=9.8 *lt2)
(i) The mass (m) of the body equals """"" '

4

3

2

1@ o.ot tg

@ to t<g

@ o.t tg

@ too tg

(ii) The weight of the body equals ".......' '

@ o.ooa N @o.oaN @oaN

t@ f.o* the opposite diagram,the magnitude of

' the frictional force equals .........' .

@6N

@eN

@8N

@:r N

Magnitude of F Direction of F

@ 100 N
in the opposite direction to that

of the body's motion

@ 100 N
in the same direction as that

of the body's motion

@ 1250 N
in the opposite direction to that

of the body's motion

@ 1250 N
in the same direction as that

of the body's motion

10 20 30 40 50

@oaoN

52 
I



Questions on Chapter 3

that is affected by a net force F to acquire a constant

acceleration a, so if another body y of mass ] m is

affected by a net force I F, it will acquire a constant

acceleration of ..'....'.' '

G)*u
J

@ X A car of mass 1000 kg started its motion from rest with a uniform acceleration, so

o 
its momentum after 2 s was 4 x 103 kg.m/s, thus after 4 s from starting the motion, its

momentum will be .......... .

@ 8 , 103 kg.m/s @ tO x 103 kg,m/s @ 4\[, x 103 kg.m/s @ 8 {t x 103 kg.m/s

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation between

J' the net force (F) that affects a static body and the time

(t). If the velocity of the body after 20 s has elapsed

from the beginning of the motion becomes 2 m/s, so:

(i) The change in the momentum of the body

after the elapsing of the 20 s equals

@ 0.5 kg.m/s

@)2oo kg.m/s

@ 2 kg.m/s

@ 250 kg.m/s

(ii) The mass of the body equals . ...'.... .

@o.zstg @tte @ 100 kg

@ A man threw a smooth ball vertically upwards from above

@6u

@ ffr" opposite figure represents a body x of mass m
a

aft

@+^ @3u

@ 1s0 kg

a bridge that was over a river, so that the ball rose till it reached

its maximum height (stage a) then it fell down to reach the surface

of water (stage b) and dived into water (stage c). What would be

the correct order of the magnitudes of acceleration with which

the ball was moving through the three stages?

@c=b<a

@b<c=a

@c<b--a

@b<c<a

@ X A car of mass 1200 kg started its motion from rest on a straighthorrzontal road under

L the effect of a force of 7500 N, so its velocity reached 5 m/s after it covered a distance of

10 rfr, so the frictional force that affected the car equals.........'.

^ ^ -o1-d-!

;F+fi#+ Y I

F(N)

@ 1s00 N @) 2ooo N @) 3ooo N @ 6000 N
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@ abulet of mass 15 g was fired towards a wooden block, so that

it penetrated the block for a distance of 5 cm till it stopped. If
the velocity of the bullet at the moment of striking the surface

of the block was 100 m/s, the magnitude of the average net

force that affects the bullet through the penetration of the

wooden block equals

@o @)7so N @ 1s00 N @ 3oo0 N

@ X A metal ball began a free fall from the top of a building towards a sandy soil ground

l, so that its velocity at the moment of striking the ground was 30 m/s, if the ball stopped

after 0.01 s of penetrating the sand and the average resistance force of the sand against

the motion of the ball was - 3010 N, the mass of the ball is approximately equalto ...........

(Given that: The acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2)

@tte @ 1.s kg @2ke @ 2.s kg

@ X A static object that is placed on a horizontal surface gets affected by a net horizontal
j' force of a magnitude that equals half the magnitude of the object's weight, hence:

(Given that: The acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2)

(i) The velocity of the object after 2 s equals

@5n/s @ 10 m/s @ 15 m/s

(ii) The displacement of the object through these 2 s equals ......

(4r)m @10m Q) 15m

@

@)

@ X A car of mass 725 kgwas moving with T2kmlh.When the driver of the car has pressed
o 

the brakes for 2 s, the car gets affected by a frictional force of magnitude 2 x lO3 N, so:

(i) The change in the momentum of the car through this interval equals

@ 103kg.m/s @ar 103kg.m/s @- 103kg.m/s @-4x 103kg.m/s

(ii) The velocity of the car directly after the force of the brakes has vanished equals

@ ll .52 mrc @ 25.52 mts @ 14.48 m/s @ 8.96 m/s

@ ffr" opposite figure shows a block of mass 4kgthatis moving
L with an acceleration of 10 m/s2 in the shown direction, so the

magnitude of force F equals (Takol g = 1O m/s2)

@120N

@200N

20 mls

20m

@ 160N

@2s0N

@ n body of weight * b%iru fr'"" frll -*i", f-- ,h*"p 
"f " 

brilfug of height d to
L reach the surface of the ground after elapsing a time interval t, hence the momentum

of the body at the moment of striking the surface of the ground equals

@+@*d @wt
aW

t

100m/s+



Questions on Chapter 3

a
aa

@ X The opposite graph represents the relation

between the weight and the mass of a group of

bodies when they are placed on two planets P

and Q. If a body that weighs 650 N on planet P

was transferred to planet Q, then

* fne opposite figure shows two masses that are

in contact, so the net force on the biggest mass will

be..'....... .

@ greater than 2 N

@ less than 2 N

@
ota

@ equal to 2 N

@ no correct answer

@ X Two bodies that are connected with a rope of negligible

mass are placed on a smooth surface. If an external force (F)

acts as in the opposite figure to move the two bodies together

by a uniform acceleration, then the tension force (F1) in

the rope equals

@zero @ 2 F @)F

@ X Three masses (m,2m,3 m) are connected

with two strings of negligible masses while

being placed on a horizontal smooth surface,

so when a net horizontal force F acts on the

mass of 3 m as shown in the opposite figure,

the tension force T2 equals

ffi
@+

^F(c) .
J

The mass of the body
on planet Q (kg)

The weight of the body
on planet Q (N)

@ 130 325

(D 130 1300

G) 65 325

@ 65 1300

@3rr @2rr @F
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a
a,)

@ X Two masses are connected by a rope of negligible mass.

If the rope is moving on a smooth pulley in the direction

that is shown in the opposite figure, the acceleration with

which the two masses are moving equals

(Take: g=i0orltz)

@ o.5z mtsz @ t.o3 m/s2 @ r.6i nlsz

@ X An elephant pulls a log of mass 0.5 ton

'u with a constant velocity on a horizontal

surface by a rope that makes an angle of 60'

to the horizontal as shown in the figure. Given

that the frictional force between the log and

the ground is 200 N, then:

(i) The magnitude of the tension force in

the rope equals

@sooN @4ooN @100N @2.5 x 103 N

(ii) The required magnitude of tension force in the rope to make the log move with an

acceleratio n of 2 m/s2 equals .......... .

@roooN @rzooN @roooN @24ooN

@ X A jet flies horizontally where its engines produce a total of 20000 N of forward thrust.
o If the jet's mass is 50000 kg and it accelerates at 0.3 m./s2, so what is the magnitude of

the air resistance against which the jet flies?

@ rooo N @ aooo N @ 5000 N @ loooo N

@ X Abowler applies a constant net force of 100 N on a 5 kg bowling ball over a time
o interval of 1.5 s before he releases the ball. If the ball starts from rest, so what will be

its final velocity at the instant of releasing it?

@)5 m/s @ to mts @ zo mls @ 30 m/s

@ X A rocket goes from rest to 9.6 km/s in 8 minutes. The rocket's mass is 8 x 106 kg.
c Assuming a constant acceleration, what is the net force acting on the rocket?

@ r.o x 1os N @9.6xlosN O9.6x106N @1.6x108N

@ X A 1000 kg car is initially travelling at 30 m/s. The driver applies the brakes suddenly and
(:) 

the friction from the road exerts 9000 N of force on the car. If the car uniformly decelerates

to a complete stop, how far does the car travel during the braking process?

@2^ @50m @100m @200m

@



@ nurt the following scenarios from the smallest acceleration to the greatest acceleration:

I. Net force F applied to a mass M

IL Net force 2 F applied to a mass M

III. Net force F applied to a mass 2 M

IV. Net force2 F applied to a mass 2 M

@II>I=IV>III ()I>II>III>IV

@IV>II>III>I@m>IV=I>II

@ X The acceleration of a 5 kg object

versus time is shown in the opposite graph.

What is the net force at 1 s?

@-10N

@-s N

@-2.sN

@sN

4

3

2

1

0

1

a

-3

-4

-5

v (m)@ X A boy is pushing a 50 kg crate across

a frictionless surface. The velocity is

changing with time as shown in the opposite

graph. What is the magnitude of the force that

the boy applies to the crate?

@sN

@10N

@1sN

@2sN

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

- 0.5

-1

t<

-2

Questions on Chapter 3

a (m/s2)

(A:1)Y.:ir,r /(*-U-lt .7t (lt ;-l!"t-;-,gldl
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@ X The (acceleration-time) graph of an

object's motion is shown in this figure.

At what time will the forces acting on it

become balanced?

@o

@1.

@2,

@3,

a (m/s2)

4

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

-3

-4

,5
11.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

@@
special case of Newton's second law, explain.@ Newton's first law is a

@ W.it. down the mathematical relation that is represented by each of the following
r graphs and mention what the slope of the line equals in each of them:

(1)
p (kg.m/s)

(2)
p (kg.m/s)

(3)

F(N)

m(kg)

#rogt m(ke)

Where: (p) is the momentum, (m) is the mass, (v) is the velocity, (F) is the force,

(a) is the acceleration and (w) is the weight.

@ f*o cars x and y move in the same direction under the action of equal resultant (net)
o forces. If the mass of car y equals only the mass of the load on the car x, so which of

the two cars moves with larger acceleration?

(x)

ffi_
(v)

@ nxphin why car companies have recently added airbags to the cars.
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First: Choose two correct answers in each of the following

@ mass increases

@ velocity decreases

@F=#
6) F = 

A(3")
l\t

is equivalent to kg.m.s-1

@ J.s/m

@N

1S .."...." .

G)N

@ e mass of 10 kg is accelerated to move in a straight line such that its velocity

changes uniformly from 54 km/h to 108 km/h through 10 s, hence the net force

which is acting on this mass is

@ equal to 1.5 N

@ equal to 15 N

@ equal to the change in its momentum through 1 s

@ greater than the rate of change in its momentum

@ smaller than the rate of change in its momentum

@ ffr" following diagrams represent five cases of a body that is affected by a number of
o 

forces, in which of these cases the body has the least magnitude of acceleration?

l---------"1+

I I sN
I F-+

3N

@

@ Ouring the free falt of a body towards the ground, its .......... .

@ momentum increases

@ acceleration remains constant

@ weight increases

@ ffr" mathematical formula of Newton's second law is

'@u=qy

(DF=Jl|4vat

@F=ma

@ ffr" unit that
t 

@l.t
@N.t

@ @ @
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@ U"ttlple forces affect a body as shown in the opposite
o 

figure, so which of the following statements is correct

about that body? (Take: I = 10 mls21 
Fr=1s N

@ The mass of the body is 1 kg.

@ The mass of the body is 100 kg.

@ The acceleration of the body's motion is 0.5 m/s?

@ The acceleration of the body's motion is 1 m/s?

@ The acceleration of the body's motion is 5 m/s?

0.5

@

F3= 18 N

@ ffr. following graphs represent (displacement-time) relations for five bodies that have

equal masses, so the two graphs that represent the states of the two bodies of the largest

magnitude of momentum are

d

5

(m)

tt--------')
L/i
l,/i
Vi_

0.25

@

t (s)t (s)

@@

@F= ^tfzeht

Fz= 14 N

rv=10N

d(m) d(m)

@ A body of mass m and weight F begins a free fall from a height h to reach the surface of

the ground after an elapsed time interval t, if the momentum of the body at the moment of

striking the ground is p, which of the following mathematical relations is correct for that

body?

(Given that: g is the acceleration due to gravity and the resistance of air is negligible)

,-\ r 
^^[z 

gh(?rr= 
r

@p=2mgh

@p=mtfzeh

------60 
I

@

@ p ={2 msh



Questions on Chapter 3

@ rn" following graph

represents the variation of

the velocity of a body of mass

80 kg through 100 s, hence

the net force that affects the

body in stage BC is . . (a) .

and in stage CD is ..... (b) .....

30

20

10

v(m/s)

Second: Choose from the list what suits the spaces

t (s)

120 N

60N

0

-60N

-120N

40N

60N

90N

120 N

150 N

@ ffr" net force, that if acts on a static body of mass 30 kg it makes the body:

(a) acquire an acceleration of 3 m.s-2, equals

(b) acquire a velocity of 8 m.s-1 through a time interval

of 6 s, equals
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Objectives of the unit

By the end of this unit, the student should be

Chapter 1 :

. Deduce the laws of circular motion.

. Deduce the value of the centripetal

acceleration and define its concept.

. Deduce the law of centripetal force.

. Calculate the magnitude of the centripetal

fo rce.

. ldentify the types of centripetal force.

. Recognize the life and the technological

applications of centripetal force.

able to:

Chapter 2 :

. Deduce the universal (general) law of

gravitation.

. Explain the revolution of the Moon around

Earth in a specific orbit.

. Deduce the factors that define the speed

of a satellite around the Earth.

. Recognize the uses of satellites.

ctrapter I Laws of Gircular Motion.

cnapterf

Universal Gravitation and Gircular Motion.
Lesson One I Universal Law of Gravitation.

I

Lesson Two 
lGravitational 

Field.

Lesson Three I Sut"ttit"..
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. Motion of planets around a star.

. Motion of moons around a planet.

O Through the study of Newton's second law,

you have learned that:

which

/ means that

and that change in velocity depends on the direction of the acting net force relative to

the direction of motion.

@ If the direction of the actins net force is:

in the same direction
of motion

) ffre speed (magnitude of

velocity) of the moving object

increases.

) The direction of motion does

not change.

opposite to the direction
of motion

) The speed (magnitude of

velocity) of the moving object

decreases.

) The direction of motion does

not change.

perpendicular to
the direction of motion

) fne speed (magnitude of

velocity) of the moving object

remains unchanged.

) fne direction of motion

changes.

*-l

i

't
13."4

L

7#;

ffi

Laws of Circular Motion

When a net force acts on

a moving body



Chapter 1

Example

) When the motorcyclist

pumps more fuel to the

engine, the motorbike is

acted upon by a net force

in the same direction

of motion so that the

motorbike accelerates (its

velocity gets increasing).

It is the motion of a body

in a circular path with

a constant speed and

a changing direction.

) When the motorcyclist

applies the brakes, the

motorbike is acted upon

by a net force opposite to

the direction of motion

so that the motorbike

decelerates (its velocity
gets decreasing).

a--------..

) When the motorcyclist leans 
i

his body to right or to left,

a net force is produced normal to

the direction of motion causing

a change in the direction of

motion so that the motorbike

moves in a circular path.

Centripetal force

It is the force acting

continuously in a direction

As you can see for an object to undergo a uniform circular motion (move in a

circular path with a constant speed), it must be affected continuously by a constant

net force that is perpendicular to its direction of motion towards the circle's center

which is called the centripetal force.

Uniform circular
motion

ffi
EKB

normal to the motion of
a body, causing it to move

in a circular path.

I Second .'
i..

'9'

Centripetal force

f- Laws of circular motion 
-_,

t First ?

!- '

Centripetal acceleration

( 1 : p) Yrl /.:r /(,r-u!1'*,L(Jl';,otJ'u;; 1r<ldl
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@When a net force G F = F") u"ar perpendicularly to the

direction of the motion of a body of mass m that has velocity

i, th. body moves in a circular path of radius r, where:

. The magnitude of the velocity (v) remains constant

along the circular path.

. The direction of the velocity changes continuously from

one point to another along the circular path.

@ The change in the direction of

velocity means that the body

has an acceleration called

the centripetal acceleration (i.)

and it has the same direction of

the centripetal force.

It is the acceleration acquired

moving in a circular path due

the direction of its velocity.

by an object while

to the change in

O If the body completes one revolution in the same circular

path through an interval of time T which is called the

periodic time, the velocity (v) by which the body moves

is called the tangential velocity and it is given by

*\b
therelation' ,,-2xr'- T

It is the time taken by

a body to make one

complete revolution.

And its direction is always in the direction of the tangent to the circular path at

the position of the moving body.

O If the body completes a number of N complete revolutions during time t, then the periodic

time of its motion is given by the relation: T = 1
N

@ Since the frequency (f) of the motion is the number of revolutions per unit time,

*
N1
tT

=\F"

F^ .t
"/ -,/ a,

Periodic time:

it is calculated from the relation: f =

First I Centripetal acceleration
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o If a body moves in a circular path from point A to point B as in the figure, the direction

of its velocity (?) between the two points changes while the magnitude of this velocity

remains constant, thus the change of velocity 1li) is resulted due to the change in its

direction only.

By drawing

the triangle of velocities

''-;----l

From the similarity of triangle (CAB) and the triangle of velocities:

A/-Av
rV

Ar= A/ *u
r

When the body moves from point A to point B through an interval of time At;

Av LL ia =- =V-.-cAtAtr
LL

. v -- At

,P t\)''
^ _vq 

--cr

The tangential velocity:

Centripetal acceleration is directly
proportional to the square of the
tangential velocity
when holding the i'
radius of the circular 

L

:"n'*xr' , v -u,Slooe=---+---l-'Lv"r

The radius of the circular path:

Centripetal acceleration

is inversely proportional

to the radius of the circular

path when holding

the tangential velocity
constant. 

A a

Slooe=--r$=12' 
^(+)

L

$
C

Deducing the centripetal acceleration (a")

For illuslrqlion

The two triangles are similar
because they are isosceles

having the same included angle.

),aI

The centripetal acceleration with the tangential velocity
and the radius of the circular path of"rotation
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Aball that is attached to the end af a rope is moving unifurmly in a horizontal circular

path of radius A.6 m. If the ball completes twa revolutions in one second, the tangential

velncity and, centripetal acceleration of the hall are

Tangential velocity Centripetal acceleration

@ 1.89 m/s
.1

5.9-1 m/s-

@ 1.89 m/s 94.15 mlsz

@ 7 .54 mls 5.95 mlsz

@ 7 .54 mls 94.75 mls2

Solution

l-
z"

n ..22..
2 nr 2 xf xO.6

v=* =7.54m1s'Tl
z

u"=* =ff# = e4.75 mtsz

.'. The correct choice it @.

the tangential velocity of the ball's rotation has quadrupled,

what happens to the centripetal acceleration?

liMlifiGlz
Abody rotates in a horizontal circular path with a uniform linear veloeity such that it

completes half a cycle through 3 s. If the body makes a displncernent of 2 m d.uring half

a cycle,its eentripetal accelcration equals

@ 0.35 n/s2 G) 1.1 n/s2 @ 4.4 nlsz

Solution

iN=0.5 ia=zmi i u"=? 
i

@ 6.6 m/s2
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\ Clue

The displacement of the body through half a cycle equals the diameter of the circular path.

d=2 r

3

05

d)
,=r=rm

t^
N

2nr

-:
T

2x4 xt
= t 

=1.05m/s
6

(1.0s)2
mlsz

1

.'. The correct choice is @.

the linear velocity with which the body rotates is doubled and also

the diameter of the body's circular path of motion is doubled, what will

happen to the centripetal acceleration?

lElEliililTil s

a
c

A body moyes in a uniform horizontal

circular path of radias I m with constant

tangential velocity, where the opposite graph

shows the number of cycles made by the body

as time passes.

So,the tangenti.alvelocity of the body and

the centripetal acceleration with which it

tnoves a.re .,,,.......

N(cycles)

Tangential velocity Centripetal acceleration

@ 12.57 mls 158 m/s2

@ 12.57 mls 9.9 mlsz

@ 3.14 mls 158 m/s2

@ 3.14 mls 9,9 mls2

f6€

2

1
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Solution

i r=1m i iv=?i

Slope = fl = ffi = z cycleslsecond

r1T= N =Tlo," =0.5s

u2 02.57\2
u. = t =\]ai!-= 158 m/s2

.'. The correct choice i. @.

the body rotates with a rate of 4 cycles per second in the same circular path,

what will be the centripetal acceleration?

l]Mlifill!+

xl=

You can revise how to calculate the slope

of a straight line from section (8) page (12).

^..222n,r 2xf xl
'To.s = 12.57 mls

.J'

The opposite graph represents the relation between the

displacement (d) and the time (t) for a body that rotates

in a horizontal circular path with a uniform speed,,

hence the centripetal acceleration equals

d(m)

@o.l mls2

@ t3.s mts2

Solution

@ t.+ ntsz

@ 55.3 rnls2

After 5 s:

d=2r

2nr
T

d70
2= 2 =J)m

m/s
10

u"= * = q-= 13.8 m/s2

\ Clue

- Fromthe graph,we canfind that the body completes one cycle (at pointy) after 10 s:

;.T:10s
- The maximum displacement of a body that rotates in a circular path is the displacement of the

body after covering a half cycle (at point x) and it equals the diameter of the circular path.

.'. The correct choice ir @

the body's mass is 1 kg, what will be the ratio between the magnitudes of

the body's momenta at the two positions of x and y (&)t
" tpr,

Integration *itfr Mathematics
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Enrichmenl informotion

Calculating the angular velocity:

If a body moves at a tangential velocity v along a cfucle of

radius r from point A to point B, covering a distance A/

subtending an angle A0, during time interval At.

,40 
'Then, the value (^) is known as rhe angular velocity (ro).

Ae
(D = --;-

At

It is known that the value of the angle in radian equals the ratio between the arc length and

the radius of the path.

Ae= A/
r
LLtr

.'. G) = .'. v = (0f

(v) = Angular velocity (ro) x Radius of the path (r)

.'. 
^, 

-2nt
T

a\
', 97=2n
JT

Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

LLlv
v_-_-At^r r

.'. Tangential (linear) velocity

2xr.T

At

fl a Uoay ded by a rope is rotating along ahorizontalcircular

path in the clockwise direction, so when the body becomes

at position x, the directions of the tangential velocity (v)

and the centripetal acceleration (a") become as represented

in figure

+e% -L
@

l"

/\/\/\/\
/t
,lxo- I
tl\,\/\/\/\/

@
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A* The opposite figure shows the swing ride in an

amusement park. If two children of equal masses sit

on two different chairs and when the swing rotates

at constant speed the distance between the second

child and the center becomes double the distance

between the first child and the center, then:

(i) The ratio between the tangential velocities of

the two children (+) =

@+

(ii) The ratio between the centripetal accelerations of the

ts X A child held a string that is ended with a tied stone and whirled

the stone to rotate in a horizontal circle in the direction of arrow e

as shown in the opposite figure. If the child released the string

suddenly when the stone was at poqition x, so at the moment of

releasing the stone, it would move in the direction of ..-....." .

1

4

r8-,t
I tl

\"r/=
I
4

@

@

two children

n,)(9i

(9f

@+

@+ @+

@;a
(O xb

@;
(O xc

rnil+El rnil+Ern
=.f+tL- =rl{+=iffiffiffi

@ When a centripetal force F. acts on a body of

mass m to cause it to move in a circular path

with a centripetal acceleration ac, so according

to Newton's second law the force is given by

the relation:

F=ma t
2_mv

c- t

)
o-cr

---t1

Second I Centripetal force
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Centripetal force is

directly proportionai to

the object's mass when

holding the tangential

velocity and the radius

of circular path constant.

AF _.2

Slope = Af =;

Fc
l
It,/
IA
l/ -m

mass constant.

AF. m)loPe=ar,='

3The radius of the circular path:

Centripetal force is inversely proportional

to the radius of the circular path when

holding the tangential veloEity and

the object's mass constant.

AF. ZSlope- .t -mv

^(+

The tangential velocity:

Centripetal force is directly proportional

to the square of the tangential velocity

when holding the radius of the circular

path and the object's Fc

Fc

I,1,, -
r

l/*",

Centripetal force can be calculated from the following relations:

Centripetal \+

F" = ma.By knowing the centripetal accele.ration

mx 4n2r
By knowing the periodic time

By knowing the tangential velocity

F"=ffi x4n2rf2By knowing the frequency

( \ . : f ) r.:, /gl /(,r.-UVt -lril; -Ul "u; gldl

The centripetal force that affects a body with its
mass, tangential velocity and the radius of the
circular path of rotation

a
a

(F")

/

-+
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A bod.y of mass 0.5 kg is moving along a horizontal circle of radius 2 m at a constant

linear velocity of 1A mls,hence the centripetal acceleration with which the body is

moving and the centripetalforce that affects the body are ...........

Centripetal acceleration Centripetal force

@ 25 mtsz 25N

@ 25 mls2 50N

o 50 m/s2 25N

@ 50 m/s2 50N

Solution

im = 0.5 kgl ir =2mi

u = 
!-- (10)2 

= 5o m/sz

ia =?i
l.-_9_____./

cr

F =m3cc

2

=0.5 x

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the centripetal force can't be increased more than 25 N and the tangential

velocity of the body gets increased to 20 n/s, what is the change that must

be done to the radius to keep the body moving in a circular path?

I'iMiiitilEl z
A stone of mass 600 g that is tied to a string of length 50 cm rotates at a speed of 3 mls in
a horizontal circulnr path:

(i) hence,the magnitude of the centripetalforce equals

@8N @ ro.s N @36N @roaN
(ii) if the maximum tension force that can be withstood by the string is 8 N,
the string

@ doesn't break and the centripetal force gets decreased to 8 N

@ doesn't break and the stone continues its motion in the circular path but with a lower speed

@ breaks and the stone moves at the moment of breaking the string towards the center of
the circular path

@ breaks and the stone moves at the moment of breaking the string tangent to

the circular path

iv=10m/si
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(i)F =m 
v- 

=0.6 x (r) - l0.BNc r 0.5

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(ii) The string breaks and the stone moves in a straight line tangent to the circular path at
the moment when the string gets broken, since the centripetal force that is required
to keep the stone moving in its circular path with the same speed is greater than the

maximum tension force that the string can withstand.

.'. The correct choice is @.

the maximum tension that the string can withstand is 8 N, what will be the
maximum linear velocity with which the stone can move in the circular path
without letting the string break?

lElIIi?rilEIs.

Giventhatthemassof theEarthis6 xlda kganditmavesaroundthesunrn anorbitaf
radius /.5 x 1011 m completing one cyele every 36525 dcys, so the eentripetalforce with
which the Sun affects the Earth equals

Solution

i m=0.6ke i ir=0.5m ir.----_---_-----:-./ l.----_--__-___.j

@ 5.1 x 1o2a N

@ 3.6 x 1022 N

Solution

i-=6x1o24ksi

lr. -o'.c

G) 5.33 x 1022 N

@ 3.14 x 1o2o N

iT = 365.25 days i

x

You can revise the rules of exponents from

section (6) page (11).

"'F = 
mv2

C1
2nr

. v-,.|

l2 nr\2mxl_l\ T / mx4n2r
clTz

6xtO2a 
"4"(+)'z 

x 1.5 x 1011

.'. F
c

(365.25 x24 x 60 x 60)2

= 3.6 x 1022 N

.'. The correct choice i. @.

iF =? i

ic)

lntegration with Mathematics
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you are asked to calculate the centripetal acceleration with which the Earth is

moving due to the effect of Sun's gravity on it, what will be your answer?

E6-Prcsti,::],,
Experiment Objective:

Verifying the equation of centripetal force.

Tools:

o Rubber stopper of mass m.

o A metal or plastic pipe.

o Stopwatch.

Procedure:

String.

A load of mass M.

o

o

1. Tie the rubber stopper to the string.

2. Pass the string through the metal or the plastic pipe.

3" Tie the other end of the string to the load of mass M. ''-------

4" Whirl the piece of rubber in a horizontal circular path.

5. Measure the periodic time (T) using the stopwatch.

6. Find the centripetal force (tension force in the string)

which equals the weight of the load using the relation:

Ft = F'- Mg

7. Find the speed of the rubber's rotation using the relation:

2nr
T

o Then calculate the value of:

Observation and Conclusion:

-o2
r

We find that: F"
2

-Mg- mv
r

Load

Rubber

stopper

Verifying the equation of centripetal force.
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If a rubber stopper of mass 13 g is whirled in a horizontal

circular path of radius 0.93 m to make 50 revolutions ,a,

through a time interval of 59 s as shown in the opposite

ftgure,hence the mass of the load that is hung to

the other end of the string equals

(Take: S = 10 mls2, n = 3.14)

@3ae @34 x 10-39

@66e @66x10-3g

1.18 s

2x3.14x0.93
= 4.95 mls

1.18

x 1o-3 x@.grz = 0.34 N

Rubber

stopper

Centripetal F =m t=13
cf

Mass of the load: M = A = a34 
=8to

0.93

0.034 kg = 34 g

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the load is replaced with another of mass 68 g while keeping the radius of
the stopper path constant, what will be the maximum value of the speed that

can be reached by the stopper?

Test Aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

* A ball of mass 450 g is attached to the end of a rope while rotating in a circular path

of radius tr.3 m on a horizontal smooth table, hence the maximum speed, that can be

reached by the ball if the maximum tension force that the rope can withstand is 75 N,

equals

@ 0.22 mls @ o.+z mls @ 14.7 mls @ Xe .e mts
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@ The centripetal force is the force that acts continuously perpendicular to the path of

a moving body, causing it to move in a circular path with constant speed, for example:

Tension

force

(Fr)

Gravitational

force (Fo)

Frictional

force

(Ff)

. When whirling a body by a string or a wire,

a tension force is initiated in that string or wire

perpendicular to the direction of motion of the

body causing the body to move in a circular

path with a constant speed.

Which means that the tension force in

the string (Fr) acts as a centripetal force.

. The force of attraction between a star such as the

Sun and any planet such as Earth acts perpendicular

to the direction of motion of the planet causing the

planet to move in a circular orbit around the star.

Which means that the gravitational force (Fp in

this case acts as a centripetal force.

Motion direction

. When you steer the car to make

it move in a curved path towards

the left, for example, the car

has a tendency to continue its

motion in a straight line due to

inertia (towards the right of the

curve) but the frictional force

between the car tyres and the

road acts, toward the center of

the car's circular path.

Which means that the frictional

force (Fr) acts as a centripetal force.

Frictional

force

(Ff)

\ Pianet

,.-------Yr..
,Centrioetal ,' -.\i

for.ce,/ro 
",

Reaction

(FN)

i_ffirl-
Weight (w)

Types. of centripetal forces
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The sum

of the

horizontal

components

of each of

the reaction

force

and the

frictional

force

towards

the center of

rotation

The

horizontal

component

of the lift

force

. When a car moves in a banked circular path

(inclined to the horizontal at an angle 0), it

is affected by more than one force, such as:

- The reaction force (F*): that always acts

normally to the car and by resolving this reaction

into two components, the horizontal component

acts perpendicular to the direction of motion and

towards the center.

- The frictional force (Fr): its horizontal

component also acts perpendicular to

the direction of motion.

Which means that the centripetal force that is making the car move in

a curved path = the sum of the horizontal components of each of the

reaction force (F* sin 0) and the frictional force (F, cos Q) which act

in a direction towards the center of rotation.

. The lift force of air acts perpendicular to

the aeroplane body.

. When the aeroplane tilts, the horizontal

component of the lift force acts perpendicular

to the direction of motion and towards

the center of rotation causing the plane to

move in a circular path.

Which means that the horizontal component

Lift
force ([)

Hodzontal

component< -
of lift

ofthe lift force on an aeroplane acts as a centripetal force.

i-, :tff#i,:I,
Experiment Objectives:

1. Describing the motion of an object in a circular path.

2. Recognizingthe concept of the centripetal force.

Experiment ldea:

o Centripetal force is required to make an object move in a circular path.

Tools:

F1q cos 0

o Tennis bali. o A string (about 120 cmlong). o A pencil.

Demonstrating the motion in a circle.
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1. Tie the ball to one of the ends of the string.

2. Hold the string firmly at a point which is away from

the ball by a suitable distance (r), so that the length

of the string between your hand and the ball represents

the radius of the ball's circular path.

3. Whirl the ball at a suitable speed to make it move along

a horizontal circle.

4. Repeat the previous steps using different string lengths.

Describe the ball's motion in a table as shown:

String length Motion description

25 cm

50 cm

J5 cm

100 cm

6. Set the string free suddenly while the ball is rotating and notice the direction in which

the ball moves.

Conclusion:

J\^
.//,(:-7t\

,/

1. Designing curved roads:

. It is necessary to calculate the required centripetal force when designing the curved roads and

railways in order to keep cars and trains moving along this curved path without skidding.

. If a car moves in a curved slippery road, the frictional forces may not be suffieient to turn

the car around the curve. So, the car skids out the road.

- To keep the ball moving in a circular path, the string should

be pulled inwards (the presence of a tension force acts as

a centripetal force).

- When the string is set free (absence of centripetal force),

the ball rushes due to inertia in a straight line tangent to the circular

path in which the ball was rotating with a constant velocity at the

moment of releasing the string known as the tangential velocity.

lmportant Applications of circular motion
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The car goes into

a skid due to

a slippery road.

. Engineers define certain speeds for vehicles when

moving in curves. If the vehicle speed exceeds

the predetermined speed, the vehicle will need

more centripetal force to be kept in this curved

path without skidding where F. * v2.

. It is forbidden for trucks and trailers to move on

some dangerous curves. As the vehicle mass

increases, it needs more centripetal force to move

on the curved road without skidding where

F ".m.c

. Slowing down in dangerous curves is a must to avoid

accidents. As the radius of curve decreases, the car

needs more centripetal force to turn around without

skidding where F^ * *cr
2. When moving a bucket half filled with water in

a vertical circular path at sufficient speed, the water does not spill out from the bucket

because the inertia makes the water move in a direction that is tangent to the circular path

so that the bucket walls prevent water from getting spilled and it remains inside the bucket

while rotating in the circular path and this requires a minimum value of speed for
the bucket at the highest point along its circular path.

( \ \ : l) tc, /.:,t /1*-l--lr -L(Jl ; -t! "L;;glil
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3. We can make benefit of skidding objects out a circular path when the centripetal force is

not sufficient for keeping them rotating in the circular path in:

. Making candy floss.

. Rotating barrels in amusement park.

. Drying clothes in automatic washing machines where

water droplets are adhere to clothes by certain forces

and when the dryer rotates at a great speed, these

adhesive forces will not be sufficient to hold these

droplets, so they get separated from the clothes and

move tangential to the circular path.

When using electric sharpener, the glowing metal

splints blow in straight lines which are the directions

of the tangential velocities of the sharpener rotation.

9'rr", aourself
Choose the correct answer:

ffi ;p Tf a car starts its motion in a curved siippery road, it may skid out of the road

because of the

@ decrease of friction

@ decrease of mass @ increase of the radius of the circular road

pl A car is moving on a curved road of radius r, banked with an angle 0 with the horizontal

plane, hence by increasing the value of angle e, """""""""" '

@ the vertical component of the car's weight increases

@ the horizontal component of the frictional force increases

@ ttre horizontal component of the reaction force increases

@ tfre vertical component of the reaction force increases

@ decrease of speed
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rhe quesrions signed by )Biare answered in detait. ] CAtOtply o?r Higher Order Thinking Skills

Centripetal acceleration

@ a racing car canacceierate by changing ...... .

o 
@ its direction only

@ either its direction or its speed

@ A body is moving with a constant velocity, so if a fo."" u.* o*h*
t that opposos its motion, what happens to each of the magnitude and

the body's velocity?

lnteractive test

@ its speed only

@ both its direction and its speed

body in a direction

the direction of

@ A body moves towards the east *i,n u 
"orr*rrrt

' velocity.If two forces F, and Fracton that

body as in the opposite figure, the body's

velocity

@ only changes magnitude

@ only changes direction

@ changes magnitude and direction

@ remains unchanged

Fz=5N

Fr=1oN

@ Wn", a body rr e centripetal force

' that acts on the body has to be ...........

@ in the same direction of the body's motion

@ perpendicular to the direction of the body's motion

@ opposite to the direction of the body's motion

@ tangent to the path of the body's motion

Magnitude of velocity Direction of velocity

@ decreases doesn't change

@ mcreases doesn't change

o remains unchanged changes

@ remains unchanged doesn't change

North

South

First I Multiple choice questions
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@@@@

force be generated

force be generated in

,,..,-/-__\_i.,

Sun

I
I

I

I

@ a body moves with a constant velocity v in a straight line, so if the body gets affected by

constant forces in different scenarios as shown in the following figures, in which scenario

the body makes a uniform circular motion?

@ fn" opposite figure shows a bicycle driver moving

on a road, so to keep moving in the curved road

without going into a skid, the driver has to

@ speed up the bicycle to let a force be generated

perpendicular to the direction of the motion

@ speed up the bicycle to let a force be generated

in the same direction of the motion

@ lean his bike towards the center of the curved road to let a

perpendicular to the direction of the motion

@ lean his bike towards the center of the curved road to let a

the same direction of the motion

@ ,t the opposite figure represents the motion of Earth in

a circular orbit around the Sun, which of the following

figures represents the direction of the centripetal

acceleration?



Questions on Chapter 1

@ Wn"n a body undergoes a uniform circular motion, which of the following choices is

' correct for each of'.'...'....

Linear acceleration Centripetal acceleration

@ has a value has a value

@ equals zero equals zero

o has a value equals zero

@ equals zero has a value

@ a boy ties a stone to the end of a string and whirls it to rotate

in a horizontal plane in the direction of arrow e as shown in the

figure. If the boy lets the string slip suddenly from his hand when

the stone is at position x, the stone, atthe moment of slipping it,

moves in the direction of ..'........

@ia
(O *b

@*u

@r.

@acarnegotiat"r speed
c of 20 m.s-1, so the centripetal acceleration is

@ 0.25 *.r-2 @ 5 m.s-2 @ 2 ms-2

@ If the tangentluf ular path

' is 7 m/s and the body completes 4 turns through two minutes, the radius of the circular

path equals

@ 66.8 m @25.2 m @33.4 m @ 30.6 m

@ ff the tangential velocity of a body that undergoes a uniform circular motion is doubled
6 and the radius of the circular path is also doubled, the centripetal acceleration with which

the body is moving "'.

@ gets halved

@ gets quadrupled

@ gets doubled

@ remains unchanged

@ f*o bodies fa u e speed. If the
o mass of body A is two times as big as that of body B, the centripetal acceleration with

which body A moves is ".....'.. the centripetal acceleration with which body B moves.

@ equal to

@ half

@ two times as large as

@ quarter
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@ X A body rotates in a horizontal circular path with a centripetal acceleration of 10 m/s2,

so if the tangential velocity of that body gets doubled and the radius of its circular path

gets halved, the centripetal acceleration of the body becomes

@zo mtsz @ 40 m/s2 @ 80 m/s2

@ fn" opposite graph represents the relation
v2 (mzlsz)

o 
between the square of the tangential velocity (v2)

of a body that moves in a uniform horizontal

circular path and the radius (r) of the path,

so the centripetal acceleration with which

the body moves is """"" '

48

40

32

24

t6

8@2 mlsz

G) 6 m/s2

@ + mtsz

@ 8 m/s2

@ X The opposite graph represents a" (m/s2)

r (m)

Ir--'l

the relation between the centripetal

acceleration (a") with which a body moves

in a circular path and the reciprocal of the

radius of this path (+), so the tangential

velocity with which the body moves

equals

@ 4.47 mls

@ 3.13 m/s 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

t4

t2

10

8

6

4

2@ 5.58 m/s

@ o.a mls

a" {m/s2)

10

8

6

4

2

0

@175m

@250m
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@ X The opposite graph represents

the relation between the centripetal

acceleration (a") with which a body

should move in a horizontal circular path

and the square of the linear velocity (v2)

with which the body moves, so the radius

of this circular path equals

@100m

@200m

:"1'l i.;l
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:l;,., ;tl.
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Questions on Chapter 1

@ X In one of the amusement park games, the chairs rotate in uniform circular paths.

"' If one of the chairs is 1.5 m away from the center while another chair is 2 m away from

the center and both of them are on the same straight radial line with the center, so which

of them is moving with the higher tangential velocity?

@ fne chair that is 1.5 m away from the center.

@ fne chair that is 2 m away from the center.

@ noth of them have the same speed.

@ ffre periodic time must be given to determine the answer.

@ X The Moon ,u isrance of
o 

385000 km from the center of the Earth. What is the acceleration of the Moon?

@z.lz x 1o-3 m/s2 @ +.oe x 1o-3 m/s2

@ q.a x 1oo m/s2 @ t.o+ x to-3 rnls2

@ X A body urrO"r city of 10 m/s, so

&
its average velocity during one quarter of a revolution equals

@ I rrVs @ to mts @ ts mts @ zo mls

Centripetal force

@ no. an object moving in a uniform circular motion, which of the following statements

is incorrect?

@ fhe centripetal force affects the object in a way that changes its direction of motion.

@ fhe centripetal force affects the object in a way that increases the tangential velocity

of its motion.

u.\ -r r ,. The square of the tangential velocity
i9) I ne acceleratron oI motron =

@ Tangential velocity =

@ Xbody of mass 6 kg moves in a circle of circumference 6 rum with a constant speed of
o 

10 m/s, so the centripetal force that acts on the body is .......... .

@soN @raoN @zooN

@ X An object of mass 5 kg moves in a horizontal circle of radius 2 m ata constant
o 

speed of 5 m/s, so:

(i) The centripetal acceleration with which the body moves equals

@+ooN

Centripetal acceleration x The radius of the circular path

@ 10 m/s2 @ 2.5 mlsz @ 12.5 mtsz @ 50 m/s2
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(ii) The centripetal force that affects the body equals

@ 12.s N 6)60.6 N @)62.s N @ 8o.s N

@ X A racing car of mass 905 kg moves in a horizontal circular path of radius 517 m.

c If the force that retains the circular motion of the car equals 2140 N, the tangential

velocity of the car is approximately

@ 20 m/s @ 35 m/s @ a0 m/s @ 50 m/s

@ A stone of mass 4 kg is tied to the end of a string of length 10 m while rotating in
o ahorizontal circle. If the tension force in the string is 160 N, the stone speed is " " " " ' '

@ 10 n/s @ 20 n/s @ 100 n/s @ 400 n/s

@ lman of mass 50 kg rides a bicycle on a curved road of radius 30 m with a speed of

l 2 mls.If the centripetal force that acts on both the man and the bicycle is 10 N, so

the mass of the bicycle is ....."... .

@ too t<g @zstg @ so tcg @2skg

@ X A bicycle rider moves in a horizontal circular path of radius 40 m with a tangential

l velocity of 73 .2 m/s . If the centripetal force that keeps the bicycle in its circular path

equals 377 N, the mass of both the bicycle and the rider equals """""'

@ 100.1 kg @ eo.: tg @ 86.s kg @ 70.6 kg

@ X An object of weight 100 N moves with a speed of 10 m/s in a horizontal circular path

o of radius 10 m, if the acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, so: (Take: n = 3.14)

(i) The centripetal acceleration equals

@20 m/s2

@100N

@ 12.6 s

@ X A body of mass 2 kg is tied to the end of a string to rotate in a horizontal circular path

o of radius 1.5 m, so that it makes 3 turns in one second, so:

(i) The linear (tangentiai) velocity equals

@ 3.14 m/s @ 21 m/s @25 mls

(ii) The centripetal acceleration equals

@ 240 ml s2 @ 532.4 mlsz @ 654 .6 mlsz

(iii) The tension force in the string equals

@ 1064.8 N 6) 1s68.7 N @) 1000 N

@ 1m/s2
_a

(U 5 nvs" @ 10 m/s2

@)80 N@soN @60N

(iii) The elapsed time to complete two revolutions equals .'......'. .

(Take: n = 3.14)

@ 28.26 mls

@721mlsz

@8s8N

@6.3 s @ 10.8 s @ 11.7 s

(ii) The centripetal force equals .......... '



@ X A toy helicopter of mass 100 g flies in a horizontal circular path of radius 1 m and

rotates atatate of 100 revolutions in 20 s, so:

(i) The linear (tangential) velocity of the toy equals

@ 10.2 m/s @ 31 .4 mls @ 35.8 m/s

(ii) The centripetal acceleration equals

@ 31 .4 mlsz @ 421.4 mlsz @ 986 m/s2

(iii) The centripetal force equals .......... .

@24.2N 6)ss.3 N @ 70.4 N

move on that road equals

@ 10 m/s @ 20 m/s @ a0 m/s

@ X A body of mass m moves in a circular path of F.(N)

(Take: n = 3.74)

@ 20.6 m/s

@ 1025 n/s2

@ e8.6 N

Questions on Chapter 1

@ X If the centripetal force that keeps a car moving in a horizontal circular roadway of

"' radius 500 m equals 0.08 of the car's weight, the maximum speed by which the car can

(Take:g=10^/r2)

@ a00 rrls

radius 2 m and the opposite graph shows the relation

between the centripetal force (F.) which affects that

body and the square of its tangential velocity (v2),

hence the mass of the body (m) equals

@2.s ks

@10kg

60

50

40

30

20

10

@skg

@ 720 ks

@ ffr" opposite figure represents a man whirling a water containing

bucket in a vertical plane, hence the water doesn't spill from

the bucket when it passes at point X because

@ the weight of water is small

@ the water rotates at a proper tangential velocity

@ ttre net force that acts on the bucket equals zero

@ the net force that acts on the water is directed upwards

@ a stone of mass 600 g is tied to a thread of length 10 cm. If the stone rotates in

a horizontal circle at a uniform speed of 3 m/s, so:

(i) The centripetal force equals...'...." '

@)s4 N

x

@s4oN

v21rnls12

@18N G)32 N

( \ Y : 
e ) r.:, /c,t /1.r-uVt -t (Jt ; -L;J ,t-;", gldl

4681012

O
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(iD What do you expect to happen if the thread can't withstand a tension more than 30 N?

@ fne thread relaxes and the centripetal force decreases to become 30 N.

@ fne thread doesn't break and the stone continues to move in the same circular path but

with a lower speed.

@ fne thread breaks and the stone moves at the moment of breaking the thread towards

the center of the circular path.

@ ffre thread breaks and the stone moves at the moment of breaking the thread tangent to

the circular path.

@ ff the radius of a horizontal circular orbit in which a particle is moving with a speed v

gets quadrupled, so for the particle to

orbit, the centripetal force that affects

@ u" halved

move with the same speed (v) in its new circular

the particle must ....'..." '

@ remain unchanged @ U. doubled @ U. quartered

@ ffr" ratio between the centripetal forces acting on two bodies of equal masses, if the first

body moves with a speed of 5 m/s in a horizontal circle of diameter 4 m and the second

body moves with a speed of 10 m/s in a horizontal circle of diameter 8 m, equals

@+ 6)+
J @+

a
(d) +

J

@ f*o balls (x and y) are identical, each of them is tied

to a thread. If the two balls undergo uniform circular

motions of the same periodic time in a horizontal plane

where the radius of the path of ball x is two times as

large as that of ball y, the ratio between the tension

two balls'threads (F).Orrs ..."....' '

@+

@ ffr" following figure shows three vehicles a, b and c that are moving with the same speed

in three horizontal curved roadways. If the mass of each of the two vehicles a and b is m

while that of c is 3 m and the diameters of curvature of the paths of vehicles a and c are

equal and equal the radius of curvature of the path of vehicle b, so the correct order of

these vehicles according to their possibility of going into a skid is

r:: 2reT

x

,,.- 
- 

f 
--'..

I

I

aa{

v

i'-I-')

forces in the

@+ @+ 
v

(a)

@b<a<c

/'ffi-- .fr1\
(c)

@c<b<a@a<b<c

(b)

@c<a<b



Questions on Chapter 1

@ Wnu, is the probable reason for a car to go into a skid while negotiating a horizontal

curved roadway?

@ ffre relatively great rcaction force of the road on the car.

@ fne insufficiently small frictional forces between the tyres of the car and the road.

@ fne relatively great frictional forces between the tyres of the car and the road.

@ fne insufficiently small gravitational force that affects the car.

@ e car moves in a curved roadway of radius r, banked

with an angle 0 with the horizontal plane, so which of

the following diagrams represents the directions of the

Earth's gravitational force that affects the car (car's

weight) and the reaction force of the road on the car?

of the road

\

\

Reaction of the road Reaction Reaction of the road

.ii::i::,.1

Car's weight

@

Car's weight

@

Car's weight

@

Car's weight

@

@ A car moves on a banked curved roadway

as shown in the opposite figure, hence the

centripetal force that acts on the car results

from the sum of

@ ttre vertical component of the frictional

force and that ofthe reaction force

@ tfre horizontal component of the frictional

force and that of the reaction force

@ ttre vertical component of the frictional force and the horizontal component of

the reaction force

@ the horizontal component of the frictional force and the vertical component of

the reaction force
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@ X A circus player intended to ride a motorcycle in a vertical loop. Assuming that

aoa

the loop is a circle with radius r, what is the least speed (v) the player should have at

the top of the loop to remain in contact with it?

@v=g/r @ v ={gr@v=gr

(g = acceleration due to gravity)

@ v = (gr)2

@ X In the display window of a toy store at the mall, a battery-powered plane is suspended

from a string and flying in a horizontal circle. The 631 gram plane makes a complete

circle every 2.15 seconds. The radius of the circle is 0.95 m. Determine the centripetal

force acting upon the plane?

@ s.13 N @ 3.4s N @)s.7 N @ 10.3 N

@ X The maximum frictional force between the tyres of a car and the road is 0.5 the weight
o 

of the car. If the car negotiates a curve of radius 10 meter, so its tangential velocity

15 ..'....... . (Take: g=9.8m/s2)

(f 10 m/s @7mls @ 4.9 m/s @ 14.2 mls

@ X O racing car of mass 102 kg goes around a circular horizontal track of radius 10 m.

If the maximum thrust that the track can withstand is 105 N, so the maximum speed with

which the car can go around is '.....'... .

@ 10 m/s @ 100 m/s @ 50 m/s @ 20 m/s

@ X If an aircraft executes a horizontal loop of radius 1 km with a steady speed of
" 900 km/h, so the ratio of its centripetal acceleration to the acceleration due to

(Take:g=10m/s2)gravity is .....'.... .

@ e.2 @ 6.2s @s @ 8.2s

@ XO planet of mass 1020 kg rotates in a circular path such that its displacement

o'r within quarter cycle is]D x 1010 m and covers half a cycle within 106 s.

Then the centripetal force acting on the planet is ........" .

@znx 1o1o N @nr1o2oN @n'x1018N @fix1o3oN



Questions on Chapter 1

@ Wn", whirling a stone attached to the end of a string in a horizontal circular path. What

is the direction of the net force acting on the stone? What is its effect? What is

the direction of motion if the string breaks?

@ Wni.n point on the Earth's surface has the largest tangential velocity relative to

the Earth's axis of rotation? Is it the point that is located on the Equator or on

the tropics of Capricorn and Cancer? And why?

@ nxpUin the following statements:

(1) Although a moving body in a uniform circular motion has an acceleration,

its linear speed is constant.

(2) The Earth continue to rotate around the Sun in the same orbit.

(3) . When a car negotiates a horizontal curved road, it maintains its curved path and does

not skid.

. A car does not skid when moving in a horizontal curved path.

(4) A car that moves in a curved banked road doesn't go into a skid.

(5) When designing the curved paths in roads and railways, we must take into account

the centripetal force.

@ ffr" driving instructor assured that the trainees should decrease the speed of the car

before entering a curved road to maintain the safety of the car and the safety of the driver.

From your study of the circular motion, what is the reason of this?

@ A car starts its motion in a curved slippery road, where the driver notices that the car
a

skids out of the curved road. Explain.

@ Wftut are the results of decreasing the diameters of the curves in the highways regarding
a

the moving cars on them?

Second I Essay questions
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First: Choose two correct answers in each of the following

@ ffr" instantaneous velocity of a body that makes a uniform circular motion has .......... .

@ a constant magnitude

@ a magnitude that increases as time passes

@ a direction that opposes the direction of motion

@ a direction that is tangent to the circular path

@ a direction that is perpendicular to the direction of motion

@ ffr" opposite figure represents the motion of Earth

around Sun in a circular orbit, so the direction of

the centripetal acceleration is

@ in the same direction of force F"

@ perpendicular to the direction of force F"

@ in the same direction of the tangential

velocity (v) of Earth

@ in the opposite direction of the tangential velocity (v) of Earth

TI

@ rn" opposite figure shows

a car that moves with velocity v

towards east direction. If force F west

acts on the car, then the car's

velocity will .......... .

@ decrease if the force F is in the east direction

@ increase if the force F is in the east direction

@ increase if the force F is in the west direction

@ decrease if the force F is in the west direction

@ always remain unchanged

North

South

@ perpendicular to the direction of the tangential velocity (v) of Earth



Questions on Chapter'1

@ ffr. opposite graph represents the relation between

the centripetal force (F") that acts on a body of

mass 5 kg while moving in a uniform horizontal

circular path with tangential velocity v and

the reciprocal of the radius of this patfr (|),
so the magnitude of .......'.. .

@ the tangential velocity of the

@ the tangential velocity of the

@ the tangential velocity of the

@ the linear momentum of the I

@ the linear momentum of the I

120

, body equals 2 mls 80

,body equals 4 rrrls 40

,body equals 16 m/s

body equals 20 kg.m/s

body equals 80 kg.m/s

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

240

200

160

@ Wfr"" a body moves in a uniform circular motion along a circle of radius r, .."....'.

@ the centripetal force acts on changing the velocity direction

@ the body moves with constant speed

@ the speed of the body - Centripetal acceleration x r

@ the centripetal acceleration is in the same direction of motion

@ the direction of the linear velocity is towards the center of the circular path

Second: Choose from the list what suits the spaces

@ A boy is whirling a water containing bucket vertically,

J' so what are the two physical quantities between which

the angle equals zero in all of the bucket's positions

along its circular path?

(a) The first quantity is ......... .

(b) The second quantity is '....'.....

@ A body moves with a constant speed v in a uniform horizontal

circular path, so if the angle between the direction of the instantaneous

velocity and that of the centripetal acceleration for the body is 0, while

the angle between the direction of the centripetal force that affects

the body and that of the centripetal acceleration is 0r, then:

(a) 0r equals

(b) 0z equals

the centripetal force

the tangential velocity

the centripetal

acceleration

the weight of water

the reaction of

the bucket on water

00

45"

60'

900

180"

a
aa
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Lesson One

@ The universe is in a state of continuous motion, for example:

o
.,- The Moon

i rotates around
i., the Earth.

''''''..'a

' The planets

rotate around -+
', the Sun.

I rn. so,
rotates around

the center of
',.. the galaxy.

..--...a

All these

celestial bodies

move in

circular motion

or

roughly circular

motion.

rflid+rit
ilftTTE

ffi

+

{

a

Universal Law of Gravitation



Chapter 2

@ Isaac Newton had concluded some basic assumptions that helped him
to formulate the general law of gravitation, from these assumptions:

- There is a mutual attraction force between the Moon and the

Earth that causes the rotation of the Moon around the Earth.

- There is an attraction force (gravitational attraction) between any

two bodies in the universe and this force depends on:

o)

o
o
(l,

The masses of the two bodies

.Q..----* F --QM

'-O lF aD,,
i.- " \r--l

Where the attraction force between two
bodies is directly proportional to the product
of their masses at constant distance between

-d;[e-

the centers of the two bodies.

I
That means

+
F*Mm

F

tL

,,4..^ F
"'(f l' 4 '-u,

i 2r __*il

Slope-4=GMm
a(+)

fz

i

F

V
1

2
I

1p".ry 
i

lrl

:-s---
The mathematical expression for the general gravitationar raw

F=G

AFc
JIODC=-=-' A(Mm) rz

Isaac Newton

IZ _; ftre distance between the centersv 
of the two bodies

Where the attraction force between two
bodies is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance between the centers of
the two bodies at constant masses.

t
That means

+
Foc

I
.

Mm

The constant of proportionality
which is called the universal

gravitational constant

The mass

of the first
body

The distance between
the centers of

the two bodies

( \Y: l) t.:, /.:,t /1*-L-lt -t'(Jt ; -l! "L*;""glil



Newton's niversal

"Every body in the universe attracts every other body by

proportional to the product of their masses and inversely

of the distance between their centers".

a force which is directly

proportional to the square

A universal constant that numerically equals the mutual attraction force

between two bodies each of mass 1 kg that are sepalated by a distance

of 1m.

The mathematical

formula
Q=

F12

mM

And according to this, Newton formulated the law of universal gravitation as follows:

Gravitational

constant (G)
The measuring

unit
N.m2lkg2 @ .3/tg.r2

The dimensional
formula M-1L3 T-2

The numerical value 6.67 x 10-11m3/kg.s2

1. The law of gravitational force is known as the universal law of gravitation,

that is due to the general application of the law where it describes the mutual

gravitational force between all bodies such that every two bodies atffacl each

other by the same mutual force.

Z.The gravitational attraction force obviously appears

between the cosmic objects, while it is unnoticeable

between ordinary objects on the Earth (like two persons

that stand beside each other or two adjacent cars),

that is due to the small universal gravitational constant

so that the force of gravitation between bodies doesn't

be effective and obvious unless one of the bodies

or both of them have a very great mass.

@t
Given that the mass of the Sun is 2 x 1030 kg, the mass of Jupiter is 1,89 x 1d7kg,

the distance between their centers is 7.73 x 1011m and the universal gravitational

constant (G) equals 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkgz,hence the mutual attractionforce

between Sun and Japiter equals

@ z.za x 1os7 N @ +.zz x loas N @ l.ze x 1o3s N @ +.zz x 1023 N



Chapter 2

Solution

ivt=zxto3okgl

1.89 x 1027 x2xlO3o
= 4.22 x 1023 N

(7.73 x 701\2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the question is to find the linear velocity with which Jupiter orbits
the Sun, what will be the answer?

llllElilllEle.
The magnitude of the force by which the Earth attracts a mass of I kg that is placed at

Earth's surface equals

(Knowing that: Earth's m&ss = 5.98 x lda kg,Earth's radius = 63zg km and

the universal gravitational constant = 6.62 x 10'11 N.m2tkg21

@ z.+s N @+.qN @q.sN @ rq.o N

(u

o
o
a)

J

Solution

i -= t ke ii vt=5.98 x ro2akg ;i *= 63i8xro3m ji
-_:__,, 

i.
. 
A =g,gr: ig-il *;\*i )

F=G mM -G N 
=

,2 R2

6.67 x 10-11 x 1 x 5.98 x lO2a
=9.8N

(6ztS x t0312

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the body is on the Moon's surface, what will be the force by which

the Moon attracts the body knowing that the mass of the Moon is fr
that of the Earth while its radius is f, that of the Earth?

i-=1.89x1027ksj

i c= 6.67 x t0-11N.m2lkg2 I
-____-:---.,

= 6.67 x 10-11 x

: a':"
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A satellite of mass 2000 kg is rotating around the Earth at a height that equals the radius

of Earth, so the magnitude of the attraction force between the Earth and the satellite

equals

(Knowing that: Earth's rad.ius = 6380 km, Earth's rnass = 5.98 x tda kg and

the gravitational constant = 6,67 x 10-tt N.m2tn{1

@+.9 x ro3N @ rg.o x 103 N @e.zs x 1oloN @ tz.s x 1oloN

Solution
.,----.------.-.------.t

i -=2000kg i in=6380km I i M=5.98x102akg 
1

ic=6.6ix10-11 N.m2kgzi1 n=t j

\t Clue\
'.' The satellite rotates around the Earth at a height

that equals the radius of the Earth (R).

.'.r=2R

GmM 6.67 x 10-11 x 2000 x 5.98 x 1024
x103N

(2x6380x103)2

.'. The correct choice it @.

I},?lillllE+

the satellite is put to rotate at a height h from the Earth's surface, so that

the attraction force by which the Earth pulls the satellite becomes f,
the previous value, what will be the ratio of height h relative to

the Earth's radius?

In the opposite figure, if the attraction force between

the two masses (mr2 m) was Frthen a tnass m has been

aildeil to each of the two masses, the attraction force

between them becornes ......... .

@r'

@: n'

@zr'

@or'

m1

/m)

\--l
I

I

m2

(z^)
\i/
\t./\'\r----l
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c)

o
o
a)

So lution

ffi,ffi.
F=G-l-
- Before adding the mass (m):

F,=F=G-*-2*
'r"

- After adding the mass (m):

Fr=G 2m\3m
-t-

l]MliilllEls
In the opposite figure, a child is walking with his parents.

If the masses of the child, his mother and his father are

30 kg,65 kg and 80 kg respectively, so:

(i)'the magnitude and the direction of the mutual atffaction

force that affects the child due to his parents are ..............

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11N.m2lkg2;

The magnitude The direction

@ 8x10-8N towards his father

@ 8x10-8N towards his mother

@ 9.6 x 10-7 N towards his father

@ 9.6 x 10-7 N towards his mother

+0.6 m++0.5 m+

F

F2

By dividing equation O bV equation @:

2m2

6 
"?-

Fz=3F

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the physical quantities frj.,frzand r have increased

happens to the mutual attraction force between the

to the double, what
two masses?

(ir) Show the effect of the two forces that are calculated in (i) on the path of the child.

ar\
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-_, Solution

im,=30ks i im^=65ks i im^=80ks i ir.^=0.5m i ir.^=0.6m ii "-r i i."'2 .j i. "'3 .j i.'12 __ _--__.j i. _]i::_: _ .j
.:, -- - :- - :- - :- - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - -- -. - - -. 

-",. 
- - - - - - - ----- - - ;- 

- - - --'

ic=6.67x10-11 N.m2ke',i iIn=r I

.-...-.....,

(i) -The attraction force between the child and his mother:

Gm,m, 6.67xto-ll x3ox6.5 .^1-.L "'"' '- '" .'"" '-" = -(-2 - l!-'N.'a_----l_- t2 r?. (0.5)2
IZ

- The attraction force between the child and his father:

Gm-m^
IJ

H 
-_'13 - --2

'13

6.67x10-11 x30x80
= 4.4 x 10-7 N

Q.q2

IF=Frr-F*

=(5.2x 10-7) -(4.4x 10-7)

=8x10-8N

.'. The net attraction force that affects the child is 8 x 10-8 N and it is directed

towards his mother.

.'. The correct choice it @.

(ii) The mutual attraction force between the child and each one of his parents is very

small, so it can't be noticed or felt and it doesn't affect the path of the child.

Itilhat I the child changes his place with his mother, what happens to the net

I if I attraction force that affects the child?

Distinguished Scientists

Abu Al-Reihan AI Biruni:

The astronomer Abu Al-Reihan A1 Biruni succeeded to determine

the perimeter of the Earth.

Also other Arab scientists like Ali Ben Eissa Astrolabe and Ali
Al-Buhtury had great contributions in the development of astronomy.
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o
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o,Test Aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

fl Wnlcfr acts with a greater gravitational force on the other, the Earth or the Moon?

@ ffre Moon.

@ The Earrh.

@ Each of them attracts the other by the same force.

@ The Moon doesn't attract the Earth.

A X Two moons A and B that have equal masses are rotating around a planet.

If the radii of their orbits are r and 2 r respectively, then the force by which

the planet attracts moon B is .............. the force by which it attracts moon A.

@ 4 times @ equal to @ half @ quarter

@ Given that the Earth's mass is 81 times as large as that of the Moon and its

diameter is 4 times as large as that of the Moon, so what will be the ratio between

the attractron forces by which the Earth attracts a body placed on its surface and that

by which the Moon attracts the same body if the body is placed on the Moon's surface

(*),

,-_a 9ta4 @* @#@+

[103-
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Universal Law of
Gravitation

The questions signed by S are answered in detail. 
I

oAppny .l uigner order Thinking Skills

lnteractive test

@ X Two bodies of masses Zkg and8 kg are at a distance of 20 cm away from each

,universal gravitational constant equals 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2,

mutual force between them equals

@2.6i x 10-12 N

@ 5.34 x 10-11 N

@ X Two balls have the same mass, so if the distance between their centers is 2 m and

the attractron force between them is 6.67 x 10-9 N, the mass of each ball equals

(Take: G=6.61x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

(Q ru.raks @zotg @) 200 kg @ a00 kg

@ *o balls have masses of 8 kg andZOkg, the distance between their centers is 0.2 m,
o- if the universal gravitational constant is G, so the gravitational force between them

newtons equals

8G @4oG @ +ooo c @ sooo c
in

@

@ f*o similar balls, each of mass m and radius r, are placed in contact with each other, then
a

@ ,t the distance between the centers of two bodies is doubled, the mutual attraction force
a

between them will be ...

@ doubled @ halved @ quartered @ quadrupled

@ f*o bodies of masses m, and m2 were placed near to each other such that the distance

' between their centers was r. If the mass of the first body gets doubled and also the

distance between their centers gets doubled, the mutual attraction force between them

will ....."... .

other, given that the

so the gravitational

@2.6i x 1o-8 N

O 5.34 x 10-e N

the magnitude of the
a

z'^\ n LJm
\s-lr - /̂-

r

mutual attraction

')

@r= s+
4r"

,
@P=s?

2r'

force between them is given by the relation .........

@F=ry
I

@) not change @b"doubled @b.halved @ b" quadrupled

ffil Multiple choice questions



Questions on Chapter 2
(u

o
o
(u@ ffr. graph that represents the relation between the force of gravitation (F) between two

t 
bodi", and the reciprocal of the distance squared (j) U"t*""n their centers is "."'..'. .

r

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the variation Fx l0 '(N)

of the mutual gravitational force (F) between

two bodies versus the product of their masses

(m1m2), so the distance (r) between the centers

of the two bodies equals

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11N.m2lkg2;

F

t

Z-
@

1

f2

F

lit/l/
@

I

f2

1

p

@
a

aa

@ 1.84 m

@ a.62 m

@

@ 2.58 m

@ 5.78 m

$ In the opposite figure, if the car is moving

with uniform velocity away from the traffic light

pole, so the graph that represents the change in

the gravitational force (F) between the car and the

traffrc light pole with respect to time (t) is .. .. .... .

IL, l, F

t

t\l\,
@

1

7

@ X A satellite orbits the Earth at a distance of 100 km above the surface. The mass of

the satellite is 100 kg while the mass of the Earth is approximately 6 x l02a kgand the radius

of the Earth is approxima tely 6 .4 x 106 m. What is the approximate gravitational force that

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@6.zx1o6N @4*108N @9.5x102N

@@@

acts on the satellite?

@4r104N

ol

sl

4

3

2l

I

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

( \ t : l) fe, /.:t /1,r-ulr -u(lt; -l! "t-;., 
gldl

Ft_
I

@

1

12
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@ X Two satellites of equal masses orbit a planet. Satellite B orbits at twice the orbital

radius of satellite A. Which of the following statements is true?

@ The gravitational force on satellite B is four times that on satellite A.

@ The gravitational force on satellite A is two times that on satellite B.

@ The gravitational forces on the two satellites are equal.

@ fne gravitational force on satellite A is four times that on satellite B,

@ n T2kgastronaut floats at a distance of 10 m from a 50000 kg spacecraft.

What is the gravitational force of attraction between the astronaut and spacecraft?

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@ 2.4 x 1o-6 N @ 2.4 x 10-5 N

@2.4x 10sN@Zero; there is no gravity in space

@ a block with a mass of 30 kg is hanging still from a string. If you place another block

with a mass of 10 kg at a distance of 2m

the two blocks?

away, what is the gravitational force between

@1*10-11N @ 1 r 10-10N @5"10-10N @5 r 10-eN

(Take: G = 6.61 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@ Vtu.r orbits the Sun at a distanc e of 2.3 x 1011 m. The mass of the Sun is 2 x 1030 kg

@ ff," Moon has a mass of 7 .4 x lO22kg and a radius of 1.1 x 106 m. What is the
o gravitational force experienced by

(Take: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@10N @) sON

a70kg astronaut standing on the lunar surface?

@100N @120N

o Four planets A, B, C

from the star for each planet are shown in the table. For example, planet A has twice

the mass of planet B and planet D has three times the orbital radius of planet A.

Arrange these planets according to the gravitational force by which the star attracts each

Planet Relative mass Relative distance

A 2m r

B m 0.1 r

C 0.5 m 2r
D 4m 3r

and the mass of Mars is 6.4 x

that the Sun exerts on Mars?

@ 1.6 x 1020 N @ 1.6

lO23 kg.Approximately what is the gravitational force

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

x 1021 N @3.7 x 1021 N @3.7 x 1032 N

@
and D orbit the same star. The relative masses and distances

of them.
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Choose two correct answers in each of the following

@ ffre measuring units of the universal gravitational constant are .',.....'. .

@ N.*.t g @ N.*'/kg' (O N.tr,' @ m3.kg/s2 @ m3/kg.s2

@ f*o masses, m, and trt2, zreplaced near to each other where a distance d separates

between their centers. Which of the following changes will result in no change in

the gravitational force between the two masses?

@ -, is doubled and d is doubled.

@ *, is tripled and d is quadrupled.

@ notfr m, and mzaretripled and d is tripled.

@ *z is quadrupled and d is doubled.

@ -, is halved and d is doubled.

7u-
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Lesson Two

@ The universal law of gravitation states that the gravitational attraction

force between two bodies is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance between their centers, thus the gravitational force decreases

gradually as the distance increases till the distance between the centers

of the two bodies reaches a value at which the effect of the attraction

force nearly vanishes.

o The space in which the effect of gravitational forces appears, is called the gravitational field.

@ By assuming that a body of mass 1 kg is placed in the Earth's gravitational field and at

a distance r from the center of Earth, then the gravitational force between the Earth and

the body:

j

,F=mg=lxg=g

And by applying the

i- ^mM GM
,I.=(l-- 1-= .
it'r"

From @ and @ . we find: - - 
GM

6- 2
I

universal gravitational law:

ai\.)

Where: M is the mass of the Earth (5.98 x 1024 kg), so:

T

M

the Earth's gravitational field intensity (g)

Gravitational Field
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The Earth's surface (r = R).

GM
DR,

Where: R is the radius of the Earth

@ From the previous, we notice that the

Earth's gravitational field intensity

(strength) at a certain point equals

numericaily the acceleration due to

Earth's gravity at this point.

) A height h above the Earth's surface

(r=R+h).

GM
Y- a

(R + h)'

(approximately 6378 km)

lf the body is at:

o
=F
o
qJ

It is the gravitational force acting on a mass

of 1 kg at a certun point.

The gravitational field intensity varies slightly from one place to another over the

Earth's surface because the Earth is not perfectly spherical but it is an oblate spheroid

(a sphere that is squashed at its poles and swollen at the equator) and that is due to

the rotation of the Earth around itself.

The mass of the planet:

The gravitational field intensity is

directly proportional to the mass

of the planet when the distance

between the point and the center

The distance from the center

of the planet:

The gravitational field intensity is

inversely proportional to the square

of the distance from the center of

the planet.

Srope=+k=GM 

rl 

./^(p) ,. - t

of the planet is

constant. g

AgG
i)loDe=---'AMr2

The factors that affect I gravitationalfield intensity (g) of a planet at a point:

2
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A satellite of mass 104 kg orbits the Earth at a height of 600 km above its surfoce, so:

(Knowing that: R = 6378 km,M = 5.98 x tda kg,G = 6.67 x ltrtlN.m'lks')

(i) The Earth's gravitationai field intensity at the satellite's position in its orbit equals

@ to Nlt<g @ q.a Nltg @ s.ts Nrte @ z.zs Nftg

@ro3N @t.zzx103N @l.zsx10aN @s.tqx104N

Solution
,...-.--------,.--.--.'

i-=104ks i i h=600km jl.ts:g-l7-s5n.j irur=5.e8xrcz4ksi

ic=6.61 x1o-11 N.m2ke'i i g=? 'i w=? i

______:___.,

GM 6.67 x 10-11 
" 

5.98 x lO2a
= 8.19 N/kg

(R + h)2 ((o:zs + 6oo) x to3)2

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(ii)w-mg=8.19x104N

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the mass of the satellite is less than 104 kg, what happens to the Earth's

gravitational field intensity at the satellite's position in the same orbit?

The opposite figure represents two balls, one of
iron and the other of wood, having the same

volume where the separation distance between

their centers is d, so at the midpoint (point X)

of the distance between them, the ratio between

the intensities of the gravitationalfields due to

the balls 1 
Eiron 

1 fs .......... .
\ S*rod /

(Knowing that: The density of iron is greater than that of wood)

@ greater than one @ less than one

GM
2r

]IlEIiiIilEtr z

rdrdl
+-++-+22

@ equal to one @ equal to zero

(ii) The weight of the satellite at its orbit equals
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Solution

\ Clue

The mass of the ironball: ffiiron= pironVol

The mass of the wooden ball: m*ooo = p*oodVol

'.' The two balls have equal volumes.

.'. m. >mll'on wooo

M'.'g=G 
z

r
'.' The two balls are at equal distances from

.'.9*M
'.'m. >mlron wood

"' 
8iro, ) 8*o(d

x.

@+@+-,)(a\ =-
-1

8r=?
o
be

Ii R =2R i

r._ 
- _ -P_- - - _ _ _ - -e- -./

.'. The correct choice i* @.

the separation distance between the centers of the two balls is doubled,

what happens to the ratio of (r_"ou*) at the midpoint of the distance

between the two balls?

I*,?liilillil s

A planet has a mass that is twice the mass of Earth and also a diameter that is twice the

diameter of Earth, so the ratio between the acceleration due gravity on the surface of

that planet and the acceleration due to gravity on the surfuce of Earth equals

@+

Solution

iM =2M i

r.-__-P---__-__-9-./

^M'.'g=U 
2

I

1_Yd_ r*"*3 _,
8. MR2 M x4Yz 2

epee

The correct choice ir @.

You can revise proportionality

section (7) page (11).
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two bodies are placed on

have equal weights, will

masses?

the surface of each

this mean that the

planet, so that the bodies

two bodies have equal

Test Aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

$ A satellite orbits the Earth at a height h above the surface.

If the acceleration due to gravity of the Earth at

the satellite's orbit equals half its value at the Earth's surface,

the height of the satellite from the Earth's surface (h) in terms

of the radius of Earth (R) equals

(E z.+r n @2R

@o.sn @ o.+r+ n

Ee"*T,::1,
Experiment Objective:

Calculating the mass of the Earth by knowing its radius.

Experiment ldea:

. Finding the acceleration due gravity using the second law of motion:

Where d is the height from which an object falls to the ground

through time t.

o Finding the mass of the Earth using the

/^ 
- ru\

a
to

relation: * = 
qy

r

Where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the Earth and r is the distance

away from the Earth's center which can be considered in this experiment equal to the

radius of Earth (R).

Tools:

o Three pendulums of different masses.

o Meter tape.

o Stopwatch.

. Scissors.

Calculating the mass of the Earth by knowing its radius
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(uProcedure:

1. Hang the three pendulums such that the distances between

the center of each pendulum ball and the ground (d)

are large and equal.

2.Clt the string of the first pendulum and record with

the stopwatch the time (t) taken by the ball to reach the ground.

3. Repeat the previous step for the other two pendulums.

4. Record the results obtained in the following table:

5. Calculate the average of the gravitational field intensity (g).

6" By knowing the average gravitational field intensity (g), the radius of

the Earth (R = 6.38 x 106 m) and the universal gravitational constant

(G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2.kg*2;.

Calculate the mass of the Earth using the relation' g - GM

R2

I
d

Ball Height (d) Time (t) Gravitational field intensity (e = 
4e)

First ball

Second ball

Third ball

(\o:l)f.:,/it /1*-f-!l -t -(Jt ;-L!"t-;;gldl
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The questions signeO Uy,$ are answered in detail.

c the gravitational constant equals 6.61 x 10-11 N.m2 lkgz, so:

(i) The gravitational force that affects a mass of 1 kg placed on the surface of the planet

equals

@ z+.so N @ :0.+s N @ +s.os N @ oo.+z N

(ii) The magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of the planet

equals

@ z+.26 mts2 @ 29.+s mts2 @ +5.0s mlsz @ 60.42 mls2

@ X Aplanet has a radius of l.I4 x 107 m and a mass of 1.9 x IO27 kg. Given that

rt
l'\ t/
I -\.-, l.'/ -t

12P

G
bt_
I

I

@

@ Apturet has a mass of 5.98 x l02a kg and a radius of 6378 km. If G = 6.61 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2,

'') so the intensity of the planet's gravitationat field at a point that lies at a distance of 36000 km

from the planet's surface equals

@zz.zx 10-aN/kg @ 22zxto-2Ntkg @zz.zx 102N/kg @g+.t x 10sN/kg

@ ffr" graph that represents the relation between the Earth's gravitational field intensity (g)

t at apoint in the atmosphere and the reciprocal of the squared distance between the point

and the center of the Earth ({l t
r

@ fn" graph that represents the relation between the gravitational field intensity (g) of
o a planet at a point that lies at the same distance from the center of the planet and

the mass of the planet (M) is
c
Il)t/

@

1

12

--> l![

(u

CL
nt

U

. First I Utultiple choice questions

1

12



Questions on Chapter 2

@ Imagine if the Earth starts to shrink uniformly while its mass remains constant,

the magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity on its surface will .... .

@ increase because the acceleration due to gravity is inversely proportional to the square
of the Earth's radius

@ increase because the acceleration due to gravity is directly proportional to the square

of the Earth's radius

@ remain unchanged because the acceleration due to gravity depends only on the mass of
the Earth

@ decrease because the acceleration due to gravity is directly proportional to the square

of the Earth's radius

@ ff the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of the Moon is one-sixth of that on the

surface of the Earth, so the ratio between the gravitational constant on Earth and that on

Moon equals

@+ 6)+
J o+

@ X Multiple objects of different -ur*i*
on the surface of a planet that has a mass of

5.9 x l02a kg and the opposite graph represents

the relation of gravitational force (F) by which

the planet pulls each of these objects versus

the mass (m) of the object, so:

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11N.m2lkg2;

(i) The gravitational field'intensity on rhe surface of this planet equals

@ + Nltg @'s Ntg @ 16 N/kg @ sz Nng

(ii) The radius of the planet equais

@ z.ot x 103km @zst x 10akm @s.+zx 10ekm @4.g2x 1013km

@ ffr" opposite graph represents,h"."l*io, of

o

=
o
o,

@
6

1

'? gravitational field strength (g) at different points

around a planet of mass M versus the reciprocal of

the squared distance (f) O"r*""n each point and

the planet's center, so the planet's mass (M)

equals

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@+rlo1akg @o*lolakg

e (N/ke)

10

8

6

l

2

oV {x10-ra111-u 1

f'

5101520

@+r 7o2akg @or. to2akg

f1s-

m(kg)
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@ X A planet has a mass that is 5 times as large as that of Earth and also a radius that is

5 times as large as that of Earth, so:

(i) The ratio of the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of Earth to that on the planet's

I

surface (#)equats
\ bp,

@+ @+ @+ o+
-J

(ii) The ratio of the weight of an object on the surface of Earth to the weight of the same

object on that planet's surface equals

@+
r:r 5vT

@ X A body weighs 45 N at the Earth's surface, so at a height that equals the quarter of

.' 
Earth's diameter it will weigh

@20 N @zs N @so N @+o N

@ X O the Earth's gravitational field strength at the orbit of a satellite around Earth is 2.5 N/kg,

then the distance between the satellite and the Earth's surface (h) equals

(IMhere: R is the radius of the Earth and the acceleration due to gravity at the Earth's

surface = 10 m/s2)

@2R @n

@ X An object weighs 150 N on the Earth's surface, so the weight of this object on a planet

having a mass that is 4 times as large as that of Earth and having a diameter that is two

times as that of the Earth equals

@75 N @1soN @:oo N @4soN

If R is.t" rudiur y becomes $
its weight at the surface of the Earth is

@2R

61 R
" 2.5

@+

@
aaa

€)R
,-:r R( L )-u2 6_ry

-4

@ X At a place, the value of g is less by 1 7o thartits value on the surface of the Earth

(radius of Earth (R) = 6400 km). The place is

@ 64 km below the surface of the Earth @ 64 km above the surface of the Earth

@ 30 km below the surface of the Earth @32 km above the surface of the Earth



Questions on Chapter 2

@ X An object has a mass of 50 kg and a weight of 500 N when it is resting on the surface of
lo 

the Earth. If it is moved to a height equal to three times the Earth's radius, what is the object's

new weight?

@3ooN 6) 31"2s N o 13oN @ 60.s N

o
=
o
(lJ

J

@ X Two asteroid s a mass of

'c' 6"69 x 101s kg. If they are 100 km apart, what is the gravitational accele rution

@ X Two asteroids are moving towards each other in space, one with a mass of 7,12x 1018 kg

and the other with a mass of 5.33 x 108 kg and the distance between them is 10 x 1010 m.

What is the acceleration of the smaller asteroid? (Take: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@ 3.19 x los rnls2

@ 4]5 x to-ra mlsz

that each of them experiences?

@ 3.89 x 1010 m/s2

@2.99 x 1011m/s2

(Take: G=6.6'/ x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@ 5.12 x lo4 rn/sz

@ 4-46 x 10-s m/s2

@ o.+t x laa mlsz

@ 6.11 x lo24 mlsz

@ X When climbing tiom the sea Ievel to the top of mount Everest, a hiker changes elevation
L 

by 8848 m. By what percentage will the gravitational field of the Earth change during

the climb? (Where the Earth's mass is 6 x 1O2a kg and its radius is 6.4 x 106 m)

@ It will increase by approximately 0.3 /o. @ It will decrease by approximately A3 70.

@ It witt increase by approximately 12 7o. @ It will decrease by approximately 12 Vo.

@ O" the surface of a distant planet that has a radius of roughly 4560 km, the aeeeleratiorr
o 

due to gravity equals 5 mlsz

planet.

. LIse the law of gravitation to estimate the mass of this

(Take: G=6.67 x10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@ wn", does:

(1) the Earth's gravitational field intensity and the gravitational force acthrg on a body

be equal?

(2) the Earth's gravitational force acting on a body equal the net force that acts on

the same body?

Second I Essay questions
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Choose two correct answers in each of the following

@ ffre acceleration due to Earth's gravity

@ is a universal constant

@ doesn't change by changing the mass of the body

@ changes according to the height above the Earth's surface

@ changes through the seasons of the year

@ varies according to the distance between Earth and Sun

@ r, the opposite graph, the difference in the man's weights

at the two points a, b is because of the difference in .........

@ tt 
" 

Earth's gravitational field intensity

@ tt" two diameters of Earth

@ ttr. periods of the man's rotation at the two points

@ tfr" speeds of the man's rotation at the two points

@ tfr" mass of the man at the two points

@ ffre gravitational field intensity at the surface of a planet is ......... .

@ directly proportional to the planet's radius squared

@ inversely proportional to the planet's radius squared

@ inversely proportional to the planet's radius

@ directly proportional to the planet's mass

@ directly proportional to the square root of the planet's mass

@ Clr., that the mass of planet Mercury is 3.3 x 1023 kg,its radius is 2.439 x 106 m,
o 

the universal gravitational constantrs 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2 and the acceleration due to

gravity at the Earth's surface is 9.8 m/s2, so if a body has a mass of 65 kg on the surface of

Mercury,

@ itr weight on the surface of Mercury is 240.5 N

@ itr weight on the surface of Mercury is 637 N

@ it. weight on the surface of Mercury is 320.5 N

@ itr mass on the surface of Earth will be 65 kg

@ itr mass on the surface of Earth will be 772kg

118 
I
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Lesson Three

O Man has dreamt for centuries about space exploration

so that he continued to develop probes and space ships

that are launched by rockets to orbit the Earth or reach

further to another planet like Mars.

That dream had come true on the 4th of October 1957

when the first satellite (Sputnik) has been sent into space.

@ That was followed by sending other satellites into

space and stepping onto the Moon and since then,

space exploration is in continuous progress.

A satellite in its orbit is considered as an object that undergoes a free fall motion towards

the Earth (because its motion is only affected by the Earth's gravity), in spite of this it never

reaches the Earth's surface.Isaac Newton explained this where he imagined that when

projecting a cannon projectile from the top of a mountain in a horizontal direction (neglecting

the air resistance):

@ The projectile moves through a certain horizontal distance while

falling freely towards the ground where it moves in a curved path

towards the surface of Earth.

I rro

;:i;lf;ryffi

Satellites
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@ By increasing the speed of projection,

the horizontal distance moved by the projectile

before hitting the ground increases where it moves

in a less curved path.

@ At a certain projecting speed, when the curvature of

the projectile path equals the curvature of the Earth's

surface, the projectile orbits the Earth in a constant roughly

circular path and it becomes a follower for the Earth like

the Moon and it is called a satellite and its speed is called

the orbital speed of the satellite.

The orbital

It is the speed that makes the satellite orbit the

Earth in a roughly circular path where its distance

from the Earth's surface remains constant.

O Assume that a satellite of mass m moves with a speed v in

an orbit of radius r around a planet of mass M as in the figure:

- The force of attraction between the planet and the satellite

is given by the relation: n'= G 
tY
?

- The force of attraction between the planet and the satellite is

perpendicular to the direction of motion of the satel^lite, so it

makes the satellite move in a circular path: F" =+
Hence, the attraction force between the Earth and the satellite

is the same centripetal force that acts on the satellite.

^ mM 
^u2=_

,2r

rGM
.. v

r

Where G is the gravitational constant and if the height

is h and the radius of the Earth is R, then: r = R + h

a_\
.._ IGM

V R+h

that the satellite was iaunched to

Deducing the orbital speed of a satellite (v)
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-The mass of the planet:

The orbital speed of
a satellite is directly

proportional to the square

root of the mass of
V

the planet at constant

orbital radius.

Slope =
Av

^{M

(1) If we imagine that a satellite stopped

suddenly while rotating around the Earth

(its velocity became zero), so the satellite

would move in a straight line towards

the Earth under the effect of the Earth's

gravity and falls down on its surface.

The orbital radius:

The orbital speed of

a satellite is inversely

proportional to

the square root of

the orbital radius.

Slope ={GM

"\E/

(2) If we imagine that the gravitational

force between the Earth and a satellite

vanished, so the satellite would move

in a straight line tangent to the circular

path away from the Earth.

I

{T

(3) A geosynchronous satellite is a satellite that is synchronized with the rotation of

the Earth, i.e.has a periodic time that is equal to the periodic time of the Earth's

rotation around itself i.e. one solar day (24 hours), hence it remains above a fixed

geographical location of the Earth's surface.

G

r

( \ 1 : 6; r.:, /,:t /1.-ulr -uil ; 'u "t-;", 
glil

The factors that affect I the orbital speed of a satellite :

rl

il
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--, (4) The orbital speed (v) of a satellite can be calculated as follows:

a
By knowing the periodic time

L__

I e,,
i'

/
Orbital \/
speed of \'+
satellite )

(v) 
,/-

s\

\

(5) The relation

the periodic

l'GM'.'v={ 
. =

between the orbital radius

time of its motion (T) can

2nr
T

(r) of a satellite that orbits a planet and

be deduced as follows:

GM 4 x2r2

rT"

tr-" r\,.
Ttnrt...T2 =

4 n2r3

GM

(6) The orbital speed of a satellite doesn't depend on the satellite's mass.

(7) The orbital speed of a satellite that orbits the Earth is inversely proportional to

the square root of the orbital radius according to the relation (, = e) 
*O

we can't say that the orbital speed:

- is directly proportional to the orbital radius according to the relation (t = +) because

the periodic time also depends on the orbital radius according to the relation (f' = a#)

- is directly proportional to the square root of the orbital radius according to the relation

1v = t/-gg because the gravitational field intensity also depends on the radius of

the orbit from the relation (, = #)

By knowing the frequency v = 2nrf

By knowing the mass of the

knowing the gravitational

llMt'itllEl r

The Moon rotates around the Earth in a circular orbit of radius 3.85 x ld km,

so its orbital speed equals

(Kttowirtg that: The universal gravitational constant = 6.67 x 10-11 m3.kg 1.s-2,

The ntass af the Earth = 598 x l#a kS)

@ z.o+ x 102 m/s

@ z .zz x loa m/s

-- 1nl

@ t.oz x 103 m/s

@ t.o+ x 106 m/s
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Solution

-11 m3.kg-1.s-2 j i r=5.98 x 1024kg j i

=^@=t.o2x1o3m/s
\l :.ss x to5 x loj

you are asked to calculate the periodic time of the rotation of the Moon
around the Earth, what will be your answer?

liMlillllElz
Three satellites (A,B,C),of masses thatare 3 m,2 m,mrespectively,rotate around

the Earth in three dffirent orbits of radii 3 r, 2 r, r respectively, which of these

satellites has the highest orbital speed?

.'. The correct choice ir @.

@ Satellite A

@ satetlite c

@ Satellite B

@ nU of them have the same orbital speed

M
r

.'. The orbital speed of the satellite doesn't depend on its mass.

'.' The three satellites orbit the Earth.

1

1tr "'rA)rB)rC
.'. vA(vg(vc

.'. The correct choice ir @.

these satellites are rotating at the same height from the Earth's surface,

what wiII be the answer?

v-

im^=m i,,(_:

7n
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A satellite rotates around the Earth in a roughly circular orbit at a height of 940 km

above the Earth's sudacerknowing that: Earth's radius (R) = 6360 km,M = 6 x 1rt4 kg,

G = 6.67 x 1f.11 N.m2tkgf , n = 3.74, then:

(i)The orbital speed of the satellite equals

@1.+ x 103 m/s @l .g x 103 m/s @ s.o x 103 m/s @ z.t x 104 m/s

(ii) The periodic time of the satellite's rotation around the Earth equals

@ r.+s h @ t.ot tr

Solution

i h=q+ok* I i n=oroom I i *=6 x 1024ks I

i v=? ii t=t i

(i) r =R + h = 6360 + 940 = 7300 km

=7.3 x 106 m

, = J ry= lu.urx 
ro-r',i "-P1

=7.4 x 103 m/s

.'. The correct choice it @.

@ z.ts rr

i tt

i G=6.67 x lo-rlN.rn2lkg2 i

@ t.tztt

You can revise the prefixes for power

of 10 from section (1) page (9).

(ii)r=+= 2x3.14x7.3x106

7.4 x lO3
= 6195 .14 s ='1.,72 h

.'. The correct choice i. @.

this satellite rotates around the Moon at a height of 940 km from

the Moon's surface, what will be its orbital speed if the radius

of the Moon is 27 Vo of the radius of Earth while the mass of Earth

is 81 times as large as that of the Moon?

lntegration with Mathematics
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A satellite completes one revolution around a planet through 94.4 minutes along

a path of length 43153 km,knowing that: the planet's radius = 6360 km, n= 3.74,

G = 6.67 x ltrll N.m2lkg2, so:

(i) The orbital speed of the satellite equals

@ t.q x 103 m/s @ La x 103 m/s @ +.s x 104 m/s @ +.e x 10s m/s

(ii) The height of the satellite above the planet's surface equals

@ s.t x 102 km @ tz.z x 103 km @ ao.g x 103 km @ qg.s x 103 km

Solution

iT =94.4minutes i i Znr=43153km i i R=O:OOtm i

fi) v =2 
xr 

-43153 
x lo' 

= 7.6 x10J m/sT 94.4 x 60

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(ii) r = 43153 
= 681 1.4g7 krn

2 x 3.14

h=r-R=6871 .491 -6360=5.1 x102km

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the gravitational field intensity at the planet's

surface, what will be your answer?

tiilEr,ltllEl s

The orbital rslius of a geosynchronous satellite which is synchronized with

the Earth's rotation equals

(Knowing that: M = 5.98 x lda kg,G = 6.67 x rc-llYr*t*s?)

@ t.g x 1015 m @z.lx1o11 m @q.zx1o7m @q.ox1o6m

i-.-oi ir--ol
r V 

- 
i 

' ' 
ll 

- 
I r
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Solution

iT =24h i i tut = 5.98 x to24 ugi

I GM 2nr
- v 

- 
At

VT T

. -3 - GMT2
..1 

- a

4 tt'

i G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2 i

GM
r

4 n2r2

T2

1- , " " -" ";" 
i,), 

=4.2x 107 m

.'. The correct choice ir @.

9 rr"t aourself-

you are asked to calculate the orbital speed of this geosynchronous satellite,

what is your answer?

Enrichment informqtion

As the mass of the satellite increases, a rocket

of greater thrust is required for launching the

satellite into space and to acquire the required

speed to orbit the Earth.

Choose the correct answer:

$ A satellite orbits the Earth in a uniform orbit. If apafi that represents quarter the mass of

the satellite gets separated from the satellite, then the orbital speed of the satellite

@ decreases to the quafier of its original value

@ becomes four times as high

@ increases by one quarter of its original value

@ remains unchanged
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O A satellite is considered as a very high tower that can be used in transmitting

and receiving wireless waves.

@ satellites can be classified according to their applications into:
1. Communication satellites are used for:

o TV transmission. o Radio transmission. . phone calls. o Internet.
o Locating sites through GPS. o Monitoring regions using Google Earth.

Satellites are used in TV & GPS to determine location
radio transmission

2. Astronomical satellites:

o They are huge telescopes floating in the space.

o They can be used for photographing the space accurately.

3. Remote sensing satellites, they are used for:
o Studying and monitoring the emigrant birds.

o Determining the mineral resources and their distributions

underground.

o Looking out for the agricultural yields to protect them

against weather dangers.

o Studying the formation of hurricanes.

4. Explanatory and spying satellites:

They abound the information needed by military
and political leaders to make decisions and war

administration.

Google maps are imaged by

satellites

Astronomical satellites are

huge telescopes

Satellites are used in studying
hurricanes

Satellites are used for spying
and delivering information

GPS to determine location

The importance of satellites
liliJ.l+,Tlil

=fl.f{k=
H,.ffi

72?
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5. Weather satellites:

For monitoring weather and climate of the Earth by taking photographs for the atmosphere

from a height of 35000 km above the surface.

They track hurricanes and monitor the atmospheric conditions like air quality, clouds and

ice glaciers.

Enrichment informotion

Polar satellites:

O They are satellites that rotates in orbits that pass above

the poles of the Earth at heights that extend from 200 km

to 1000 km above sea level completing one revolution

through periods that extend from 100 minutes to 110

minutes depending on the height of the orbit.

@ Polar satellites are used for monitoring the Earth's surface making meteorological

observations where they scan all the points of the Earth's surface consecutively as

the Earth rotates about its axis.
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@ A satellite orbits the Earth with a speed v under the effect of a centripetal force F.Imagine

if the orbitai speed of the satellite has vanished suddenly, so .......... .

@ ttre satellite remains moving in its orbit

@ the gravitational force that acts on the satellite vanishes

@ the satellite moves in a straight line towards the Earth's center

@ the satellite moves in a straight line tangent to its orbit

@ ffr" international space station rotates around the Earth in an orbit of radius r such that it
t

completes one revolution through time T. If apart of mass that equals 0.1 the mass of

the station gets separated away, the periodic time of the motion of the station around

Earth will

@ decrease by 0.1 from its value @ increase by 0.1 from its value

@ remains unchanged @ decrease to 0.1 of its value

@ fAentical satellites rotate around different planets at equal orbital radii, so the graph that
t 

."p."r"nts the relation of the orbital speed of a satellite (v) versus the square root of the

planet's mass (l/M) around which the satellite rotates is .......... .

l

t\L
@

V- L- L-
@@

Satellites

@ a satellite rotates at a height of 12000 km around a planet of mass 9.96 x 1022 kg.
o 

If the radius of the planet is 1063 km and G = 6.61 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2, the orbital

@ z+o.o mts @:tt mls @ zt:.r mts @ 744 mls

lnteractive test

I IEffiHI
rhequestlonssisnedby $''r,.rn.r.,.dindetait. I CAp,tpl:t fqrulgf9lqgfrylkinS J!i]]L[1ffi

,M

@

( \ V : l) rc, /c, I /1.r-Ult -t (Jt 
; 'lJ,t--;p 

y<ldl

m

First I Multiple choice questions
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@ X A satellite rotates in a circular orbit at a height of 300 km above the Earth's surface,

knowing that: the Earth's radius = 6378 km, the acceleration due to gravity at the Earth's

surface = 9.8 m/s2, so:

(i) The orbital speed equals

@4.4 x 103m/s @6.1 x 105m/s @1.7 x 103m/s @9 r 10sm/s

(ii) The periodic time of the satellite equals

@2.34 x 103 s @ 5.45 x 103 s @6.32 x 103 s @9.22 x 103 s

(iii) The magnitude of the centripetal acceleration of its motion equals

@2.4rnls2 @ 4.3 nts2 @ 6.8 m/s2 @ 8.9 m/s2

@ f*o satellites A and B rotate around the Earth where the orbital radius of satellite A
t 

equals 4 times the orbital radius of satellite B, hence the ratio of the speed of

satellite A to that of satellite B equals

a

C'T @+

@ f*o satellites of masses 5 x 103 kg, 15 x 103 kg orbit the Earth at the same height above

t 
th" Earth's surface, so the ratio between the orbital speeds of the two satellit", (:)yy2/

equals

@+ !eT

@ f*o satellites have equal orbital radii where one rotates around the Earth and the other

"' rotates around Mars. If the mass of Earth is nine times that pf Mars, then the ratio of

the linear (tangential) speed of the satellite rotating around the Earth to that rotating around

Mars equals .......... .

@? @+

"' planets and the opposite graph represents the

relation of the square of the orbital speed (v2)

versus the reciprocal of the orbital radius f *l "t\f/

the satellites, so the ratio between the masses of

the two planets tffil is '....... .

(Notice that the two axes are drawn with the same scale)

@+ @+

@+ o+
J

@ f*o groups of satellites rotate around two
v2lmlsyz

,-- 1taz tnl -:- .o+
-J

@+

*<--'l



Questions on Chapter 2 (l,
c)

o
OJ@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation of orbital

speed (v) for multiple identical satellites that rotate

around different planets at equal distances from the

centers ofthe planets versus the square root ofthe

mass of the planet (1ffi), so the orbital radius of all

these satellites equals

(Knowing that: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lks2)

@2.39 x 103 km

@ to.os x 103 km

10

8

6

4

2

-r-- 
---- ----r * {Mx 1011(kca)

5 10 15 2025

@ 4.r7 x 103 km

@ so.ol x 103 km

@ Uuttiple satellites are launched to orbit a planet
T2x1o6(s2)

and the opposite graph represents the relation

between the square of the periodic time (T2)

for the motion of the satellite around the planet

versus the cubic orbital radius 1r3; of"the satellite,

so the mass of the planet equals ........

(Take: G=6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@z.ge x toza kg

@2.96 x 1o2s kg

ro -io -lo- 
+o-so 

*'3x1o1e(m3)

10

8

6

4

2

0

@+] xlozakg

@q.l x 1o2s kg

@ X A geosynchronous satellite orbits the Earth at a height h above the surface such that

the time it takes to make a complete revolution around the Earth equals the time that the

Earth takes to make a complete revolution about its axis, so:

(Knowing that: The day on Earth = 24 hours, x, = 3.14,G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lks2.

M = 5.98 x lO2a kg, R = 6378 km)

(i) The height of the satellite above the Earth's surface (h) equals

@z ,107 m @:.ox 1o7m @s.ox 1o7m @o.ox 1o7m

(ii) The orbital speed of the satellite equals

@o.zz mt @ o.+z mls @:.oz x 103 m/s @ q.+r x 106 m/s

vx1031m/s;
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@ X A satellite orbits the Earth at a height h above the Earth's surface with an orbital speed

l * + lGu 
*1r*." R is the radius of the Earth,so the distance between the satellite

and the surface of the Earth (h) is .'...'.. . .

o** @zn @:n @+n

@ X The orbital radii of two satellites (A, B) rotating around a planet are 2 x 106 m and

.. 1 x 106 m respectively. If the periodic time of the second satellite (B) is 8 x 107 s, then

the periodic time of the first satellite (A) equals

@2.3 x 108 s @4.5 x 108 s

@ X Phobos, a moon of the planet Mars, whose orbital radius is 9380 km and its orbital
o 

period (periodic time) is 0.3tg days (2.77 x 104 seconds). The mass of Mars based on this

data is

@6.3i x 1023 kg

(Where: G = 6.61 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

G) 1.36 x 1or5 kg @o.zt x 1o3a kg @3.23 x to27 kg

@ X Two satellites 51 and 52 orbit the Earth at two different heights from the Earth's

i" 
surface. If the ratio between their periodic times (fr1 ,, f , tnen the ratio between their

orbital speeds (); ,t

@+ oi o? oi
@ f*o satellites are at the same distance from the Earth. If one of the satellites has a mass

o 
of m and the other has a mass of 2 m,which one will have the smaller acceleration?

@ wnut will happen i
I 

the Earth's surface?

@ fxpUin the following statements:
t 

(t) A satellite that orbits the Earth in a uniform circular path doesn't fall even though it is

affected by the Earth's gravity.

(2) The orbital speed of a satellite depends on its orbital radius only.

(3) The orbital speed of a satellite of mass 5 x 103 kg is equal to the orbital speed of

another satellite of mass 15 x 103 kg that orbits the same planet at the same height.

@5xloss @4x106s

@ fne satellite of mass m.

@ Both will have the same acceleration.

@ ffre satellite of mass 2 m.

@ Neither will have an acceleration.

@@
f the curvature of a projectile's path equals the curvature of



First: Choose two correct answers in each of the following
r The orbital speed that is required to keep a satellite rotating around a planet depends

on the

@ mass of the satellite

@ mass of the planet

@ distance between the centers of the planet and the satellite

@ periodic time of the satellite's rotation around the planet

@ direction of the satellite's rotation around the planet

Second: Choose from the list what suits the spaces

@ Wni"f, two figures from the following list show correctly the magnitude and the direction
t of the force that acts on a satellite of mass m and orbital radius r while rotating with an

orbital speed v around Earth of mass M, where G is the universal gravitational constant?

Figure (a) ... .....

Figure (b) ..........

llburTUp^es.,efl qleslib-ns?

(1)
mv2
r "-,, 

*m- -.

r: o
\/

(2) 
ffi _ Mv2

. -'fri+a+ ---
tfirf-

(3) (4) (5) ffi mv2

,.-ffr(:

': 
4D'r

@ fn" opposite diagram shows two satellites x and y

orbiting a planet, so if the magnitudes of attraction

forces between the planet and each of the two

satellites are equal, then:

(a) The ratio between the masses of the two

satellites (ft) r,

(b) The ratio between the orbital speeds of

the two satellites (#) ,t"v'

L
4

T
,E
t

2

1

I

T'
1

4

I

t
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Unit Four

Work and Energy in

Our Daily Life
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Objectives of the unit

By the end

Chapterl:

of this unit, the student should be

. Explain the scientific concept of work.

. Deduce that work is a scalar quantity (not a vector

quantity).

. Derive the units of energy.

. Deduce the mathematical expression for

determining each of the kinetic energy

and the potential energy.

. Draw a conclusion that the potential energy is

a work done.

. Compare between the kinetic energy and

the potential energy.

able to:

Chapter 2 :

. Apply the mutual interchange between the kinetic

energy and the potential energy when projecting

an object vertically upwards as an example for

the law ofconservation ofenergy.

. Apply the law of conservation of energy on some

situations in everyday experience.

Work and Energy.

ctrapter t Lesson One lWork.
I

Lesson Two ;Energy.

crapter ! Law of Gonservation of Energy.
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Lesson One

@ Energy has many forms in nature such as thermal energy, chemical energy, mechanical

energy, etc., and each form of energy can be converted into another form.

Hence, what is energy? And how is it related to the work done?

@ The meaning of work in Physics is different from what it means in everyday life. Work in

Physics does not mean that a tough task is done. For a work to be done on a body, the body

must move a certain displacement due to the action of a force. If the body doesn't move,

there is no work is done whatever the magnitude of the force acting on the body is.

@ Hence, in Physics work is related to two correlated factors (two conditions for a work

to be done), which are:

(1) Applying a force to the body.

(2) Moving the body for some displacement in the direction of force action.

This can be illustrated by the following two examples:

S 6--------

1. The player who lifts weights up 2. The person who tries to pull or

does work push a wall does no work

&

I

,

.a

a

a

rl

a

ar
,l

a
a

aail
e

t!
{ r tt

I
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I
a

a
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a
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Work
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Chapter 1

Because

Conclusion

o
Eo
o
o)

o When a force acts on an object and moves it through a certain displacement,
it is said that tho force does work.

o The force acting on the weights moves

them upwards through a distance in
the direction of the force.

o The force acting on the wall fails to
move it (i.e. the wall remains static).

The angle between

the direction of the acting

force and the direction of

the displacement

The acting

force on

a body

The displacement of
the body due to

the action of the force

kg.mzls2
that is

equivalent to

I

N.m

e,
joule (J)

and its

dimensional

formula is

@ From the previous, work and its measuring unit can be defined as follows:

It is the product of the acting force

on a body and the displacement of

the body in the direction of the force's

line of action.

Work (W) is determined from the relation

ETf;-E
ilflEt+l
EHffi
EKB

Joule :

It is the work done by a force of 1 N to

move an object through a displacement of

1 m in the direction of the force's line of

action.

( \  : f ) ye, /c,t /1*-Ult -t (Lt 
; -t! "Li glsdl

w-
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. Although both force and displacement are vector quantities, work is a scalar quantity.

Because work is the dot product of force and displacement vectors.

) For E*amplet The work done to move a cart 5 m forward is the same work done to

move the cart 5 m backward.

7a

The acting force on

the body:

Work is directly

proportional to

the acting force at

constant displacement

and constant angle

between force and

displacement.

The displacement of the body:

Work is directly proportional

to the displacement at

constant force and constant

angle between force and

displacement.

Slooe=4w=Fcos0'ad

w

l/*,

W
Il/
l./ , cos}

3

4w=dcoso
AF

w
+
l./t/
z__*F

The angle between the force and

the displacement:

Work is directly proportional to the

cosine of the angle between the force

and the displacement at constant

magnitude of force and constant

magnitude of displacement.

Slope =
AW

Acos0

W=Fdcos0

. The work done

when this force

direction.

by a force has a maximum positive value

and the displacement are in the same

__-+F
_____>d

,.€ !,
W=Fdcos0=Fd

)Example:
; A person pulling an object by a force F through a certain distance d.

The factors that affect work done to a hody:

The 6ffect of the ahgle (0) between force and displacement on the work done:

--1381
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0"<0<90"

. The work done by a force has a positive value

as the angle between the direction of this acting

force (F) on the body and the displacement (d)

is less than 90o, so the cosine of the angle is

a positive value.

) txample:

A person pulling an object as in

the opposite figure.

Note: As the angle between

force and displacement (0)

increases from 0 to 90o,
Larger work (W) Lesser work (W)

the cosine of the angle (cos 0)

decreases, hence the work done by the same magnitude of force

decreases if the body undergoes the same displacement.

0=90o

F

t
I

l-,

. The work done by a force equals zero when the direction

of this force (F) is perpendicular to the direction

of the displacement (d). ,f \
W=Fdcos90o=0

)Example:
A girl moves horizontally while carrying

a bucket where the direction of the force that the

girl's hand exerts on the bucket is perpendicular

to the direction of the horizontal displacement of

the bucket.

180">0>90"

. The work done by a force has a

negative value as the angle between

the direction of this acting force (F)

on the body and the displacement (d)

is greater than 90o and less than 180o,

so the cosine of the angle is a negative

value.

)txample:
A person is trying to pull an object while the object is moving

opposite to the direction of the force.

rce
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Note: As the angle between

force and displacement (0)

increases from 90o to 180',

the cosine of the angle (cos 0)

increases, hence the work done

by the same magnitude of force

increases if the body undergoes

Lesser work (W) Larger work (W)

the same displacement.

0 = 180'

---------------- d

F-

. The work done by a force has a maximum

negative yalue when this acting force (F)

on the body and its displacement (d) are in

opposite directions.

<* R,,
W=Fdcos 180'=-Fd

...........*d

)Example:
The work done by the frictional forces (such as the force of brakes).

9 r""t Aourself-
Choose the correct answer:

A satellite does not require any

work is done on the satellite as

fuel to be consumed for orbiting the Earth because no

the acting force on it is ................. .

@ directed in the same direction of motion @ directed in the opposite direction of motion

@ perpendicular to its motion @ equal to zero

@ Work done can be calculated graphically by using the (force-displacement) graph,

as follows:

If a constant force F acted on a body and moved it through a displacement

d in the same direction of the force, then (0 = 0o) and when representing the

relation of force versus displacement graphically, we get the opposite graph:

'.' Work = Force x Displacement

.'. Work (graphically) = The area under the (force-displacement) curve

Disting uished scientists

James Joule (1818 - 1889):
o An English scientist who was the first to realize that work generates heat.

o In one of his experiments, he found that water temperature at the bottom

of a waterfall is higher than that atthe top; concluding that a part of
water energy is converted into heat.

Calculating the Woik done graphically
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The work done by aforce F on a body to displace itfor a distance d has the largest

value when the angle between the force and the displacement equals

@ go"

Solution

@ 45" @ 60' @ 90"

.'. As the angle 0 decreases, the value of cos 0 increases, hence the work done increases.

o
o
o
q,

G) 1oo J

@200J

.'. The correct choice ir @.

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to determine the ratio between the work done on the body by

a force when the angle between this force and the displacement is 30o and

when it becomes 60' respectively, what will be your answer?

IMIliIilEz
A cart of mass 20 kg is pulled by aforce of 50 N that makes an angle

of 60" with the direction of displacentent,hence the work done by the

force to displace the cart horizontally through 4 m equals

@80r

@ 1oo {rr
Solution

m=Zotg I i F=5oN i ie-6o'i

W=Fdcos0

=50x4xcos60=100J

you are asked to calculate the work done by

the same force (same magnitude and direction)

on the cart to displace it for 8 m on a ramp that

makes an angle of 30" with the horizontal, what

will be your answer?

.-d-
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The opposite figure shows a girl who

moved.for a displacernent of 70 m in

the horizontal ilirection while carrying

a toy of mass 300 g, then she raised up

the toy for a vertical distance of 30 cm

to let her father see it, then:

(Take:g=I0mt?)

(i)The work done by the hands of

the girl on the toy before raising it

equals

@o G)0.3 J @3r
(ii)The work done by the hands of the girl on the toy after raising it equals

@o 6)0.3 J @)o.e J @eor

@:ooo r

Solution

'li

im=300g ii dr= l0m li dz=30cm iie= l0m/sz ii wl=? ii wz=? 
)i.--_--_____--_--.i i.---------- 

-------.i 
i.------------------.i 1,-------

(i) '.' The actingforce on the toy by the hands of the girl is perpendicular to its displacement.

"wt=o
.'. The correct choice it @.

(ii)F =mg = 300 x 10-3 x 10 = 3 N

'.' The acting force on the toy

and the toy's displacement

are in the same direction.

.'.0=0

Wz=Fd, cos 0 = 3 x 30 x 10-2 x cos 0 = 0.9 J

.'. The correct choice it @.

a person tied the toy to the end of a 0.5 m long thread and whirled it in a horizontal

circular path with a constant linear speed of 0.5 m/s, what would be the work done

on the toy by the tension force in the string through a complete cycle?

You can revise the prefixes for power

of 10 from section (1) page (9).

@ @*
a'tr

lntegration with Mathematics
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llMlilllEl+
A body has moved with a uniform velocity of 5 mls on a rough horizontal surface .for l0 s,

so if the frictional force between the body and the surface is 60 N, the work done to move

the body through this tilne interval equals

@o

Solution

@aoJ @120J

a constant velocity.

force that affects the body = The frictional force between the body

=60N

W= Fd = F--, ., _-_, d = 60 x 50 = 3000 JIrtctl0nal

.'. The correct choice i. @.

the magnitude of the horizontal force that affects the body gets increased

by 10 N, what happens to the work done on the body by the acting net

force when it moves through the same displacement?

l]ilEtiilllEl s

A constantforce of 100 N has acted horizontally on a static body that is placed on

a horizontal surfoce to move it till its velocity becomes 20 mls after 5 s, hence with

neglecting the frictionalforce with the surface, the work done by this force on the body
through 5 s from the start of the motion equals

@103J @5x1o3J @) 1o4J @2.5 x 104 J

'.' The body is afficted by a constant force.
,'. The body moves with uniform acceleration, so its displacement can be

determined by using the equations of motion with unifurm acceleration
or by using the equation of average velocity.

(u

(f

o
o

@ 3ooo J

.'. The

and

it=5si iw=ti
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= Iilb$i'C$-ll

- From the first equation of motion:

,- Vf -vi 
-zo_ o 

=4mls2a- t - 5

- From the second equation of motion:

d = ri r* + aP =o n (i 
" 

a x @2)= 5o m

W=Fd=100x50=5x103J

Another Solution:
-.r V^ * V.u11't2

d -zo+o5- 2

d=50m

W=Fd=100x50=5x103J

.'. The correct choice i. @.

A static body of mass 2 kg is placed on a horizontal

frictionless surface.When the boily gets afficted by

a constant horizontal force (F), it tnoves in a straight line

as represented in the opposite velocity (v) versus time (t)

graph, hence the work done on the body by the force (F)

through the first 4 s of the motion equals

the frictional force between the body and the surface has a magnitude of 10 N

which is not negligible and the body covers the same displacement, what will

be the work done by the net force on the body?

v(m/s)

@1oJ

@1ooJ

Solution

6)40 J

@4ooJ

i I : ?k"q l i. .t__= 

4:. 
; iw : i.j

From the graph:

Av 20-0 . ,)a=Slope=At= 44 =)m/s-

F=ma=2x5=10N
From the second equation of motion:

,1.'.'d-v.t+*atz v,=0'r')r

rllEriltllEl6

You can revise how to calculate the slope of

a straight line from section (8) page (12).

20

----T44)
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.'. d- tur'= l*5x(4)2=4om

.'. W-Fd= 10x40=400J

.'. The correct choice is @.

the magnitude of force (F) that a.ffects the body has increased, what happens

to the work done on the body by the effect of this force when it covers

the same displacement?

IllEtillllE z

Two trains A and B, whose masses are tn and 2 m respectively, have started to moye

from rest in a straight line. If they cover the same distance through the same time
interval, the ratio between the work done by the net force on train A and that on

train B (+;) equats

Solution

mu-2m

irr" i*" t ril;;r" ,"n"J rrr"irmotions from rest and cover the same distance

through the same time interval.

The accelerations of the two trains are

"oA-oB

'.'F=ma

. Fo--a
'\-*"

'.'W=Fd

(u

o
o
qJ

@+^)(9i@+@+

ffiA=fl

1

2
j section (7) page (11).

'.' The two trains have covered the same distance.

. wn-Fa- 
1'%- FB-z

.'. The correct choice i. @.

the question was to find the ratio between the momenra of the rwo ffains (#l
at the end of the trip, what will be your answer?

You can revise direct proportionality from

( \ 1 : 1; ro /c,t /1.r-r-Vt -t (Jt ; -W r.la*; rr<ldl



F
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-J
B

A body of mass nt was moving with velocity v,, so if a force (F) acted on that body

and changed its velocity from v,to v, the work done on the body by this force would

equal

@ l^"1

@ +-('?-'?)

Solution

u? -u? =2 ad

))
V:_V:

;_ t r
\r- 

2a

'.'W=Fd

u2^ -u?
... W - mat*L

* = i- ("? -'?)

.'. The correct choice it @.

@ i*'?
@ +* ('? *'?)

'.'F=ma

you have known that the average velocity of the body through this interval was V,

the ratio between the work done to move the body by the force (F) and the change

in the body's momentum through the same interval (ff) .O*ts ............... .

@+ @v @2n @4,

I
A crote of mass 10 kg tnoves with constant velocity on a frictionless plane, that is inclined

at an angle of 30" to the horizontal, under the effect of aforce (F) that is directed parallel

to the incline, so if the crate moves for a displacement of 20 m up the incline, the work

done on the crate by this force equals (Take:g=10mls2)

@ 20oo J6)2oo J@1ooJ @) looo J
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. When a body is being placed on an inclined

plane, aforce of magnitude w sin 0 pulls the

body down the inclined plane (where w is the

weight of the body).

. For moving the body with a constant velocity up

the inclined plane, the body has to be acted upon

by a force of the same magnitude w sin 0 in the

opposite direction (i.e., direction of motion).

'.' W =ld

=(wsin0)d

= mgd sin 0

= 10 x 10 x 20 x sin 30 = 1000 J

.'. The correct choice is @.

x

You can revise the resolution of vectors

from section (9) page (14).

the plane is inclined at an angle of a value more than 30o above the horizontal,

will more work have to be done on the crate to make the same displacement?

9 rr", aoursetf-
1 Choor" the correct answer:
(

i 
E * The opposite graph represents the relation

I 
between the work done (W) by a force (F) and

] the displacement (d), so if the angle between

I tfr" force and the displacement is 30", the magnitude

I ", 
the force (F) equals

] 
@4.33N @sN

| @s.77N @roN

d(m)

w(J)

Integration with Mathematics
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@ fne following graphs of force (F) versus displacement (d) represent the effect of

different magnitudes of force (F) on the displacement of moving bodies, so on which

of these bodies the largest work is done?

d(m) d(m)

F(N)

1

I'r--i
ll
l--* i - o,*,

p t*o similar trucks A and B have been

accelerated from rest in a straight line to

travel a definite distance xy through the

same time interval, so if truck A is fully

loaded while truck B is unloaded and

with neglecting the difference in friction

for the trucks with the road, which of the

following physical quantities has equal

values for both trucks?

@ffre work done by the engine.

@ fne momentum of the truck at point (y).

@ fne acceleration of motion of the truck.

@ fne net force on the truck.

d(m)

F(N) F(N)

F(N)



Work

n"P,x:l:1.':l,,llJ,fir,.

' 'J1ry
MaJak App

lnteractive test

The questions signed by $

@ Wn., a man pushes a wall and fails to displace it, the force which the man exerts on

the wall

@ equals zero

@ does a positive work

@ is normal to

@ is inclined by an acute angle on

@ ffr. dimensional formula of work is .......... .

" @ ML2 T-2 @ M LT-z @)M L T-1 @MLr

@ Wnut is the physical quantity that is measured in the units of kg.m2lsz ?

'' 
@ Acceleration @ Force @ Work done @ Momentum

@ does no work

@ does a negative work

@ X A force of 20 N has acted horizontally on a cart pushing it for ahonzontal distance of
o- 3.5 m. so the work done by this force on the cart equals

@o 6)3sr @zor @r+or

@ ffr" work has a negative value when the
t 

of the force.

@ is the same as

@ opposes

direction of the displacement .......... the direction

The work done by the force due to using the brakes of a car

@ is positive @ is negative

@ equals zero @ -uy be positive or negative

1@t ffr" work done by a force on a body has the maximum value when the angle between
t 

the direction of this force and the direction of the body's displacement equals

@ 90' @ 60' @ 30' @o'

@ Wn"" the angle between the constant force that acts on a body and the displacement

this force equals zero,the work done on the body will be

@ the maximum positive

@ indeterminable

@
a

u' 
caused by

@ zero value

@ the maximum negative value

First I ufuniple choice questions
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@@@@

@ Wn"" a ball undergoes free fa1l, the work done by gravity on the ball is

@ negative

@ infinite

@
a

A ball was projected vertically upwards to reach a maximum height, then fall down to

the point of projecting, so the value of the work done by gravity on the ball during its

rising and falling respectiveiy are ."....'.. .

During elevation During falling

@ positive positive

@ negative negative

@ positive negative

@ negative positive

@12sr

@2soJ

6) 12s J

@2soJ

@ A body makes a uniform circular motion under the effect of a resultant (net) force of

40 N. If the magnitude of the displacement of the body at some instant is 10 m, the work

done on the body by the centripetal force through this displacement equals

@400J

@ Wfr", a constant force F acts on a brick, the brick moves a displacement d, so the work
n 

dor. by the force (F) has its maximum negative value in figure

s\d

I

Fi

@ positive

@ zero

@ X A force of 100 N has acted on a body, so the body has been displaced for 2.5 m.

The work done by this force, if it was:

(i) in the same direction as the body's motion, equals

@o

@2t7 l

@o

@211 J

(ii) inclined with an angle of 60o to the direction of the body's motion, equals

@o @4r @)40 J



Questions on Chapter 1

@ ff,. arow in the opposite figure shows the direction of

' the force by which the Earth affects a satellite, so ,...',..,.

@ a work is done on the satellite, because the direction of

motion is tangent to the circular path

@ a work is done on the satellite, because the direction of

the force is the same as that of motion

@ no work is done on the satellite, because the direction of the force is perpendicular to

the direction of motion

@ ro work is done on the satellite, because the net force that affects the satellite

equals zero

@ ,, the opposite figure a rubber stopper of mass m

(U

Eo
o
OJ

is making a uniform circular motion in a horizontal

plane, so the work done by the centripetal force on

the stopper through half a cycle equals ........" '

(Where: g is the acceleration due to gravity)

@o @:rmv2 @2 nmvz

Stopper

Load

@2 nrmg

' weight when he

(D0

@ a child of mass 40 kg moves horizontally on a skating surface, then the work done by his

@ 80oo J

@ fn" affow in the opposite figure shows the direction

' of the force by which a person is lifting a box, so

the person

@ is doing work on the box because the force that

affects the box is less than its weight

@ is doing work on the box because the force that

affects the box is in the direction of its displacement

@ is doing no work on the box because the displacement of the box is opposite to

the direction of its weight

@ is doing no work on the box because the force that affects the box is perpendicular to

the direction of its displacement

@ a student takes a time interval t to lift a box of mass m from the ground to the top of

' a desk at height h, knowing that the acceleration due to gravity is g, the work done (W)

by the student equals

@r.rgt @t gt

moves a distance of 20 m is '.....'... .

@ soo J @) 4ooo J

6&

@ -gh @ *ht
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@ Wnl"n of the following forces does a work on the body that is subjected to their actions?
t 

@ The force of gravity on a train that moves in a straight horizontal railway.

@ The attraction force of the nucleus on the electron of the hydrogen atom.

@ The force by which a child pushes a huge fixed tree.

@ fne frictional force between the tyres of acar andthe road when using the brakes.

@ Wfri"t of the following forces does no work in all the cases of action on a body?

@) The force of Earth's gravity. @ The magnetic force.

@ The centripetal force. @ ffre frictional force.

@ Wfr"n a box moves a distance d in a direction that
t 

makes an angle of 30o with the direction of the

acting force on it as in the opposite figure, the

work done on the box by this force equals

@ zero @Fd

@f ra@ jro

@ X The opposite graph represents the variation of
c 

work done (W) on a body versus the displacement (d)

ofthe body due to the action of a constant net force

that is parallel to the direction of displacement,

the magnitude of the net force that acts on the

@2N d(m)

@roN

@ X A motorcycle of mass 200 kg is moving in a straight line under the effect of a force of
o 

magnitude 500 N that is generated by its engine, so if the frictional force that opposes the

motorcycle motion is 100 N for every 100 kg of its mass, the work done by the net force

on the motorcycle when it moves a distance of 50 m equals

@15x103J @20x103J @25 x 103 J @35x103J

40

30

20

10body equals .......... .

@1N

@sN

@ W A force of magnitu de 2OO N acts on a static object of mass 50 kg, so that the object

& gets moving in the same direction of the force, hence the work done by this force during

thefirst5sequals

@ 0.s kJ G) 1.2 kJ

w(j)

@)skJ @10kJ



Questions on Chapter 1

@

o
o
@@ ffr" opposite graph shows the relation between

the horizontal force (F) that acts on a body and

the horizontal displacement (d) covered by the

body due to the action of this force, then the work

done by the force on the body when it moves

a displacement of 6 m is

@20r 6)40 J

@ tf the force acting on a body is doubled. Nevertheless, the body moves the same

' displacement, so the work done

@ is quadrupled

@ decreases to half its value @ remains unchanged

@ A girl took 30 s to lift a mass m to a height h while her brother took 10 s to lift

the same mass to the same height, hence the ratio between the work done by

each of them respectively equals

@1:1 @3,1 @1:3 @6:1

@ A body of mass 2 kg undergoes a free fall from a height of 5 m above the ground, so

o 
when the body reaches the ground, the work done by the force of Earth's gravity on it

equals

@o 6) 1or

(Take: g=10m/s2)

@20l @1ooJ

@ fn" girl shown in the opposite figure has walked in

'1 a horizontal straight path for a distance of 6 m while

carrying a bag of weight 10 N, then she climbs the

stairs to reach the second floor of a vertical height

of 8 m, the total work done by the girl on the bag

equals

@60J 6)80J @100J @140J

@ a mother pushes her baby cart with a constant velocity

on a straight horizontal road by a force that makes an angle

of 60' with the horizontal. If a frictional force of 20 N

affects the cart, the work done by the mother to move

@)so J @4oJ

@soJ @60J

@ is doubled

the cart a distance of 5 m equals

@ roo J 6)80 J

(Y. : e ) f.:, /t,t i 1,r-u!t -t -it ;-1!"["rgl5{[

F(N)
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@ fn" opposite figure shows four forces acting on a
t 

bri.k that is placed on a horizontal surface, ifthese

forces displace the brick horizontally for 1 m, the work

done by the net force on the brick equals

@2r @4r @8r @14J

@ A block is moving under the action of two forces

. on a horizontal surface as shown in the figure.

If the work done by the net force to displace the

block horizontally for 30 m is 300 J, the angle (0)

between the two forces equals Direction of motion

@ 160.@ ioo. @ tzo' @ tso'

@ ,n the experiment of Galileo, he dropped two bodies that areof the same volume and of
i" different masses to fall vertically towards the ground from the top of the leaning Tower of

Pisa, so the work done by the Earth's gravitational force on the heavier body was

@ greater than on the lighter body

@ equal to that on the lighter body

@ smaller than on the lighter body

@ equal to zero as that on the lighter body

@ ffr" opposite figure shows a ctane actingby a force

of 5 kN to lift a load from the ground up to a height

of 20 m, so the work done on the load by the crane

equals

@o

@ro3r

@5x103J

@ro5r

@ f*o constant forces act on two bodies x and

y that have the same mass, so if the opposite

graph represents the relation between the work

done (W) by each force versus the displacement

(d) of each body, so:

(i) The ratio between the magnitudes of the two

forces (*)"0,",s .

@+ @+ @+
r'r2ie1

KN

r1

w(J)
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(ii) The ratio between the magnitudes of the accelerations by which the two bodies

move (q)"n,,,,

(tJ

o
o
q
OJ

@+ @+ @+

a load of 0.5 ton with a constant velocity from

the ground to a height of 10 m. Given that the

acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2, the work done;

(i) by the tension force equals .......... .

@)- so kJ @sokJ

@sokJ@)- so kJ

DB

@sooJ

@ 90'

@ 90'

@ rn the opposite figure, a crane is uplifting

@o

@-sotr
6)so J

@sokJ
(ii) by the force of gravity on the load equals

@o @sor
(iii) by the net force on the load equals

@o G)so r

@ X The opposite graph represents the relation

between the work done (W) and the angle (0)

between the acting force on a body and the motion

of the body due to the action of this force, so if the

force which causes this motion equals 100 N and

the displacement of the body is 5 m, then:

(i) The value of the work at point A equals

@o G) 1oo J @2soJ

(ii) The value of the angle (0) at point B equals

@0" @ 30' @ 60'

(iii) The value of the angle (0) at point D equals

@o' @ 30' @ 60'

@ r, the opposite figure, a man of mass 70 kg
L-- is climbing stairs of length 5 m, so the work

done by the man equals

(Take: The acceleration due to gravity = 10 m/s2)

0 (degree)

@o @) 17.5 x ro2 J @)30.3 x 102 J @ 35 x 102 J

w(r)
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@ rn the opposite figure, a boy slides down

l" a smooth (frictionless) incline from point

A to B, runs from point B to C, then

climbs a vertical iadder from point C to

A repeating the whole thing again, so the

work done by the weight of the boy

will .."...". .

@ b" the greatest through interval AB

@ have equal values through the two intervals AB, BC

@ have equal values through the two intervals AB, CA

@ have equal values through all intervals

shown in the following

greater than the other?

the work done is

@ nxptain the following sentences:
t (1) Work is a scalar quantity.

(2) . The centripetal force does no work on the body which moves in a circular path.

. No work is done on the electron during its rotation around the nucleus.

. No work is done on the satellite during its rotation around Earth.

(3) When a body moves with constant velocity on a frictionless horizontal surface,

the work done on it by the net force equals zero.

@ lra force (F) acts on a body to move it a displacement (d), for two different times as

(1)

@O"t"rninein.u"t oftt"f onforyouranswer:
t (t) A person climbs inclined stairs.

(2) A person tries to push a car but fails to move it.

(3) A person pushes a baby cart and moves it.

@ Mention an example for an object on which the work done is:

(a) equal to zero. (b) positive. (c) negative.

@, ,t the object in each of the opposite

cases (a) and (b) moves the same

displacement due to the action of

force F, so in which case the work done

by the force F is greater? Give reason for
your answer.

two figures (1), (2), in which of the two cases

,r''j,/
/+i -a

(2)

156 
I

WW
(a) (b)



@ foute is equivalent to ...','.....

@Nrm

@ kg.m2ls2

@ r, which of the following figures a work is done by the shown force (F)?

lrlurIype$efjsle$tibu

First: Choose two correct answers in each of the following

&
s -@

@ N.m2

@ kg.m/s2

t
,ffi

N#t
um"\

aHg g ill 1\u 
VIJ 

.

F

@

6tr
@

@ r" the opposite figure, a block of mass 5 kg

is placed on a horizontal surface. If a force F

of magnitude 40 N acts on the block to move

it from rest a distance of 4.5 m from point a to

point b and the frictional force is 15 N,

@ ttre work done on the block by the net force equals zero

@ ttre work done on the block by the net force equals 8.6 J

@ ttre work done on the block by the net force equals ll2.5I

@ ttre speed of the block at point b equals 1.85 m/s

@ ttre speed of the block at point b equals 10.6 m/s

@N.*

&+4.5m----------*6

7s?
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@ nbox is airdropped vertically downwards while being
. suspended to a balloon as shown in the opposite figure,

so which of the following statements is correct?

@ ffre gravitational force does a negative work on the box.

@ fne weight of the box does a negative work on the balloon.

@ The balloon does a negative work on the box.

@ fne weight of the box does a positive work on the balloon.

@ The balloon does a positive work on the box.

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation
j' between the work done (W) on a body and

the angle (0) between the acting force (F)

on the body and the displacement (d) moved

by the body due to the action of this force,

so.'........ .

@ the value ofAequals t uo

@ the value of A equals Fd

@ the value of B equals 0o

@ tfre value of B equals 30o

@ the value of B equals 90"

Second: Choose from the list what suits the spaces

@
a

w(J)

Slope =...'....'. (a) .........

w(J)

+

/ ."o",

Slope = ... ...... (b) ..........

F(N)

0 (degree)

49.9

86.6

92.4

1524.8

t414.2

@
o

(Where: W is the work done, F is the net force, 0 is the angle between

force and displacement and d is the displacement)

Force
(F)

Displacement

(d)

Angle (0)

between

displacement

and force

Work (W)

20N 100 m 45" (a) J

100 N (b) m 60" 4330 I

w(J)

d

cos 0

F
d

dcos0

Fd

F

"or 
e
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Lesson Two

O Man needs energy to exert an effort (do work) and without

energy no task can be performed.

O For example: The chemical energy stored inside the body

of a person is converted into another form of energy which is

consumed for doing different activities like kicking a ball or

lifting a box.

The joule (J)

!* (the same
kg.m2ls2

@
N.m

and its

dimensional

formula is

measuring
unit of work)

equivalent to

Kinetic
energy

(K.E)

It is the capacity (ability) for doing work.

Energy has different forms.

Frorn the forms of energy

,a
/ Potential \

energy )(P.y

Energy

that is

--
rffl Q

t

The measuring

unit

EidrtE
;f-',f ffir"-:ffi
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O When a work is done to move an object, this work

gets acquired by'fte object as kinetic energy.

Kinetic en

It is the energy possessed by the object due to its motion.

A car movingA man running

@ If a force F acts on an object of mass m that was at rest to move it with a uniform

acceleration a till reaching a velocity v, after moving a displacement d, thus:

From the third equation of motion: u? = u? + 2 ad vi=o

.'. u? = 2 ad d=*

Multiplying both sides by the force (F):

... Fd= i"*"r?
From Newton's second law:

F
' a =m

Water falling

of a dam

Electron orbiting

a nucleus

'.'v.=0
1

Kinetic energy (K.E)

Examples of kinetic energy:

Deducing the kinetic energy of an obiect

vf
dmm
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.'.rd=$^vl

o
=

o

G'
J

Represents the work done

to move the body till it

acquires a velocity vr.

Kinetic energy is directly

proportional to K

the object's mass

at constant speed.

Represents the kinetic energy (K.E)

that is the form of energy into which

the work is converted.

.E

V

2

Lvz

a_\
._-__ 

... K.E = ) mv" <__-.

The object's mass: The object's speed:

Kinetic energy is

directly proportional

to the square of the

object's speed at

constant mass.

AK.E AK.E =L^

(1) Kinetic energy is a scalar quantity because it is the product of two scalar quantities

which are the object's mass and the square of its speed (or the dot product of the

velocity vector times itself).

(2)In the opposite figure, the work done by the car

to move from position (A) to position (B):

w=+^u?-i^"?

= t ^1vl -v!= A(K.E)

(3) If the work done on a body is:

- Positive: The kinetic energy of the body increases by the value of the work done and

the speed ofthe body increases.

i.e.The net force acting on the body is in the same direction of its motion.

..E

V-

(Y\ : e ) r.:, /,:t /1.-u"Vt -t -it ;-1!,u-;",glil

vi vf

The factors that affect I tne tinetic energy of an object:
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- Negative: The kinetic energy of the body decreases by the value of work done and

the speed of the body decreases.

i.e.The net force acting on the body is in the opposite direction of its motion.

- Equal to zero: The kinetic onergy remains constant which means that the speed of
the body remains constant.

i.e.The net force acting on the body equals zero.

(4) If a body starts its motion from rest with constant acceleration in a straight line, its

kinetic energy at any instant is directly proportional to the elapsed time squared, since:

Vf=Vi +at=0+at=at
...K.E=|^rz,

= t m6t)2

=l^a2tz
.'. K.E ". t2
And this can be represented graphically as shown in

the opposite graph:

K.E

Life opplicoiions

O From the relation (K.E = | mv2 = Fd),we find that the work done on a body in

the form of kinetic energy is directly proportional to the square of the speed

of the body, so when:

Applying the brakes to stop a car that is i

moving with a speed of 30 km/h having i

a kinetic energy K.E, the car will cover 
i

a distance d before stopping. i

v=30 km/h
<-

i

.'. The distance (d) taken by a car that is moving

applying a definite force to make the car lose

to the square of the speed (v2;, since:

Fd=1mv2'2

... Both of force (F) and mass (m) are constants.

.'. dnv2

*,1*d5-d

-4d€

Applying the brakes with the same force

used in the first case to stop the same car

that is moving with a speed of 60 km/h

having a kinetic energy 4 K.E, it will cover

a distance 4 d before stopping.

v=60 km/h
<-

by a speed v to stop as a result of

its kinetic energy is directly proportional

--- 161
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ElEliilllEl r

A loaded truck of mass 2000 kg is travelling with a speed of 72 kmlh, hence its

kinetic energy equals

@4 x 104J

Solution

@t.++xtosJ @) 4xlosJ @sxto5l

im=2000kg i iu =7}kmlh

u = 
72 ><-l-QQQ 

= 20 m/s
6UX6U

1r
K.E = 4mv"

2

= * "(2000) 
(20)2 =4 x 10s J

.'. The correct choice ir @.

the truck has unloaded some of its loads, so that its mass gets decreased
by the quarter of its value and its speed gets increased by the quarter of
its-rralue, what will be the change in its kinetic energy?

IllEIiiEIEz
The opposite figure shows two bodies A ancl B having

nrasses m and 2 m and moving with constant speeds v

and 2 v respectively, so if the kinetic energy of body A

is K.E, the kinetic energ! of body B is .,........... .

o
=
0
(lJ

E-,
@2K,8

@sr.n

@4K.E

@ ro r.n

(K.E)e=K.E=|*u2

(K.E)n =t"2mx(2v)2

=8x i^"' @
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Substituting from equation @ in equation

.'. (K.E)s=8K.E

.'. The correct choice it @.

you are asked to reduce the speed of body B such that it has the same

kinetic energy as body A, what will be the new speed of body B in terms

of the speed of body A?

I}.?lr'illlEls
The opposite graph of speed (v) versus time (t)

represents the motion of a body of mass 2 kg, so

the graph of kinetic energy (K.E) versus thne (t)

for this body is

Solution

v(m/s)

From the graph, we find that the speed of the body is constant, hence the kinetic energy

of the body is constant and it is represented by a straight line that is

the horizontal axis (time coordinate).

K.E= *^u'=t"2x(2)2=41
.'. The correct choice it @.

you are asked to calculate the magnitude of the net force that acts on this

body, what is your answer?

-1*l

K.E(J)

2

@

K.E(J)

2

@

K.E(J) K.E(J)

2

@

2

@
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lMliililEl+
A car of mass 1200 kg is travelling on a horizontal road, so the work done by the car

to increase its speedfrom 5 mls to 70 ntls equals (Take:g=70mti)

@oxto4l@oxto3l

Solution

i m= 1200kg 
I

\ Clue

@4.5x104J @6x104J

The work done by the car to increase its speed equals the change in its kinetic energy.

W = A(K.E) = (K.E)r- (K.E)i

=i^,?-t^;i
= i ^("i_ ()

=t"12oo((10)2-(s)2)

=4.5xlfaJ

o
=

o
oJ

ila: i j

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the work done by gravity on the car when its
speed changes from 5 m/s to 10 m/s, what is your answer?

IA.?EitllEI s

A car driver applied the brakes while his car was travelling on a straight road with

a speed of 15 mls, so that the car stopped after covering a distance of 20 m from
the instant of applying the brakes. If the driver applies the brakes by the same

force while the car is moving with a speed of 30 mls, the distance covered by

the car till it stops will be

(?)5m @zom @40m @80m

Solution

, 9iL: lf ':" i i llil:9 j

W=-Fd (])

w = A(K.E) =| ^rl - t ^r?
w =-\ ^u2, @



F
z._=

From equations e and @:

p6 = | mvz,

'.' F and m are constants.

d1 
- 

(vi)?

%-ci
zo - 0r2
d, (30)2 "'dz=80m

ii lKEl, I ?99 l iit, : ?9IqrT1: i i l' =_' 
i

20 mo
py Y 900

You can revise direct proportionality from

section (7) page (11).

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the ratio between the accelerations with which

the car has decelerated in both cases, what is your answer?

lrlEti,tlEo
Two bodies (x), (y) have equal tnasses, so if their kinetic energies are 100 J, 900 J
respectively and the linear momentum of body (x) is 20 kgmls, the lineur momentum

of body (y) equals

@ 10 kg.m/s

Solution

i(K.E) = 100 J'.. ,x

@ 20 kg.m/s @ 60 kg.m/s @ 180 kg.m/s

...K.E=l^uz

.'. K.E o. v2

'.'P=mv

.'.P*v @

From equations O and @:

.'. p c< tkE

You can revise direct proportionality from

section (7) page (11).

The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the ratio between the speeds of the two
zV r

bodies (or), what is your answer?
v

o

lntegration with Mathematics
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9 rr", aourself

@zs t

@tzst

o
=
o
q
o)

-t

Choose the correct answer:

tl * The opposite (displacement-time) graph describes

the motion of a body of mass 10 kg, so the kinetic

energy of this body equals

o When a work is done on a body to change its position,

this work is stored in the body as a form of energy

Ef Wfri"t of the following figures represents the body that has the greatest kinetic

energy?

which is called potential energy.

It is the energy stored in an object due to

its position or state.

@sor

@zzs t

When a spring is compressed

or elongated differently than

its equilibrium state by

applying a force, its parts

acquire new positions,

hence they store elastic potential energy and

when the force is removed the spring does a work to release

this energy and restore its original equilibrium state.

Stored potential energy

in a compressed or

elongated spring.

(Elastic potential

energy)

!_
trm! lco-p,",,ionl"

d(m)

Second I Rotential energy (P.E)

Examples of potential energy :



z

Stored potential energy

in a stretched rubber

band.

(Elastic potential

energy)

Stored potential energy

in an object that is

raised off the ground.

(Gravitational

potential energy)

When a rubber band is stretched, its

molecules acquire new positions,

hence they store elastic potential

energy. So, when removing the acting

force on the rubber band, the band

shrinks to release this energy and

restore its original shape.

Gravitational potential energy depends

on the object's position relative to the

Earth's surface (relative to the gravitational

field), hence the object stores a greater

gravitational potential energy as it moves

to a further point in the gravitational field.

If an object of mass m is lifted up to a height h above the ground,

the work done (W) is determined from the relation: W = F h

Where F is the force required to iift the object

upwards against gravity and it equals the

object's weight (w):

F=W=ITI8 W=mgh

'.' The work done gets stored in the object as

a form of potential energy (P.E).

P.E = mgh

h

Object of potential energy - 0

Object of potential energy = P.B

Deducing the potential energy of an object
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ffiThegravitationalpotentialenergyofanobject:

The object's height:

o
=
o
(U

-a

)2
The object's mnass:

Potential energy is directly

proportional to the object's

mass at constant height and

constant acceleration due to

gravity.

Slooe-4P'E-nt^Am
P.E

l/-^

Life opplicolions

) When lifting a box of weight 450 N

verticaliy upwards to a height of 1 m.

Potential energy is directly proportional

to the object's height above the ground

at constant mass and

constant acceleration

due to gravity.

AP.E
-mg

P.E

Ah

3The acceleration due to gravity:

Changes slightly with elevation.

) fnis requires a force

to the box's weight:

F_w_450=450.
d1

lL,

) When lifting the same box vertically

upwards to a height of 1 m by using

a ramp (inclined surface) of length 3 m.

...........:..............

i The work done in :

; both cases willbe equal: i

' W=wh=450x1=450J j

that is equivalent i) fnis requires a force that is less than

the box's weight, but it needs larger

displacement:

F=f[-450=150N
d3

(YY : 
e ) ro /.:,t /1,r-r-Vr -UK.tt ; -t,l"t-;*rr<lil F6r-



F
z.

-J Generally, elevating an object for some height with a uniform speed can be represented as

follows:

W=Fd

- mg (sin 0) d

h...slnU= 
d

.'. W = mgh

AP.E=mgh-0

= mgh

.'. W = AP.E

= mg (hr- hi)

w = a(P.E)

From the previous, we can conclude that for elevating a body of

mass m from position A to position B as in the opposite figure

a work (W) is done on the body which is calculated as follows:

W=mghr-mghi

= mgah

titlEHrilEr

Three boxes (A, B, C) of dffirent rnasses are

placed on dffirent shelves in a store as shown

in the opposite ftgure, what is the corect order

of these boxes according to their potential

energies?

@arB>c
@e=A>c

6)c>B>A
@erc>A
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o

=
o
(u

Solution

(P.E)a : @.E)u : (P.E)" = mo ho : -s hn : m" h"

=mx3d:2mx2d

= 3md : 4md

=3:4

Zmx d

2md

2

.'. The correct order of the boxes according to their potential energies is B > A > C

.'. The correct choice ir @.

box B is placed on the same shelf of box A, will the two boxes have

the same potential energy?

liMtiilllElz
Two bodies x and y, each of mass 10 kg, were placed on the ground. A person Wed
body x to a table of height 7 m above the ground and ffied body y to a shelf of height
2,5 nt above the ground, so:

(i)The change in potential energy of each body equals ............... .

(Take:g=10mt?)

A(P.E)x A(P.E)y

@ 100 J 150 J

@ 100 J 250 J

@ 150 J 150 J

@ 150 J 250 J

(ii) The work done by the person on each body equals ............... .

w
x w

v

@ 100 J 150 J

@ 100 J 250 J

o 150 J 150 J

@ 150 J 250 I



tr
=_=

Solution

iol':t)o : ? j i 
^!P:E} I 

? j 
lwo-=-? 

j,wr = i i

(, A(P.E)X = m"gAh^ = 10 x 10 x (1 - 0) = 100 J

A(P.E)y = mrgAh, = 10 x 10 x (2.5 - 0) = 250 J

.'. The correct choice is @.

(ir) W, = Fd= m^gh^ = 10 x 10 x 1 = 100 J

W, = Fd = mrghy = 10 x 10 x 2.5 =250 J

.'. The correct choice it @.

you are asked to calculate the work done to lift body x from the table to

the shelf, what will be your answer?

lillEliilllllls
In the opposite figure, & small car, which has

a nu$s of 200 kg with the rider, has moved

from the ground to positiott (1) and then to

position (2), so the change in the potential

energy when the car ruoves front
the ground to: (Take:g=10ntli)

(l) position (1) equals

@zxtoal
@5x104J

@2.5 x 104 J

@7.5x104J

(lr) position (2) equals

@2.5 x 104 J

@7.5x104J

Solution

15

I
t

10

_t

m

@zxtoat
@5 x 104J

'------l'l 
r'im=200kgiig= 10m/s'ii h.=10miih"=25mi

I :', Z }

i ; 
jlg;:1,
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o

=
o
o

(i/ When the car moves from the ground to the position (1):

A(P.E), - mgAh, =200x 10 x (10 - 0) = 2x L04 J

.'. The correct choice ir @.

(ii) When the car moves from the ground to the position (2):

A(P.E)2 = mSAhz =2OOx 10 x (25 -0) = 5 x L04 J

.'. The correct choice ir @.

you are asked to calculate the change in the potential energy when the car

moves from position (2) to position (1), what will be your answer?

A body x is placed at a height of h* from the Earth's surface while body y is placed at

a height of h, from the Moon's surfoce, if you know that the potential energies of the

two bodies are equal and their masses are the satne, the ratio 1!t) equals
hv

(Knowing that the free fall acceleration on the Earth's surface is six times as large as

that on the Moon's surface)

,'-f 6
\9 1

Solution

@+ ^?(9i .D+
J

(P.E), = (P.E)v

.. /Dn\ /nn\.' (P.E)* = (P.E)y

.'. m s h =m s hx"e x y"m y

.'.6s h =s h"mx"my
ha. x_ I"h -6-

Y

.'. The correct choice is @.

m =mxy

the two bodies are placed at equal heights above Earth's and Moon's

surfaces, what witl rhe ratio fr+ equal?

W3



F
z.

_J

rT!EE!IES
A person stands on the ground between a building

of height l0 m and a well of depth 70 m from
the ground, if a body a of mass 2 kg is placed above

the building and another body b of mass 4 kg is placed

at the bottont of the well, the potential energy of
the two bodies (a, b) relative to the ground equals

(Knowing that: g = l0 mli)

(P.E)u (J) (P.E)b (J)

@ 200 400

@ 200 - 400

o 400 200

@ 400 -200

Solution

m =2kpau

If the level of measurement is the level of the ground, so the sign of h is:

- Positive: when the level of the body is higher than the level of the ground.

- Negative: when the level of the body is less than the level of the ground.

(P.E) = m sha"a x10x10=200J

(P.E)n = mogh6 = 4 x 10 x (-10) = - 400 J

.'. The correct choice is @.

body a falls down from the top of the building till reaching the bottom of the

well, what will be the change in the potential energy of body a in this case?

i*p.=o Ig i i lq: -10 
* , i q : 10 

n/:'z 
i
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Test Aourself
Choose the correct answer:

tl * The following figures represent three different frictionless paths that can be gone

through by a static ball placed on the ground to reach a certain height:

In which path, the work done to lift the ballis maximum?

@ Path (a) @ Path (b) @ Path (c) G) All are equal

@ ffre opposite graph represents the relation between the potential

energy (P.E) of two bodies (A and B) and the height (h) at

which they are placed above the ground, the ratio between

o
=
cri
(Ul

1

j

the weights of the two bodies (ff) 
"nrr,

@+

@+

+ From the previous, we can compare between the kinetic energy and the potential

energy as follows:

@1

@+

^$ "'

."'/'/

Points of comparison Kinetic energy Potential energy

Definition
The energy possessed by

the object due to its motion.

The energy stored in the object

due to its position or state.

Mathematical

expression K.E = i ^u'
P.E = mgh

Affecting factors

(1) Object's mass (m).

(2) Object's speed (v).

(1) Object's mass (m).

(2) Height above the Earth's

surface (h).

(3) Acceleration due to gravity (g).

Unit of measurement Joule (J) Joule (J)

Dimensions }r/,L2 T-2 }r/,L2 T_2

W-

E
ca)
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o According to the relation

inversely proportional to

Apparatus:

A glider of mass m is displaced along an air track

(frictionless surface) through a given distance using

a rubber band stretched between two vertical stands

as in the opposite figure.

Procedure:

L. Displace the glider through a given distance (d)

from position (A) to position (B) where

the glider stretches the rubber band.

2. Release the glider to rush back at a certain speed (v).

3. Measure the time taken by the glider while moving over

body's speed squared is

the air track.

4. Determine the glider speed (v) using the relation' , = *
5. Repeat the previous procedure several times by changing the mass of the glider (m)

and determine the glider speed (v) each time. Note that the glider should be displaced

through the same distance each time. Record the results in the table below:

Glider mass

(m) ke

Time

(t) s

Glider speed

(v) m/s

Reciprocal of

mass (A) kg-r
m

Square of speed

(v2)m2lsz

Experiment Objective:

. Measuring the kinetic energy of a moving object practically.

Idea of Experiment:

(K.E =|mr2;, *" can deduce that a

its mass at constant kinetic energy.

Vertical stands

Rubber band

Determination of kinetic energy

using the air track
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6. Plot a graph between the square of the speed (v2) on the

ordinate and the reciprocal of the mass 1f; on the abscissa,

you will get a straight line. Therefore, u'* *
The slope of the line = 4 = 

^u2 
= ZK3

A(#)

vz (m2ls2)

o

=

o
(u

frrt s'l

o Most of the energy used by man comes -renewable resources,from non

/Such \I'
i

/Such \I/
I
I

.t

Non-renewable resources of energy are considered as unclean resources, since they

produce a lot of harmful products to the environment and man health.

Because of this, there is a global trend, especially in the most industrialized. countries,

to use the renewable resources to generate electricity and preserve the environment, as

well,

( \Y : f ) r.i /.:,t i 1.-u!t .7t (tt ; -u "L-;", 
gl5{l

Physics for saving the environinent
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rhe questions signeo oy S are answered in derait. ] CAplolly o'*s Higher Order Thinking Skills

Kinetic energy

,,,"P,1i::f..'io;',,1i,,.

' -.d*
(Jl o^
M a.3ak l pp

lnteractive test

@6x1o4J @2.1s x 1os J @ 3.6 x losJ

@ rn the opposite figure:

(i) If the four blocks have the same

speed, the block of the highest

kinetic energy is "'....... .

@ (u) @ (b)

(ii) If the four blocks have the same kinetic energy, the block of the highest speed is """"" '

@ (a) @ (b) @ (") @ rot

@ X The correct order of the cars in the opposite

figure according to their kinetic energies

is ..........

@b<c<a

@c<b<a

@)b>c>a

@c=b=a

@ X A runner of mass T}kghas the same kinetic energy as a car of mass 1200 kg that

o *or", at a speed of 2kn/h,hence the speed of the runner equals

(a)

@ (")

(b) (c) (d)

@ rol

vu=20 m/s
r->

c

,rfi^{Rlil"=""'i'
m.= 1500 kg

@ fn" dimensional formula of energy is """"" .

1a
(a) ML-'T'

@ X A car of mass 2000 kg travels with a speed of 60 km/h, so its kinetic energy equals

t' 
(D r.r xro4 J

@wtY2'1-z @ ur-tr-z @ur-r

mr,= 1500 kg

(Q2.27 rnls @ 3.04 m/s (c) 5.i4 m/s @) 9.26 m/s

First I wtultiple choice questions



Questions on Chapter f

@ * If a body has a changeable mass and the v21m2ls21

opposite graph represents the relation between

the square ofthe speed ofthe body (v2) and

the reciprocal of its mass (fr), tfr"n rhe kinetic

energy of the body is

@o.sJ

@2r

equals

@8r

@24 r

o
=
o
(u

@tr

@4r
fio.s-,t

@XAcarofmass 3 x 103 kg was travelling with a velocity of 16 m/s when it hit a tree.
o

If the tree did not move and the car stopped, so:

(i) The change in the kinetic energy of the car equals

@-3.s4x 105J @ -z.4xt04I @3.84x 105J @ 2.4xt04J

(ii) The work done on the tree when the car front hits the tree equals

@o @2.4x1oaJ @3.84x10sJ @6.23x105J

@ A body of .rrur. moves horizontally
O

from rest for a distance d on ahorizontal plane, the speed of the body after covering this

distance will be

@ 288 m/s @ 140 m/s @n\p.s @ 12 m/s

@ ffr" opposite figure shows fou, for.*i.,g
o

on a static body, to move it horizontally

a distance of 4 m, so the change in the kinetic

enorgy of the body through this distance

(Take:g=10m1s21

@) 10J

@zzt

@ rfr" kinetic energy of an object is 4 J. what will be its kinetic energy if its speed gets

doubled?

(016r

Fr=2N

Fz=2N

(D8J o4r @o.sr

I rto
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O Understand O Appry o'r Higher Order Thinking Skills

The opposite figure represents a car of mass m that

moves with velocity v and a motorcycle of mass f
that moves with velocity 2 v, so the ratio betwoen

(K.E)"u.

their kinetic energies (,1. tr,., ) is '
\ tt'-'motorcvcle

@+ @+
I194

Two objects are moving, so if the mass of the first is double that of the second and

l,
the speed of the first is half that of the second, the kinetic energy of the first is

that of the second.

@ half @ double @ quarter @ quadruple

If the kinetic energy of a body is 36 J and its momentum is 18 kg.m/s, so:

(i) The speed with which the body moves equals

@ 1m/s @2mls @3m/s @4mls

The mass of the body equals " .

@18kg @qtg @6ke @ a.s kg

"'" that of b, so the ratio between the momenta of the two bodies (f) 
"Orrs 

""" "' '

@+ @? @+ @+

A ball of mass m that was moving with a speed v collided with a wall and rebounded

i'

by the half of its original speed, so the loss of energy due to the collision equals

@{-'2
?)

Q) f mv- @!^'2 @t^uz

A body makes a uniform circular motion along a path of radius 20 cm while being

o
affected by a centripetal force of 10 N, hence the kinetic energy of the body equals """"" '

@o.tr

Two bodies (a and b) have equal kinetic energies, the mass of a is 4 times as large as

1Bo 
I

G)0.2 J @1r @21



Questions on Chapter 1

@ *'An automatic machine gun fires 600 bullets per minute. If the mass of one bullet is
o 

49 g andits speed at firing is 200 m/s, so the total kinetic energy generated per second

equals

@osor @ osoo r @sssr @sssx1o3J

@ X A bullet of mass 10 g was fired with a speed of 600 m/s towards a rubber block of
& 

thickness 8 cm, if the bullet penetrated the rubber block and came out of it with a speed

of 400 m/s:

(i) The work done by the resistance of the rubber on the bullet equals

@rr

o
=

o
o,

@-rr @ rooo r @-rooor
(ii) The average force of resistance of the rubber block to the bullet equals

@tz.sN @-rz.sN @rzsooN

Potential energy

@ - rzsoo N

@zxtoat @14x104J

(Knowing that: g = 9.8 m/s2)

@ror

@s.sr

@ X A body i,u. u po ground. Given
o

that the acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2, so the mass of the body at the ground

equals

@ zo t<g

@ ffr" stored energy in a compressed spring is a form of .......... .

@ kinetic energy @ potential energy @ nuclear energy @ repulsion energy

@ X An athlete of weight 700 N has climbed a mountain to a height of 200 m above

the ground, so the work done by the athlete equals

@axtoal @roxloaJ

@ ffr" opposite figure shows a book of mass 2 kg that is

placed on a table, so the potential energy of the book

equals

@qsr

@z.s t

@ so t<g @ too t<g @ toe tg
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C APPIV o'r Higher Order Thinking Skills

@ X The opposite figure shows an athlete tifting

loads of mass 100 kg, so the work done by the

athlete equals

@1ooJ

@ rooo l

(Take: g=1Cmlsz)

G)2oo J

@ 2ooo J

@ a man went to his apartment twice; once by using the stairs and another time by using

the elevator. Which statement is correct?

@ The man gained more potential energy when using the stairs.

@ fne man gained more potential energy when using the elevator.

@ The man gained no potential energy when using the elevator.

@ The man gained the same potential energy in both cases.

@ Wn", a body is projected straight upward vertically and during its elevation, """""

@ itr speed increases

@ its potential energy increases

a
aa

@ its acceleration increases

@ its kinetic energy increases

@ Wnl"n is greater the potential energy of water at the top of the waterfall or at the bottom

' of the waterfall? And why?

The position at which

potential energy is greater
Reason

@
at the top of the waterfall because the speed of water at the top of

waterfall is higher than at its bottom

@ at the top of the waterfall
because potential energy increases with

elevation

@ at the bottom of the waterfall
because the speed of water at the bottom of

waterfall is higher than at its top

@
at the bottom of the waterfall because potential energy decreases with

elevation

@ ffr" slope of the straight line in the opposite graph Potential energy(J)

represents the .......... .

@ object's mass

@ object's displacement

@ object's weight

@ object's speed

1821

t,,
z*Height(m)



Questions on Chapter 1

@ X The opposite graph represents the relation
P.E(J)

between the potential energy (P.E) of a body

and the height (h) above the ground at which

the body is placed, the mass of this body

(Take: B=9.8 ^/t2)

o

=
o
(u

equals

@ 0.s kg

@ o.sz t<g

@8ke

@ zs.+ tcg

h(m)
468

d(m)

@ f-gr,

@ f ."gt

@ *gh

@ -gh

@2mgh

@2mgh

@ X Two boxes f u is placed on the

ground while box (b) is placed at a height of 2 m above the ground, so the height at

which box (a) should be lifted to have the same potential energy as that of box (b)

15 "........ .

@t.rm @t.sm @3* @5-

@ ffr" graph ,t ur . a body in free

' fall versus its distance from its original position (d) is .......... .

P.E (J) P.E (J) P.E (J) P.E (J)

d(m)

@@
@ ffl" opposirc rigrr. rrro*, u.f lo

coaster car of mass m sliding on a

frictionless railroad track, so if the car

passes by point A with a linear velocity

v,, the work done by the gravitational

force on the car to move it from

point A to:

(i) point B is ""'......

@o

(ii) point C is .....""..

@o

\

@@
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OApphy 3'1 Higher Order Thinking Skills

@, nxphin the following sentences:

(1) Kinetic energy is a scalar quantity.

(2) Kinetic energy of a static body equals zero.

(3) The potential energy of an object increases with elevation when it is projected

vertically upwards.

@, Write down the mathematical relation and what the slope of the line represents in
I

each graph:

v'1ri1t'1 P.E(J)

*ros'r
1,.*,

(1) | tzl

Where: (v) is the speed of the body, (m) is the mass of body, (P.E) is

the potential energy and (h) is the height.

@ Wfrut is the difference between the elastic potential energy and the gravitational

potential energy?

@ fn" opposite figure shows a spring that is elongated

by force F, what happens when this force vanishes?

Explain.



We*ryssuens'p
First: Choose two correct answers in each of the following

@ an object of mass Zkgthatis moving with a uniform velocity has a kinetic

energy of 25l,so ...'...'...

@ the magnitude of its velocity equals 100 m/s

@ ttre magnitude of its velocity equals 72.5 mls

@ ttre magnitude of its velocity equals 5 m/s

@ the work done on the object equals zero

@ tfre work done on the object equals 25 J

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation

between the potential energy of a body (P.E)

and its height (h) above the ground, so ..........

(Knowing that: g = 9.8 m/s2, the two axes are drawn with

the same scale)

@ the slope of the line represents the mass of the body

@ ttre slope of the line represents the weight of the body

@ the slope of the line represents the speed of the body

@ the mass of the body equals 0.4 kg

@ the mass of the body equals 3.7 kg

@ ffr" opposite graph represents the relation between

P.E(J)

tr
J
ll_ .
h/5 . h(,n)

a
e

K.E(J)

ti/l,/
lAs' ).*--------------- v - t m2ls2;

the kinetic energy (K.E) of a body of mass m and

the square of its veloc ity (v2) , so .......... .

(Knowing that: g = lO mls2,the two axes are drawn with

the same scale)

@ the mass of the body equals 0.5 kg

@ the mass of the body equals 1 kg

@ ttre mass of the body equals 2 kg

@ the weight of the body equals 0.05 N

@ the weight of the body equals 20 N

(Yt:l) l.:, /.it /1.r.t-!l -t (Jt ;-tJ"u";pgldl
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@ rr," Joule is
t 

@ the kinetic energy of a ball of mass 2kgthatmoves with a velocity of 1 m/s

@ the measuring unit of each of weight and force

@ ttre work done by a horizontal force of 1 N to displace a body ahorizontal

displacement of 1 m

@ equivalent to Newton/meter

@ tne measuring unit of each of work and momentum

Second: Choose from the list what suits the spaces

K.E(J) K.E (J)

v21nfls21 m(kg)

(Where: K.E is the kinetic energy, v is the speed of the body, m is the mass of the body)

@
a

@
o Mass (m) Kinetic energy of a body (K.E) Speed (v)

50 kg '(a)""'J 10 m/s

400 kg 5000 J ..(b).....m/s

2.5

5

25

1500

2500

@
o

2m

m

2

2v
2

V

2

4v

Potential energy of
a body (P.E)

The height of the body

above ground (h)
Mass (m)

2500 l (a) m 50 kg

2500 J 0.01 km '(b) ke

0

5

25

125

200(Take:B=10 orlr2)
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We have studied in the previous chapter that energy is the capacity to do work and there are

different forms of energy that can be converted into one another, such as:

Potential energy converts to Kinetic energy in a waterfall.

Chemical potential

energy stored in
coal, gasoline and

other types of fuel

Electrical energy

in the electric

bulb

i Thermal energy then to mechanical

converts to, work that is used by means of
transportation such as cars and trains.

converts to . Thermal and light energies.

(u

CL
TE

lJ

rl

i's\
I ). ,\A{;,b' i e

7d 1 Lr\
,/ f.i. J. I \

-1 :-.---1.--r
5:-=/)

\, ^, ,/
-( 

)-' |d
Chemical potential

energy stored in converts to

a battery

Chemical potential

energy stored in converts to

the wood

Electrical energy when

the battery is connected

in a closed electric circuit.

Thermal and light energies at burning.

7u

Law of Conservation of Energy
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O When converting energy from one form into another, the amount of energy remains constant

and this is known as the law of conservation of energy.

Law of conservation of e

"Energy is neither created nor destroyed, but it can be converted from one form into another."

Through the following, we will study one of the forms of the law of conservation of

energy which is the law of conservation of mechanical energy.

Assume that an object of mass m is projected vertically upwards

against gravity from point (1) at initial velocity v, to reach point (2)

at final velocity v' so the work done by the gravitational force on

the object while rising leads to:

1. An increase in the potential energy of the object as its reached

height increases.

2. A decrease in the kinetic energy of the object as its velocity decreases.

According to the third equation of motion: u? - u? = 2 ad

'.' The object moves upwards against gravity.

.'. It decelerates uniformly.

' 2=-O b

"' 
vl-t='(-e) d

Multiplying both sides of the previous equation by (t m):

t^f'?-uf)=-msd
'.'d-Yi-Yi

loa
...1m(vf -vi) --mg (li-V,)

i-,i-*^,?--mgyramsyi
ltlt

mgYr+ i *ui - mSYi +; mvi

(P.E)r + (K.E), = (P.E)i + (K.E),

z@
I

I

I

I

'01
J1

t
d

I

Law of conservation of mechanical energy



Chapter 2

This means that:

The sum of potential energy and kinetic energy at point (2)

Gonclusion: With neglecting air resistance, the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy

of an object that moves under the effect of gravity at any point along its path equals a constant

known as mechanical energy (E).

Which means: The increase in kinetic energy (if the object is falling) will be at the expense

ofits potential energy (potential energy decreases) and vice versa.

From the previous, we can define the mechanical energy and the law of conservation of
mechanical energy as follows:

The mechanical ene Law en

It is the sum of potential

energy and kinetic energy

of an object.

"The sum of potential energy and kinetic energy of an

object at any point along its path when moving under

the effect of gravity and neglecting air resistance equals

a constant that is known as mechanical energy".

Notes :

(1) When an object moves vertically under the effect of gravity and with neglecting
air resistance, so:

At the

maximum

height

At the midpoint

between the

ground and

the maximum

height

At the moment,

the object hits

the ground

H
o
o
o

o+)

d

Kinetic
energy

2P.E=
2K.E=

mgh

So: E = P.E at maximum height = K.E at the ground

(t-r



F
z,

-J (2) In the simple pendulum:

The height (h) in the

relation (P.E = mgh)

represents the vertical

distance between the

equilibrium position

and the position of the

pendulum ball at any point
This position represents

the equilibrium position

at which the speed of
the pendulum reaches its

maximum value

At this position the ball

makes its maximum

displacement away

from its equilibrium

position, hence:

v=0
.'. K.E = 0

.'. E = P.E

lllEliilllE t

In the opposite figure, a body was static at a height of 30 m above

the ground where il had a potential energy of 1470 J. If the body
o O i;=3"

(Thke:g=93mls2)
n Q {x),=zo-

i_e::riEi:_

fell downwards, so:

(i) The kinetic energy and the potential energy of the body at

a height of 20 m above the ground would be ..'........... .

Potentialenergy Kinetic energy

@ 490 I 980 J

@ 490 I 490 J

@ 980 J 980 J

@ 980 J 490 J

(ii) The speed of the body at the instant of hitting the ground would be ..............

@ 14 m/s @ 19.8 m/s @24.25 mls @ 28 rrls

Solution

(t) AtpointA:

(P.E)i - mgyi

1470=mx9.8x30 m=5kg

(P.E)i = l4l0 iv,=0i i(vJ,=20m r i(y")^=0i: I j i.'JI,I j t,\Jll',2 )

ie = qs ;/r;l
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Questions signed by * are answered in detail.

Aperson tried to push a box of mass 50 kg that is placed on a horizontal rough surface but he

couldn't, so the resultant of the forces acttngon the box is (Where : g = 10 mls2)

(fl unknown value

@ tta body starts motion from rest with uniform acceleration (a), so the graph that represents

the relation between the covered displacement and the kinetic energy of this body is

K.E

L. I,,7,. I,,
p A satellite orbits a planet with a tangential velocity of 9 km/s, if the distance between

the satellite and the center of the Earth is 5.43 x 106 m, then the periodic time of
the satellite is ..........,. .

@ 1.2176 x 103 s @Onx106s @6nx103s

K.E

@ t.zt 71 x 106 s

E f, the opposite figure,

the hands of the two men A and B are doing work

the hands of man A are doing work, while

the hands of man B aren't doing work

@ the hands of man B are doing work, while
the hands of man A aren't doing work

@ the hands of the two men A and B aren't doing work

p fn" attraction force between two bodies is 0.04 N, if the distance between them is

doubled, the attraction force between them becomes ............ .

@ o.ro N @)0.08 N (Q o.oz N @ o.o1 N

f * An object undergoes a uniform circular motion with a tangential velocity of 10 m/s

to make a displacement of 101[m during f revolution. Then the periodic time of this

object is equal to ......,..... .

@

@ k-
4''!

d+

(A) (B)

1-
:S

^lz

-11lA T' @{z '

General Exam

First I Choose the correct answer

@o

@sooN
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* fne opposite graph represents the change

in the acceleration (a) of a body that starts its motion

from rest with time (t), at which point the momentum

of the body is maximum?

@ Point x

@ Point z

($ Point y

@) eoint t

*'ny increasing the orbital radius of a satellite, the

Periodic time Orbital speed

@ decreases decreases

@ increases increases

o decreases lncreases

@ rncreases decreases

A body is projected vertically upwards and the maximum height for the body from

the ground is at point x, which of the following graphs represents the relation between

the kinetic energy (K.E) of the body and the height (h) from the ground?

A satellite of mass t03 kg orbits a planet of mass 7O2a kgin an orbit of radius 6.67 x 10s m,

so the orbital speed of the satellite is ........... .

@@@

(Knowing that: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

@) loa rrvs

@ to3 mls

A body of mass 19 kg begins a free fall

the midpoint of the fall distance equals

@ zaso J @)s7oo J

from a height of 60

@ tOs m/s

GD6.61x 103 m/s

m, so its kinetic energy at

(Where:8=10-/t2)

(e) 8550 J (o 11400 J

rt\, 1,,
xx

---- ,r8)



Exams

* A resultant force F acts on a body of mass m to accelerate it by acceleration a.

If a resultant force 4 F acts on another body of mass 2 m, so the acceleration acquired

by the second body equals ............ .

6)auz @a

c
o

G) ooo I

@4u

@7soJ

@zu

* In the opposite figure, the work done by

the force F to push the box upwards from the ground

to the top of the inclined plane equals

(Q:oo r @4s0J

ffi +m Calculate the ratio between the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of

the Moon to that on the surface of the Earth, if you know that the mass of the Earth is

5.976 x l02a kg and its radius is 6.4 x 106 m while the mass of the Moon is 7.35 x lO22 kg

and its radius is 1.74 x 106 m.

@ ffre following figures show three identical cars of the same mass m, compare between

the maximum accelerations that could be reached by the three cars after passing the

traffic lights.

* a pitot flies a jet with a speed of 60 mis in a uniform circular path of radius 200 m.

If the centripetal force required to keep the jet in its circular path is 1.71 x 10s N, then

the mass of the jet is equal to ............ .

@ 9.5 x 103 kg @tqx1o3kg @ 570 x 103 kg(r! ro3 tcg

! (A)
| ,:*<
I G<d

Second I Answer the following questions
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Questions signed by * are answered in detail.

A body undergoes a uniform circular motion as a result of getting affected by a net force

of magnitude 40 N, so if the displacement of the body through a time interval equals 10 m,

the work done on the body

@o

by the centripetal force

(D4J

equals

@+or @400J

to complete one cycle, so the length of the circular orbit of the satellite equals

Gi) 3.62 x 104 km G) 3.95 x 104 km

@ 4.52 x 1oa km @ 484 x 104 km

A girl pulls a small cart of mass 0.5 kg on ahorizontal frictionless road with a force of

25 N, so the force of gravity that pulls the cart is ............ . (Where:g=10m/s2)

@) o.s N @sN @zoN @2sN

Aroller coaster car moves from the first hill that is ataheightof 40 m with a speed of 2mls

till it reaches the second hill that is at height of 15 m, with neglecting the friction and air

resistance the speed of the car atthe second hill will be ............ . (Where : g = 9.8 
^ltz)

A car of mass 1250 kgtravels with a velocity of 29.2mls, so the work done by

the brakes to stop the car approximately equals

Qi) 426k1 @ s33 kJ @-s33kJ

plane. If the string breaks, the stone

@ continues its motion about the center with the same speed

@ continues its motion about the center with less speed

@ fAts directly to the ground

@ moves in a tangent direction to the circular path

@ t t.55 m/s @ 12.25 m/s @ rc.zzmts @ 22.23 mls

First I Choose the correct answer

@ - +zevt

,3E



The opposite graph represents the relation

between the net force (F) that acts on a body

and the displacement (d) of that body, so

the work done on the body by the force

to cover a displacement 0.8 m equals

@tr @3,2t

@) 12.8 J@ 6.41

F(N)

tt::i

Generalf*.r, 2

d(m)
0.80.60.40.2

f * A boy held the end of a string and attached a ball of mass 0.2 kgro the other end, then

he whirled his hand to make the ball rotate in a horizontal circular path of radius 60 cm

with a uniform speed of fi m/s, then the tension force in the string is equal to ............ .

@ r.zs N @ 2.11 N @ r.o+ N @ l.os N

of the net force acting on the mass

and its acceleration respectively

are............ .

@ zoo N, 1o m/s2 @ 200 N, 1.5 m/s2

@ so N, 1o m/s2 @ 30 N, 1.5 m/s2

* A satellite orbits the Earth in a uniform circular path with an orbital speed of , @
where M is the Earth's mass and R is its radius, so the height of the satellite frorn 

1 3 R

the surface of the Earth equals

@n c)+
J @+

The graph that represents the relation between the kinetic energy of a body (K.E) in
afree fall motion and its distance (d) from the original position is ...,......,. .

K.E

[_, z. L. i.

f! * In the opposite figure, the value

K.E

3R
2

K.E

200 N

c @

200 N



E
x
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* In the opposite figure two satellites S' S, of masses m, 2 m

respectively, orbit the Earth at the same height, so the ratio

between the periodic time of S, and the periodic time of S,

is equal to ............ .

^)arf
nr1\YZ

S,

w

1D
1

1

1

@

@

ffi #f* A ball of mass 2 kg falls from a height of 20 m on a hard plane surface and collides

with it. If the ball loses 76 J of its energy due to the collision. How fast is the ball

bouncing up? (Where: I = 10 */t2)

@ tz rrvs @ 14 nVs @ to nvs @ 18 rrls

W W Abiker climbs up with his motorbike a hill that has a half-circled shape of radius 50m.

Then the maximum speed that can be reached by the bike at the top of the hill and keeps

the bike touching the surface of the hill equals (Where: g=10*/t2)

@ to.t t mts @ 31 .32 mls @ zz.ze mts @ 15.81 n/s

ffi # When you jump from a certain height to the ground you bend your knees at

the instant of touching the ground by your feet' Explain why.

In the opposite figure:

At which position the kinetic energy of the man

has its maximum value? And why?

Second I Answer the following questions



Questions signed by * are answered in detail.

The graph that represents the gravitational field
ooDb

intensity (g) of a planet at a point is

oc
b6

The height of the
point from the surface

of the planet

The reciprocal
of the mass

of the planet

The reciprocal of the distance
squared between the point and

the center of the planet

@ @

* a OoAy of mass 8 kg has penetrated a wooden surface with a velocity of 20 m/s, so its

velocity decreases because of the friction till it completely stops after covering a distance

of 40 m. The magnitude of the average resistance force is equal to

8N 60N 40N GD20N

An object is

acceleration

in a circular path with a constant speed, then the direction of its

@ in the direction of its velocity @ torvards the center of rotation

@ away from the center of rotation

@

mo

is.

ving

@ tangent to the circular path

Two bodies have equal masses, if two different forces acted on them with a ratio of

then the ratio between the accelerations of the two bodies respectively is ............ .

6o1 1

V3 c) + @+

The opposite figure illustrates an object moving

in a curve in the form of half circle with a constant

speed, if it covers the curve through 8 s, then

the tangential velocity of the object equals

fir m/s
2

J

T

1

9

ffmts
II- */s
t6

Zr Z. Z,
The reciprocal of

the mass of a body
at this point

frr m/s
8

@

(f . :e ) ro i,:t /1*-t*Vl -lrit ;.:,rX"$glsdl

General Exam

First I Choose the correct answer
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* a Uatt of mass 3 kg was moving on a horizontal surface with a speed of 2 m/s, it got

collided with a wall and rebounded with half the value of its speed. The loss of energy

due to the collision is equal to ............ .

(a;t.s t @45 J G)6 J @13.s J

An egg usually gets broken when it falls on a hard surface, while it doesn't get broken

when it falls on a pillow from the same height where it gets broken because

@ttre change in momentum is greater

@the change in momentum is smaller

@ ttre time taken for stopping it is greater

@ the time taken for stopping it is smaller

@ #F Two satellites A and B orbit a planet, if their orbital radii arc 2 x 106 m and 106 m

I respectively and the periodic time of satellite B is 8 x 107 s, so the periodic time of

I satellite A equals

| ,,,;5x10ss abr4x106" (A2.3x108s @4.5x108s
L___

In the opposite figure, a wooden box is placed on a smooth

horizontal plane, if the work done by a force F to move the box

through a displacement of 20 m equais 1000 J, then the acting

force (F) equals

2000 N 1000 N 200 N (r 1oo N

=
><
t-8..t

The graph that represents the change of K.E versus P.E for a body in free fall through

the Earth's gravitational field from a certain height when the two variables are drawn

with the same scale is ............ .

A body of mass 2 kg fell from a height of 10 m on a muddy soil, then stopped after it

had moved 4 cm inside the soil, so the average force acting on the body due to the soil

is """""" ' (where:g= 10-/t2)

-200N - 3000 N - 5000 N G;- sooo N

P.E

t

N
(E

P.E

t

\

ta*
@



Generalrxams 2

E * In the opposite figure, a ball slides from rest at

point (a) through a path of negligible friction, then

the speed of the ball at point (b) equals

(Where:g=10m/s2)

@+ m/s (t) s r/s

(q) 6 m/s (.tlt.5 mls

* Rn elephant pulls a log of mass 1 ton on

a horizontal surface with a velocity that changes

uniformly from 1 m/s to 4rnls through 2 s.If the

frictional forces between the log and the surface

equals 400 N, then the horizontal component of

the tension force in the rope is equal to ............ .

@ rooo N 6) 1s00 N ' 1100N 1000 N

* A satellite orbits a planet at a height of 106 m from the center of the planet, if
the acceieration due to gravity at its orbit ts 9 mls2,so its orbital speed equals

9 x 106 m/s @g " 103 m/s 3 x 103 m/s 3 x 10e m/s

* A car enters a wet (slippery) curved road where its driver notices that the car skids

away from the curved road, explain this.

The gravitational force appears between celestial bodies, but doesn't appear between

people. Explain.

Second I Answer the following questions



Questions signed by * are answered in detail.

In the opposite figure, the object moves with a uniform

acceleration of ............ .

JoNfCPs N*
??v????v)7v77v)7v7vD7'

@;z.s ntsz @ 10 m/s2 (d) 72.5 mls2

Two balls are hung where the distance between their centers is 0.4 m, if their weights

are 1.96 x 102 N and 9.8 x 102 N, so the gravitational attraction force between them

approximately equals (Where: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2, g = 10 */t2)

@o*10-7N @8*10-7N @gr1o-7N @) 10-6 N

The graph that represents the centripetal acceleration of a body that undergoes a uniform

circular motion is ............ .

When the driver applied the accelerator, the car got affected by a constant force and its

velocity became 25 mls. So, the work done by this force equals ............ .

(gz.ts x 1os J 6)2.2 x 1os J @zl x 1os J @losJ

ffi 'Xr The opposite graph shows the relations between the accelerations (a)

of two cars A, B and the forces (F) that causes them, then the ratio

between the mass of A and the mass

@+ @+

o+ @?

zlTI r

"rB 
(d) equals

* A satellite orbits Earth at a height that equals {
acceleration due to gravity on the Earth's surface is

due to gravity at this height equals

@z.s nttsz @ 5.6 m/s2

of the Earth's radius. If the

10 m/s2, then the acceleration

@ to m/s2 @ 30 m/s2

First I Choose the correct answer

a

t

1..
@

a

t

1."
@

a

tt/,,' ,+
@

a

tl,/
t..' 1'-r

@



Exams ?
a

* fne opposite figure shows a body of mass 10 kg in a free fall.
If its mechanical energy at point B is 800 J, its kinetic energy

B"C

at point A equals

@)SooJ @6ooJ

O4oo J @ 2ooJ

(Where:g=10m/s2)

When an object undergoes a uniform circular motion, then

A force of 35 N acts on a block through a rope atthe direction

which is shown in the opposite figure to move the block a distance

of 2.7 m on a frictionless horizontal surface. If the amount of
change in the kinetic energy of the block isTl J,then the angle (Q)

between the force and the displacement equals

@ r+.rs. @ 3s.43" @ s+.st. GD 7s.8s'

!p X Two moons orbit a planet.If the first moon takes 20 days to complete one cycle
around the planet at an orbital radius of Z x

the orbital radius of the second moon equals

10s km while the other moon takes 160 days,

@tox1o5km @8r105km @s r. 104km (A2.s x 104 km

@ ffr" opposite figure shows two vehicles of equal

kinetic energies, so the magnitude of m" is

@m @2*
@+* @8*

* A satellite of mass 300 kg orbits the Earth. If its linear momentum is 1.77 x 106 kg.m/s,

so its orbital radius is equal to ............ .

(Knowing that: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lt<g1M" = 5.9g x 102a kg)

The value of the linear velocity The direction of the linear velocity

@ variabie constant

@ variable variable

@ constant variable

@ constant constant

Horizontal surface

@ s.z: x 103 km @ 8.59 x 103 km O tt.46 x 103 km @ 17.18 x 1o3km



=a* fn" following table shows the weights of the same object on

four different planets:

The planet The weight of the obiect (N)

Earth 100

Jupiter 250

Mercury 40

Venus 90

On which planet the weight of an object of mass 2 kg

becomes as shown in the opposite figure?

(Where: B=10m1s21

Earth planet

Mercury planet

Jupiter planet

Venus planet

* A UoAy rotates in a horizontal circular orbit of radius ff m. If it completes one cycle

through 0.5 s, its tangential velocity is ............ '

@  0 m/s @ 100 xr m/s

* Ahmed climbs a mountain through a short steep road (inclines on the horizontal

at large angle) while Mohamed climbs the same mountain through a long paved road

(inclines on the horizontal at a small angle). Compare between the work done by

gravity on each of them, with explaining your answer.

Write the mathematical relation and what the slope of

the straight line equals for each of the opposite graphs:

Where: (F) is the acting force on a body that moves in

a straight line, (m) is the mass of the body, 1v21 is

the square of the tangential velocity and (r) is the radius

of the circular path.

rt
l,/ -*v -,

-- ,38]

@nmls 100 m/s

Second I Answer the following questions



Questions signed by ),( are answered in detail.

E
A work was done on a body so that its kinetic energy was doubled. If the speed of the body

before doing this work was vl, so its speed after its kinetic energy was doubled would

equal

@n[i u, @2n, @{lu, fd')4 v.vl

A truck pulls a car horizontally by a force of 3 x 103 N to move it with an acceleration

of 2rn/sz,then the weight of the car is equal to ............ . (Where :g = 10 mls2)

Cg t.s x 103 N @)3t103N @t.sx1o4N G):"104N

E

I

A satellite has an orbital radius that equals the diameter of Earth, so the time required for

the satellite to complete one cycle around the Earth equals

(Where: R. = 6400 km, G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2, M" = 6 x loza kg)

@ t+.+ x 103 s @ 15.1 x 103 s

@ ts.e x 103 s @ 16.2 x 103 s

The opposite figure represents a pendulum ball of mass 15 g

that swings between points a and c passing by its rest position

at point b, so ............ . (Where:g=10m/s2)

The maximum value

of the P.E (J)

The maximum value

of the K.E (J)

@ 0.03 0.03

@ 0.015 0.03

@ 0.03 0.015

@ 0.015 0.015

Abody rotates in a circular path with a speed of 10 m/s.If the moved distance during

a half cycle is 44 m, the periodic time of its circular motion is ............ .

g
--l

@zzs @a.as @+.+s @+,

General Exam



In the opposite figure, four forces are acting on

a mass of 10 kg. If the mass is moving with an

acceleration of 10 m/s2, the magnitude of force F

equals

50N

150 N

@ o.s tg

@zte

(Where:g=10m/s2)

100 N

200 N

@tte

@ake

* fne opposite graph represents the relation between

the kinetic energy (K.E) of a body and the square of its

speed (v2; when representing them by the same scale of

drawing, the mass of the body is equal to ............ .
2. 2,2.

v(m/s)

A firefighting airplane dropped its load into a firing forest when it was flying

horizontally at a constant velocity and continued its motion by the same velocity, so

the momentum of the airplane after dropping the load would

(1) increase @) decrease remain unchanged become zero

A satellite orbits the Earth at a distance above the Earth's surface that is twice as large

as the radius of the Earth, so the acceleration due to gravity with which the satellite is

moving equals ......

7.09 mls2

(where: gat 
the surface of Earrh = 9 '8 m/s2)

@ 3.27 m/s2 (a) 4.9 n/s2 ft) 2.45 m/s2

A body of mass 10 kg is projected vertically upwards where its velocity at a height of

5 m above the ground becomes 5 m/s. Its velocity at a height of 2 m above the ground

9.22 mls

A body rotates in a uniform circular path of radius 25 cm due to the effect of

a centripetal force that equals 4 times the body's mass numerically, so the tangential

velocity of the body after f, revolution is ............ .

equals

10 m/s

(Where:g = l0 m/s2)

8.06 m/s 2 mls

Q) 1m/s 1.5 m/s (Q 2 rrls
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2,
v (m'ls')

Q (degrees)

?
o

@6,

ts * The opposite figure shows a graph of centripetal

Airbags are used to protect car drivers because they reduce the force of impact as

a result of ............ .

@ increasing the time interval of the change in momentum

@ increasing the momentum

@ decreasing the time interval of the change in momentum

@ decreasing the momentum

* fne opposite figure shows two identical spherical

bodies. Given that the gravitational force between them

Gm2
equals 

t6 ? , then the value of the distance d equals

@)12r

force versus linear velocity squared for two bodies

A, B that have equal masses and move in uniform

circular orbits. So, the ratio between the radii of

their orbits (*) ,'

o+ b 
(D+

E * The opposite graph represents the relation between

the work done and the angle between the acting force

and the direction of motion, if the force that causes this

motion is 100 N and the covered displacement is

5 m, find:
(a) The work done at pointA.

(b) The angle at point B.

@2.

F(N)

w(J)

ffi W A planet of mass M has two moons of masses m, and mrthatrotate in two orbits of

radii r, andr,respectively. If the attraction between the two moons is neglected and

^r= 
2 mr,4 rr= r, calculate the ratio between the periodic time for each of tfr"* (f)

( r\ : l) r.:, /ot /1.r-u.Vl -t -(lt ; ou 
"t;+ *<lsCl

G.*O

Second I Answer the following questions



Questions signed by )K are answered in detail.

The weight of an object on the surface of the Moon is 160 N, if the ratio between the

gravitational field intensity at the surface of the Moon and that at the surface of Jupiter
.,)
it if . then the weight of the same object on the surface of Jupiter equals

(0 ro.: N (D 1240 N (9 z+ao N (f ozoo N

The opposite graph illustrates the relation between

the net force acting on a body and the displacement

of the body due to this force, then the work done by

this force to cover a displacement 3 m equals

@qr @rar

@:or @s+r

A body of mass 1 kg that undergoes a uniform circular motion

under the effect of a centripetal force of 100 N. Then the periodic

time of the body's motion equals

@o.zs @0.+s

@o.os @ 1.26 s

d(m)

F(N)

from its initial position

A body has a mass of 40 kg on the Moon's surface, then its weight on the Earth's surface

will be (Knowing that: The acceleration due to gravity on 10 m/s2)

(a) 4oo N @:ozN (q) 66 N 6)0oN

First I Choose the correct answer

P.E

t

\*

@

:.I
.l-1.:l

] i.':

P.Et_L-
@

P.E

t

o /-o
@

P.E

t

I ', 

-o
o



Generalf*rr, 2
a

A satellite orbits a planet with a speed of 2 x 105 m/s. If the orbital radius of the satellite

is 6.7 x 104 km, the mass of the planet is ............ . (Take: G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2lkg2;

An object begins a free fall, so at the moment when its potential energy becomes less

than its initial potential energy at the beginning of its fall by 100 J, its kinetic energy will
be............ .

@sor

2.5 x 10r8 kg

4.02 x 1020 kg

@a
@c

@roor

@ 2.5 x 1023 kg

@ +.oz x 1028 kg

@zoor (Q +oo I

A metallic ball of mass 0.5 kg rotates in a horizontal circular path of radius 10 cm with

arate of 150 revolutions every half a minute, so the centripetal force that acts on

the ball equals

2nN ' 5nN ,10n2N @sm2N

* A *ire passing through a hole in a table. A load of mass m,

that is attached to the end of the wire moves in a uniform

circular path of radius r with speed v and a load of mass m,

is hung from the other end of the wire as in the figure.

So, the velocity of the mass (mr) is equal to ............ .

(Knowing that: g is the acceleration due to gravity)

(0{s. @xF;

Which of the following graphs doesn't represent a body that is projected vertically

upwards till it reaches its maximum height?

e

K.E

L. \*,"

At which of the shown points in the opposite figure

the tennis ball has the largest momentum?

@)b

@d

ffi,
-gr

-r "
(o [*#--'v mt'

L-____ L-Y - ---__ c



Ee,

x
tIJ

4.23 x 107 m (synchronized with the Earth) and the second satellite rotates in another orbit of

periodic time 12 hours, then the orbital speed of the second satellite is equal to ............ .

1.23 x 103 m/s 3.07 x 103 m/s G) 3.87 x 103 m/s (0 9.8 x 103 m/s

* fne opposite figure shows four

masses that are tied together by threads

of negligible masses. If the masses are

pulled by a horizontal force (F) on

a frictionless smooth plane, so the correct

affangement for the masses according to their accelerations is ............

.il1>3>2>4 @4r2>3>l @1=2=3=4 @4r 3>2>1

* According to Bohr's model for the atomic structure, the electron orbits the nucleus

in a uniform circular orbit. Explain why the centripetal force doesn't do work on the

electron during its rotation.

Write the mathematical relation and what

the slope of the straight line equals for each

of the opposite graphs.

a (mls2)

1 ,.^, L^*,,

quadrupled

10kg 3kg

* If tne speed of an object is doubled, its kinetic energy gets ............ .

quartered Q! halved doubled

Second I Answer the following questions



Questions signed by ),( are answered in detail.

If each of the distance between two bodies and their masses are decreased to the half of
their initial values, the attraction force between them ..,......... .

(1) gets quartered
@) gets quadrupled

@ gets halved@ remains unchanged

In the opposite figure, a mass of 5 kg is placed on a smooth

horizontal surface. A force F of 40 N affects the mass and

moves it from rest a distance of 4.5 m from point a to b,

if the frictional force is 15 N, so ............ .

The work done on the mass by

the force to move it from a to b (J)
The velocity at b (m/s)

@ 1t2.5 10.6

@ 8.6 10,6

o 112.5 1.85

@ 8.6 1.85

A satellite orbits the Earth with a linear velocity of 7613 m/s and completes one cycle in
94.4 minutes, so its orbital radius equals (Where:n=3.I4)

{3! +z+zt<m (D 5zs+ t<m 6866 km Q) zzoo tm

The work done on a body is negative when the force that acts on the body is
direction of the displacement.

(Q in the same in the opposite

a+4.5 m+f

@ perpendicular to the @ making an acute angle with the

General Exam

of momentum versus velocity of a body is

First I Choose the correct answer



lil * The opposite figure shows the path of a skier

of mass 80 kg. The skier slides from the top of

a hill of height 20 m above the ground. If the path

from pointAto B is smooth and from B to C is

rough, the average frictional force with the rough

surface that is required to stop the skier at point C

equals (Where:g=10mls2)

(D- 1600 N G)- 2400 N Q)-:zoo N (;il - 4ooo N

A body of mass 1 kg undergoes a uniform circular motion r,vhere it moves a distance

of 0.5 m through an interval of 1 s, the tangential velocity of the body is equal to

@Z rrVs (b) 1m/s (c)0.5 m/s (ci50.25 mls

Two bodies A and B of masses m and 2 m respectively, are separated by a fixed distance,

if body A pulls body B with a gravitational force that equals F, so body B pulls body A

with a gravitational force that equals

^F(4.);
L @F G)zY (O+n

The opposite figure shows a pendulum that has a mechanical energy

of 10 J. The pendulum moves from point B to point D through

the original point O. Which of the following sentences is correct?

@ fne potential energy at point B equals zero.

@ The potential energy at point O equals 10 J'

@ ffre kinetic energy at point D equals zero.

@ The kinetic energy at point O equals 5 J.

{,

B+J p+

The following figures show four moving bodies that are different in mass, which of them

has the largest kinetic energY?



General f*rm, 2

The gravitational force between two persons is F when the distance between them is d.

If the distance between them becomes 3 d, then the force becomes ............ .

@eF @3F

S two equal forces act on two bodies of masses 5 kg and 1 kg so that the second bod

gets accelerated by 20 mlsz,then the acceleration of the first body equals

@25 mts2 @20 mls2 (c) 10 m/s2 @ 4 m/s2

B f( Ageosynchronous satellite is orbiting the Earth which means it is always above the same

I g"og.uphical location of the Earth's surface, if the height of the satellite is 36 x 103 km above

the Earth's surface, its orbital speed is equal to ............ . (Where: R" = 6378 km)

@2.05 x 103 m/s

3.08 x 103 m/s

S The opposite graph shows the relation between the

centripetal force (F) that affects a ball while moving in

a circular path of radius 0.4 m and the square of its linear

velocity 1v2;. Then the mass of the ball equals

@;a.Szt<g @ 2.s kg

@tte @ 0.16 kg

* R Uatt slides from rest on a frictionless track. Compare

between each of potential energy, kinetic energy and

mechanical energy of the ball at points A and B.

elp o*'

(62.92 x 103 m/s

(@3.64 x 103 m/s

2. ,.2v (m/s)

Which point on the surface of the Earth has the largest linear velocity with respect to the

axis of the Earth, a point at the equator or a point at the tropics of Capricorn and Cancer?

Second I Answer the following questions
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F
z,

EIEfiEU .,,
,r, ',l:r Multiple choice

ffi
questions

@@*o-"ntum

@@ e .ez -ls
@@ d""t"ur"

'. The two bodies have the sme momentum.

.'. mlvl = m2v2

5xZO=15y2

v"= 6.67 nls

@@ too u

o@+
''' P=mv

'. The eagle flies with the same velocity before

and after it catches the prey.

... P"oer" _ m",er" _ 10 _ 10
P""gr" + p."y m"asle +p."y 1 + 10 1 I

(ii) @ s0 ke

The mass of the body is constant everywhere

and equals JQ ftg

@@zoN

@(i) @ to3 ks
F 3000

(iD@ 1o4N

w=mg=103x10= lOaN

@@o.ss

@@+"rt"'

" 
Fl =Fz

... ^, =-, ", =l?2fr,20)

.. ai 4mls2

(D@

@@+soo N

F=ma=900x(-5)=-4500N
.'. The magnitude of the frictional forces that affect

the car equals 4500 N

@ti)6zsoN
XF= 400 - 150 = 250 N

(ii)@5 m/s2

IF=ma
>F250_)a=-=-= 5 m/c-m5U

@r,l@:oN
F_=200-200=o

F =800-770=30N
v

EF=Fv= 30N

(ii) @ 1.5 m/s2

lF=ma
:F ?N,=; = i6' = 1.5 m/s'

(D@ zoo N

@{t)6zsor.l
F =F -F-..mov'ng engrne tflcnonal

= 9570 - 8820 = 750 N

@@+,

@@"

o@
o@d

@@20tg.mls
v-=v.+st

=0+(10x4)=40nr/s
p= mvr = 0.5 x 40 = 20 kg.m/s

@@: tg'",/. -.

@@ the mass of the body

@@ -ou", with a constant acceleration

(D@0

@@4a6:

@@zoN

@@:o+.s w

w= mg

' = 225 x 1.62 = 364.5 N

(D(i) @ 4eo N

w=mg=50x9.8=490N
_----^l

'l



Answers of Chapter" I

@(i)@2x lOakg.m/s

Ap = pr- pi = ,nu,- *u.

=m(vi_vi)

= 1000 (0 - 20) = - 2 x 104 kg,m,/s

.'. The magnitude of momentum

=2x lOakg.m/s

(ii)@2x103N

F_ Ap _ o-(2 x Io4) 
=_2 x l03N'-Ar- lo --'

.'. The magnitude of frictional force = 2 x 103 N

@@z "vt'
@@-qoN

vl=v?+2ac)

O=(20)2 +(2xax40)

a=-5mi's2

F".. .=ma=8x(-5)=_40Nlncoohrl

@@ positive, negative

@G) toN

@@ in the opposite direction of motion

"=*
'.' The net force acting on the body = The slope of

the curye

'.' The slope of the cuwe is negative so that

the momentum of the body decreases as time
passes.

,'. The net force acting on the body i5 in

the opposite direction of motion.

(E@ 100 N, in the same direction as that of
the body's motion

p = 5r6pg = 4i = !!!--q = 
's, ^' Ar 5-0

'.' The momentum of the body increases as time
passes.

.'. The net force acting on the body is in the same

direction as that of the body's motion.

(ii)qQ0.5 m/s2

u - ''moving - ./* = O.S nVs,m l)UU

@@-toN

@@ ts-
F 100a=- =-=lum/s-

u?= u?* z ua

(20)2 = (10)2 + (2 x 10 d)

d= 15m

@@ three times

@@i
@@ z.s tg

vi'v, 48-0 .- ,2az= t'= 3 =l6m/s-

" 
F, =Fz

,', frtAt= m2A2

2,R
i..r=-tmt = I?r5=2.5kC

@@zn
-Ao...Ir=.j=lna

At
'.' The body stilted to move from rest.

'i P=mat

.'. The body has constant mass and moves with
constant acceleration.

. Pr _1,_"Pz tz

...P=,
Pz 2t

"'Pz=2P
.'. The momentum of the body becomes 2 p after

an elapsed time 2 t from the beginning of
motion.

@(D@ +
@@atn>c

(ii)@ +

@ @ the time of the change in the momentum of
the driver

t5-*-



F
z

@ (l)@ tote
Aa I 5_0 _lr,_r\toDe=-=_=--,"r"_Ap_m 50_0 10..-

m= 1 
=10ks

Slope

(ii)G)98N

w=mg

=10x9.8=98N

@osN
@@zu
@@ar1o3kg.r/s

AP = n^t
'.' The ca's acceleration is constmt.

.'. The cru is affected by a constant force.

'. The ctr started its motion from rest.

. Pr-tr
"Pz tz

...4x103 -1p"+

"Pr=8x10'kg'm/s

@ (i) @ zoo te."vs (ii) @ loo kg

@@" 't'= u

@@ooooN
..12-u2=o ad v.=0

.'. (5)2-0=2ax 10

,', a=t.25nlsz
''' F.ori',s = ma = Facting - Ffricrionat

.'. 1200 x I.25 =7500-F....

..F-.. .=6000N

@@ tsoo N

€D@ t tte
AP m (vr- v,)

n€t At At

m(0-30)ms-3010= '
" 0.01

m tO 30)
-3010= '-mB

0.01

-3oro=m(;:+,.)
m=1kg

--_--61
I

@ (i)@ to 
"v.u=**

-o= { -g
u=Jn=Jx10=5m/sz

2,

i,.=v. + at= 0 + (5 x 2) = l0 rn/s

(ii)@ 10m

c] =vit+ i at

=0.t(+x5x1212)=tep
(ptil@-+x 103kg.m.rs

An
F=i

At

Ap =FAt=-2 xl03 x2

=-4x l0rkg.m/s

(ii) @ 14.48 m/s

AP=mtrY=6(Yr-Y;

-4x )Ot =725 (r, tr, " *,)
vr = 14 48 m/s

@@ tzo N

@@*'
@ @ os,:zs

'On planet P:

- The acceleration due to gravity at the surface:
aw-

s =Slooe =-l"!'am
400-0

=--= lom/s-
40-0

- The mass of the body:

,-=*t=650=65k*
' 8o 10

. On planet Q:

- The acceleration due to gravity at the sudace:

p- = Srooe = 
019=1W -o =, *rr'-A.m800

'. The mass of the body is constant and doesn't

change with place.

.'. The mass of the body on planet Q will be:

- =m =6(Lo,,,o ,,.P "".:

- The weight of the body on planet Q will be:

q,=69O=65x5=325N



Answers of Chapter @

@ @ less than 2 N

'.' The two bodies move together.

.'. The net force that acts on the two bodies

together is calculated as follows:

F*,=5-3=2ltf

,'. The net force that acts on any of the bodies is

less than 2 N.

,?i\6Iv-3
'.' The two bodies move together.

.'. The twotodies have the same acceleration.
F _F" "--+2.- 3m

'.' The tension in the rope (Fr) is the acting force
.on the body of mass m.

j. F-=ma=mr=I-=II 1m I

@@ar,
FTa=.-=-

m+2m+3m 6m
Tr=(m+2m)a

^FF=JmX-=: A6m2v
.'. Choices @, @ re incorect.

T'=-u
FF

=mx:=: /n6m 6 t't
By dividing equation Oover equation (}
... 

Tz.Fr!=3
T,2F

"' l=ITr
@@t.67 rr,ls2

- The 7 kg mass:

XF=w_Fr

ma=mg-Fr

la=(7x10)-F,
Fr=7O-7 a O
- The 5.kg mass:

XF=Fr-w

5a=Fr-(5x10)

Fr=5a+50 @

By equating the two equations O, @:

5a+50=70-7 a

12 a=20
)oa=fi=1.67n|s'

Another Solution:
w1 -wz g(mr-mr)

" 
= ,n1 m2- 

= mr + rn,

10(7-5)---rJ5 - r.o/rus

@(i)6)4ooN
',' The log moves with constant velocity.

,'. The net force that affects the log = zero

.'. The horizontal component of tension in
the rope = The frictional force between
the log and the ground surface

'F-cos0=F^.
t tflctronat

Ffrictional 
2OO

'T cos 0 cos 60

(ii) @ 2,!00 N

F =F-- -Fmovif,g -nflecting _fdctional

ma=F-cos0-F-.
I lrrclronal

F-cos0=ma+F
I tnclonel

{0.5x103x2)+2OOFr=----;;60-= 24oo N

@@sooo N

F =ma

F. -F. =ma

-F. =ma-F.
s =F. -mathrusl

= (20000) - (s0000) (0.3)

= -5000 N

@@:o nvs

u = 
F,", 

= JJIQ = 29 n7r,m (5)

vf= vi + at

= (0) + (20) (1.5) = :o mrs

@@ 1.6 x lo8w

The rocket goes from rest (v. = 0 m/s) to 9.6 km/s

(vr = 9600 m/s) in 8 minutes (t = 480 9.

FTt,
frEl +-f+

i

FT

Ait'



F
Z

-J

The rocket's mass is 8 x 106 kg.

First, detemine the acceleration and then use

Newton's second law to detemine the net force:

vr=v *at

9600=0+a(480)
,2a=zumls

Fn"t = tn

= (s x 105 (20) = 1.6 r y6s *

@@10-
, - 

Fn"t 
- (-9000) - - n -r.zm (1000)

vl=v? + Zad

0=(30)2+l(-e)d

d=50m

@@u>t=rv>III
@@-tot't

From the graph, the acceleration at t = 1 s is - 2 m/s2

The object's mass is 5 kg.
So, the net force can be calculated from Newton's
second law:

Fn", = ma = (5) (-2) = l0 N

@@zsN
The acceleration is the slope of the (vglocitytime)
graph. In this case, the slope of t'he graph is an

acceleration of 0.5 m/s2. The mass of the crate is

50 kg.

From Newton's second law, calculate the force

applied:

F,,", = ma = (5U) (U.)) = 25 N

(D@z'
According to Newton's second law, the forces

acting upon an object tre balanced when the

accoloration is ze[o. As shown in the graph,

this occurs at 2 s.

EEEEE Essayquestions

@ Newton's second law states that the net force

that acts on a body is directly propoltional to the

body's acceleration (F * a) and when the acting

net force vanishes (IF = 0), also the acceleration

vmishes according to lhis law. which means ihat

the body keeps its state of rest or motion with

certain constant velocity which is the sme as what

stated in Newton's first law, hence the first law

of Newton is a special case of the second law of
Newton in which the resultant force equals zero.

@(r)p=mv , slope=4P=m

(2tD=mv Slone=41 =v'Am
(3)F=ma , Slope=41=3

AM

(4)F=ma Slooe=A^=l.AFrn

15)F-ma Slooe= A? 
=FAT

m

(6)w-mg , Slope=AY=,
/\m

@ Cm (y) moves with larger acceleration because it
has the smaller mass and accordirg to the relation

(o = i), *," u"""teration is inversely proportional

to the mass at constant net force.

@ To reduce lhe effect of lhe lorce of collisiorr during

car crashes on the driver by increasing the time of
impact (the time itrterval of change in momentum)

according ro rhe rclarion (" = ti)

Answers of New Types of questions

EEE choose two correct answers

@ @ mo-"nto- increases,

@ acceler4tion remains constant

O@o= 
otfi" ,@F=ma

@@l.vm,@l.t.s

@ @ eQual to 15 N,

@ equal to the change in its nomentum through 1 s

oo.@
@ @ fl" mass ol the body is I kg,

@ The acceleralion of the body's motion is 5 n/s'?.

o@,@
^t*

@@r=n:el'
@p=*{zgr,

EEIEEI Choose from the lht what suits the slaces

O (o)o , (b)-120N

@tu)sttN ' 
(b)40N

----8.1



Answers of Chapter I
(D @ The chair that is 2 m away from the center.

..,,_2nr
T

'.' All chairs make a compiete revolution through

the same period of time.

,'. The chair that is 2 m away from the center is

moving with a higher speed than the chair that

is 1.5 m away liom the center.

@@z.lz x io-3m./s2

2nx385xlO6y=!_!!L=. .- .--.. .. =l026fitls'f U.3xZx60x60

,2 rc262

c r 385xlob

=2.73 x

@@q",1'
.,.,.-2m

I

10-3 mis2, towards the Earth

@ @ The centrinetal force affects the object in a way

that increases the tangential velocity of its motion.

a(a200N
6h (i) G) 12.5 r/s2

^ ,-.2
"z 

())
ac=-=r=I2.5nls'

(ii) @ 62.s N

F"=*a"=5 x 12.5=62.5N

@@ltr';
'- ts =m:cr

tF.,
." u=1f

6h 61 20 m/s

@ @ 86.s ks

= 35 r/s

@@zs*z

.r_v_10"T-2"-2"
'.' & =212

... a=,[ir
, nl2, +tlz ^ rc\,=:= T

t I ..224 "7

2p =lIL
3'1'1 x 40m= , =-=EO.5kgv- (13.2)'

2140 x 51'7

905

f,Eil Multiple choice questions

O @ either its dtection or its speed

@ @ decreases, doesn't change

@ @ onty changes direction

@ @ perpendicultr to the direction of the body'S

motion

Oo
@ @ iean his bike towtrds the center of the curued

road to let a force be generated perpendicular ttr

the direction of the motion

Oo
@ @ equals zero, has a value

O@i6
@@+..'
@@::.+-
@@e"tt douul"o

@@"q,ul to

@@ so nvJ
(u"), ult, ,o ul,lr,
ta.)2 r,vl (u")r-L*4"i

10,---:--L + ,,,,:=80m/s2
(ac)2 - 8

(D@a*r.'

@@+.+t ".ts
Aa-

Slope= :=v'

^+)
- 14-0 -20;L/s20.7-0

v = 4.47 fftls

(D@ too *
Aa

Slope=*-| =1Av'
_ 10-0 _ 1-t

I000-0 100

.=#p"=roo.

t5--

Answers of Unit Tlrree



@ ti) @ zs.zo 
"vt

r= t =*sNJ
2N 2x3.14 x 1.5r=t= 1 =28.26nt1s

(ii) @ 532.4 m/s'z 
3

,z (28.26t2 /a"= r =--lJ..1=)-rl.+ms
(iio @ 1064.8 N

F. = ma. = 2 7 532.4 = 1064.8 N

@(0@ to rvs'
u2 (lor'

a. = J- = -IJI-L = 1g -r.2
(ii)@ 100N

p={=-1!Q= 1s1tcl0
F.=-u"= 10x 10= l00N

(iii) @ 12.6 s

r-2r
2Yx 3.14 x lo::=6.28s

l0
2'f =2x6.28= 12.6s

@(i)@31.amls
1= 20 =9.2s

lo0

-2rr - 2x3.l4xl ^. ,,-, - o: -1r.4m/s

(ii) @ 986 m/s2

.,2 t3l .q']^-" - "'-986m/sr
t.- r - I -

(iii) (o e8.6 N

F"= *u" = 100 x 10 3 x986 = 98.6 N

@@ zo nvs

F"=0.08w=0.08mg
r-

"=rl# =1"ll'"
={6lllro-l!66-= 2s -7.

@@ 10kc
2

''' | =m-cI

AF

"' 
SIoPe=:

Av-

=i9-o =stgt.t20
.'. m=Slope xr=5 x 2 = I0 kg

----- 10-l

@ @ the wate. rotates at a proper tangential velocity

(Eto@s+N
(ii) @ the thread breaks and the stone moves at

the moment of breaking the thread tangent

to the circular path.

@ @ be quartered

@@+

@@1
(El6)b<a<c

@ @ The insufficiently small frictional forces

between the tyres of the car and the road.

@@
@ @ the horizontal component of the frictional force

and that of the reaction force

@@"={s.
At the top ofthe circular loop, the least speed that is

required for keeping the motorcycle in contact with

the loop is the sped that makes the centripetal force

equal the weight of the motorcycle and its rider.
2v

"' 
m8=m;

.., v2 = Er

@@s.r:ru

... v ={cr

, - 2 !, - 2, 22 * 0.95 
= 2.78 r/sT 7x2.t5

F= m 
v'? 

= 0.631 x (2.78)2 - 5.13 Nr 0.95

@g_',',' 
u2u.5frQ=fr !

, ={16 , e*I o5 = 7 -7,

@@too",lt
2

l'=m-
I

_-2 1

-'- los =.ru 
x v

10

.', v= 100 m/s

@@a.zs
900 x 1000 --^v=-=z)um/c

60x60

a v2 r2sor2
g -r*g-1000r10-""



Answers of Chapter fl
(5) To detemine the maximum speed of motion

that mustn't be exceeded on such roads where

{p=*'l.\ c r ,l , 2,

@ Because according the relation (0. = *),h.
required centripetal force for a car to turn around

a curved road is directly proportimal to the square

of speed (F * v2), so when the speed decreases the

centripetal force that is required for keeping the car

il the curued road decteases, so the car doesn't go

into a skid.

@ The slippery road decreases the frictional forces

between the tyres of the car and the road and since

the frictional forces work as the centripelal force,

so the centripetal force will not be sufficient to

keep the ctr in the sme curyed road.

@ The required centripetal force to keep the crs
in these curued road increases according to the

relation (F = JIY 
),so the possibility of accidents

increases on these curves.

Answers of New Types of questions

GEE choose two correct answers

(l @ increase if the force F is in the east dircction,

@ decrease if the force F is in the west direction

@ @ a constant magnitude,

@ a dircction that is tangent to the cfucultr path

@ @ in the same direction of force {,
@ perpendicular to the direction of the tangential

velocity (v) ofEarth.

@ @ the tangential velocity of the body equals 4 m/s,

@ the linetr momentum of the body equals 20 kg .m/s

@ @ the centripetal force acts on changing

the velocity direction,

@ the body moves with constant sPeed

EEIEd choose from the lkt what suits the spaces

@ (a) the centripetal force,

(b) the centripetal acceleration

O (u) so',

(b) 0'

@@n'* 10"N

[Displacement (d)]2 = 2 r2

2x7O2o =2?
" ^10.'. r= I(, m

, -2nr -Znxl}lo' T zxro6

= ,t x 104 m/s
2 Z -^8

F=-l= l02ox n'.1^u 
=1r2, l0l8Nr 10'"

EEIEEI Essay questions

@ A net force acts on the stone perpendicular to

its direction of motion in a direction towards

the center of the circle .

- Its effect: forcing the stone to move in a circular

path.

- At the moment when the string breaks the stone

moves in a straight line tangent to the circular path.

@ 
,fhe point that has the largest tangential velocity is

the point that lies on the Equator, because the point

on the Equator is at a further distance from the

rotation axis of the Earth comparcd to that point on

the tropics of Capricom or Cancer where (v * r).

@ (1) Because when the body moves in a cicular
motion it has a centdpetal acceleration that

changes only the direction of its velocity

without changing its magnitude.

(2) Because the gravitational force between the

Sun and the Earth acts perpendicular to the

direction of motion of the Earth so that it acts

as centripetal force making the Emth move in

a circula path.

(3) Because rhe frictional force between the road

and cn tyres acts perPendicultr to the dircction

of motion of the car and toward the center of

curvature of the curaed road causing the ctr to

move in a curved path.

(4) Because the car is affected by a reaction force

and a iictional force and by resolving each of

them, we find that the hodzontal component of

each of them is peryendiculat to the direction of

motion and in the direction towilds the center

and this makes the ca' move in a circuln' path.

F-
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GEE Multiple choice questions

Q6z.oz x ro4x

o=^ M'
)r

=6.67x10-ll, 8x2
(20 x t0212

= 2.67 x 10-8 N

@@zo tg

F=G -Y
I

6.67 x!0-s =6.67, 10-11 * *1" 
Q)2

m=20k9

@@ +ooo c

,lrnn- Gm2v'v- - 4?
@@ guarrered

@ @ be hatveo

o@
@@ z.st -
o@

'.: The car is moving away frorn the traffic light
pole.

.'. The gravitational force between the car and

the pole decreases as the distance between

them increases sin* (O * *).\rr
'.' The cm is moving with a constmt velocity.

'. r-vt ...r*t ...F*
i. The graph that represents the change in

the gravitational force (F) between the cr
and the pole versus time (t) is @.

@@l.s ' to'r,t

mMp=c-F

=6.67x10 
11* lCO 16x10, -

(i00x tOr+6.4x 106;2

=9.5x102N

I
?

----11

@ (4) tne gravltational force on sarellite A is four
times that on satellite B.

Mm. M.,F,r=C-;a ' Fo=G-,

ru=2ro , mB=mA 
'n

Mm.
no=G ,f
ro 

-+rl -^,{-?--
Fn=4F"

@@2.+,to-uN
@@s " lo 'N
@@ t.o, to" N

{D@,zo N

EIiGI ;ss.y E.E:1:II

Hence, the order of the planets from the one that is
pulled by the largest gravilational forre to the star
isFB>F;>FD>Fc

Answers of New Types of questions

O@N.m'ztkc2,

@ m3ltg.s2

@ @ Both ., and m, are tripled and d is hipled,

@ m, is quadrupled and d is doubled.

Planet Relative
rnass

Relative
distance

RelatiYe gravitational
Ibrce (GM,ni/r')

2m I 2

ts m 0.1 r 100

c 0.5 rn 2t I
8

D 4m 4
9



!'iiltl Muftiple choice questions

O(D@z+.soN
-Mmt=G* zr

= 6.67 x 10-11 * 1'9 x 1027 \!
17 .1,4 x t0712

= 24.86 N

(ii) @ 24.86 m/s2

. - GM * 6.67 x 10-11 x 1.9 x 1027

" ? 1t.r+xto\z

= 24.86 nls2

Another Solution:

w=F=mg
F )4R6 2g= * =t=24.86nts-

@@zzz x 10 
2N/ks

O.p,
@o
@@ increase because the acccleration due to gravity

is inversely proportional to the square of the
Earth's radius

@@+
@ {u 6r s Nltg

- -Mmt.=c 
z

,.*=#=#
_ 160-0 _RN/r..

20 -o
.. - - GlvI. 6- )

I-

.'. g=Slope=8N&g

(ii)@7.01 x lu

-2 - GN'l

,3 k,,

6.6?x10-rlx5.9x1O2a

r = 7.01 x 103 km

Answers of Chapter fl
oI
c
@

()
J

@60" lo"tg

@tl6 s

.. s=G la
r-

g M^R-2 M x25R2-e- 'P- u . 5
go MrR"' 5 M" x Rj I

(ii)@ 5

...w=mg

'.' The mass ofthe object is constant and doesn't

depend on the place of the object.

ws
"T,-%-T

@@20N
12=11 +h=R+(f 'zn) =]n
... w = rng

. e=c 4 .. *=c'Y-r212

w, 11 ^. 9n2+..; --i*z rl t2 R2

" wz=2oN

(Dot
...c=c+

r
.,2

. 6l '2
acb2 r;

.'. (R+h)2=4n2

.'. h=R

(D€) lsoN

w=mg

...c=c+
r-

; w=6$
f

*o 
- 

Mrt3
we M"r?

. to _(R+h)2
R'

.'. R+h=2R

F-
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w, 
- 4M"r?

150 - M", 12 r")2

wP= 15oN

@@zn

@ 6 :Z tm aUove the surface of the Earth

,=o#
;- 99 o-c MD loo" (R+h)z

-gg 64=d M 
,100 n' G+h)'

. #*'=(R+h)2 = ,@P-*=n
n=o+oo(@-r;

= 32 km above the surface of the Eath

@6:r.zsN
s=GM- i=c M -=G M,
" R' (R+JR)' l6R'

;=!"
16b

;. Weight = mg = lQQ = 3l .25 N

(9@q.qax1osm/s2

- M 6.67v10-rrx6.69xlor5ts-v--- 

-

r' (100000)"

= 4.46 x l0 s 
m/s2

@@+]s x lo-ram/s2

^ M o.6? r I0 rrx 
7.12 x l0r8S=tlr=-- (10, tory

= 4.75 x 10-14 nvs2

@ @ It *ill d""r"ase by approximately 0.3 7o

The field will decrease the further you get away

from the center of the Eafih, but the decrease

is small:
,GM(-----)

c,"" \ (R + 8848)- ',

6sea level , GM '(*'.)
-2

= K 
= 0.997

(R + 8848)'z

(Ag)ok = (1 - 0.997) x 100 = 0.3 7"

EEIEE Essayquestions

O (1) when the body has a mass that equals 1 kg.

i2) When the body undergoes a free fall motion.

o*=#
grz 

-5x(456oxlor)2-- G - 6-67xlorr

= t.56 x 1021 kg

Answers of New Types of questions

I Choose two correct answers

@ @ do"tn't 
"hurge 

by changing the mass of the body,

@ changes according to the height above

the Earth's surface

@ 6 ure nartfr's gravitational field intensity,

@ the two diameters of Eilth

@ @ inversely proportional to the planet's radius

squued,

@ directly proportional to the planet's mass

(O @ its weight on the surface of Mercury is 240.5 N,

@ its mass on the surface of Earth will be 65 kg

-- 14



AnswersofChapter [l
oo

.E
F
C

ooo
J

By squaring then equating the two equations @, @ :

4n2x(R+h)2 ^ M

T2 - (R+h)

G.+h)3= GMT2

4;
r"

h=i/ GMT'_R
\ 4r'.

,i
=1

6.67 x 10-11 x 5.98 x 1O2a x (24x 60 x 60)2

4 x (3.14)2

- (6378 x 103)

=3.6x l07m

(ii) @ 3.07 x 103 m/s

Substituting in equation @:

,=r/ 6.67xlO-1rx5.98x102a

(6378x103)+(3.6x107)

= 3.07 x 103 m/s

@@: n
..-iGM-1 IEM'-1 r -z1i R

GM I ZGMr
r =4(R/

r=4R
R+h=4R
h=3R

@62.:, io8'

..,-,/ctur-2,li r T

. GM-!;t''T- t,
-z 4 n2r3"'- cM

,,,f *f
.\_fo

r; ri

. I -e^;ou)'
(8 x 107)2 11 x 106)3

"'Tr=23x 
108s

EEI Muhiple choice questions

@6zra.r: nvs

@ @ th" rut"llit" moves in a straight line towads

the Earth's center

@ @ remains unchanged

@o
€ <o @ z.z x 103 m/s

r=R+h=6378+300

= 6678 km = 6678 x 103 m

^2M=+ '=,GY

(ii) @ 5.45 x 103 s

^ 2^416678x10r
T-ZfrI- '' v - 7.7xro3

= 5.45 x 103 s

(iii) @ 8.9 m/s2

,,2 t7 .7 x 103\2a=+=-- --:-:-=8.9m/s?' 6678 x Io'
@ai
o@+

o@+

o@+
@@4.17 x 1o3km

@gz.oa x 1o2s kg

@ (i) @:.0 x ro'm

2rr 2rx(R+h.1
TT

",C-"/e(r " G -\l r

F5



=z

-J

@6 o.:z x ro23 kg

/2xt;.\2 GM\--r/ = ,

t)x22xg38ox to'\2 6.67 x .t0 
rrx M

\ l*2.iixloo / 938oxro,

M = 6.37 x l02i kg

@o1

IL r,.
!r r

^z 4nzr'
" ^ - Gtrrt

,.,f *;
l-!

, t, , l, 
-(8\'-64

T- r; -,T- 
'

,,, _L"t- 1

t.,
!r

1

"'1,

. ', -"1 '. - /T-1''rr-Y r,-\4-2

@ 6 notn witt tiave the same acceleration.

EEIEEI Esuy quettiont

@ The projectile will rotate in a constant roughly

circulr path around the Earth and becomes

a follower to the Earth.

@ (1) Because the satellite is launched with a

certain velocity that makes the cuilature of

the satellite's path equal the curyature of the

Eilth's surface, so the satellite rotates in a

constant roughly cilcular path aound the Earth

with constant orbital speed due to the effect of

a centripetal force towilds the Etrth.

(2) Because the orbital speed can be determined- ;

from rhe relation (u =nl 
o* 

), ,in"e M and G
\l r',

are constant physical qumtities, then v * |.{r
(3) Because according to the relation (" =tF*J,

the orbital speed of the satellite doesn't depend

on its mass but it depends on the mass of the

planet around which the satellite rotates md it
also depends on the satellite's orbital radius.

Answers of New Types of questions

l!il?l choose two correct an.*"rt

@ mass of the plmet,

@ distance between the centers of the planet and

the satellite

EEIEE choose tom the list what suits the spaces

@tult:)

@<o t
(b) (s)

@+

---161



Answers of Chapter
oEClIo
coo
U)oJ

@6r rs x ro3 l
Froir, = The force of the engine = 500 N

F =F. -F_..movrng acrng hcnonal

=500-(2x100)=300N
Wn",=F^orined=300x50= 15 x l03J

@6 rou
F=ma

F 200 , ,2a=-=-=+rus

d=v;t+ t a(

=0.(+ x4x1s;'z)=sop

W=Fd=200x50= 10kJ

(D@oo:

@6t,t
@5laol
(D@+r

@@ is doubled

@6 roor

@16 roor

@6r tzo'

@ @ greater than on the lighter body

@61 tosl

@roof (ir@;
@(,.1@sorr (ii)6l-50kJ (iii)@o

@(,)@soor
The work at A:

W=Fdcos0
...e =0"
W=Fd=100x5=500J

(ii) @ e0"

The angle at B:

'. W=0
.. cos0=0 .'.0=90"

(iii) G) 60.

The work at C:

w=-|x500=2s0J
The angle at D:

250=l00x5cos0

0= 60'

@6:0.: x to'zr

@ @ have equal values through the two

interuals AB, CA

(y :t) Y.r /,rrl(o!r+)r)ou,lrlsldl 117-

f,EE Muttiple choice questions

Q@rnrr'r' @@Wort< done

@@ does no work

@6zor
W= Fd = 20 x 3.5 = 70 J

@@oppo."t @@is negative

Ooo"
@@ the maximum positive value

9o @@positive

@@ negative, positive

@ril@zsor
W= Fd cos 0 = 100 x 2.5 cos 0 = 250 J

(ii) @ 125 J

W=100x2.5cos60=125J

(Doo

@ @ no work is done on the satellite, because

the direction of the force is perpendicular

to the direction of motion.

(Doo @oo
@ @ is doing work on the box because the force

that aflects the box is in the direction of its

displacement

@@mgh

@ @ 
.rhe frictional force between the tyres of a car

and the road rvhen using the brakes.

@ @ the centripetal rorce.

^r-@o#ra
@ot*

'.' The displacement is in the same direction of

the force.

.'. W=Fd
AW

.'. SloPe = Ad = F

_ 50-0 _sN
10-0

Answers of Unit Four
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EIIEEI Essay questions

Q {1) B""uu." *ork is the dot product of the two

vectors of force and displacement.

(2) Because the centripetal force that acts on a

body while moving in a cilcular path is always

perpendiculil to the body's direction of motion

(which is tangent to the circle), so it does no

work according to the relation (W = Fd cos 90).

(3) Because the body moves with a constant

velocity only when the net force that acts on it
equals zero, so the work done also equals zero

according to the relation (W = Fd cos 0).

@o)rQ)
G) (1) A work is done because the acting force makes

an angle (0) with the direction of motion.

(2) No work is done because no displacement is

occured where (W = Fd cos 0), so if d = 0,

W=0.
(3) A u,ork is done because its conditions ae

fulfilled which are an acting tbrce and

a displacement due to this force.

@ {o) - A.ut"llit" orbiting Eafih.

- A man pushing a heary box but fails to move it.

(b) - A man pushing a box with a horizontal force

and moving it on a horizontal suface.

- A man pulling a suitcase.

(c) The work done by the frictional forte on a car

while moving on a horizontal road.

@ In case (a) the work done by the force is greater

because the object is displaced in the same

direction of the acting force (0 = 0') and since

(il = Fd cos 0 = Fd), so the work done is maximum.

Answers of New Types of questions

f,Eil choose two correct answ"o

QgN.m,6tg.m2ls2
Oo,o
Q @ tne work done on the block by the net force

equals 8.6 J,

@ the speed of the block at point b equals 1 .85 m/s

- 1sl

=nE " 
,u2.t2 

=z.zl orl,
| '12

@1a;ocose

@@)r+t+.2

@ 6 Th" bulioon does a negative work on the bbx,

@ The weight of the box does a positive work on

the balloon.

@ @ the value of A equals Fd.

@ the value ofB equals 90'

EEIEE choose fiom the lht what suits t[e spaces

(b) Fd

(b) 86.6

@
f,Eil Multiple choice questions

@6rral'r-
@6z.tt"tos t

K.E= | mvz

= | *zooo" (uo, *)'
= 2.78 x lOs J

Otil@tul (iD@(d)

@6u<"<u
(K.E)"= { m"v2

=jx10000x(20)2

=20x105J

<r<.elo={x1500x(15)2

= 1.69 x lOs J

(K.E)"=+x1500x(20)2

=3x105J
. . The corect order of the crs according to their

kinetic energies is b < c < a

@6z.zt rnts

r.n *= j mv2

= | xnoo, (2, fr)'= ras.ro r

f 2t{E
-, l

--* li m



Answers of Chapter
oEE
Coa
oJ@@tr

slno"= 11', = 
s-a 

=2kz.m2ls2' o(*r) 4-2

rr=j'nv2={xSlow
_ 1 .."_,,

@tl)6-:.s+*to'l
C<.O, = f ^"? = +x 3 x 103 x (16)2

= 3.84 x 10s J

a<.n>r= | ^': = + x 3 x 103 x o = o

A(K.E)=(K.E)2-(K.E)l

=0-(3.84x ios)

=-3.84x lOsJ

(ii)@0

'.' The tree is static.

.. W=0

@@ tzrrl, O@zqt
@@ror O@+
lDailtrar

@rit6+"v.
p = mv = 18 kg.m/s

18m=-

*lJ | *u'=ra,
1.. 18-...2 .z-^
v=4m./s

(ii) @ a.s ke

18 18m=_=_=4.rKgv+

@@i
'.'K.r= + *u' , 1r.u;" = 6.e10

2

.'" -o m 1" t-\-4^-4

.u.-ft-t" \-"'14'z
:'P=mv

. Pu 
- 

m^un 
-4mxl _ 2.. 

4 -mb\- mx, -T

(9@ f -u'
a(K.E)=(K.E)r-(K.E),

= {., t",' -,fr = } ", 
((})' - 

")=+*(*-l)=:1mv2
.'. The loss of energy due to the collision

,l)
equals g mv.

@@tr.
'.' The body is in a uniform circular motion.

-,,2 ,nv2

r 20x10'2^.. mv =z
r.e= +'ru'= l"z=rt

(D@ saoo r

The number of fired bullets per

s""nr6 = !99 = lo bulets
60

The mass of the fired bullets per second (m):

m = 49 x 10-3 x 10 = 0.49 kg

The total kinetic energy generated per second:

K.s= l^u,
= ! "0.+l 

x (200)2 = 9800 J

@(i)@- toool

w= (K.E)2_ (K.E)r
1 ,1 ).

=, m\v2-vr)

= t " rc * to-'" (t+oo),- {ooo),)

= 1000 J

(iD@-12s00N

w=Fd

-1000=Fx8x10 
2

F=-12500N

@ @ potential enerBy

@6r+x to4r

W= P.E= wh=700 x 200 = 14 x 104 J

@@s.sr
6D6 zo ts

PE = mgh

-= PI = =?80= =26sqgh 9.Ex5

fr-



F

=

@@zoool
The work done = The change in potential energy

w=A(P.E)=mg^h

=100x10x(2-0)=2000J

@ @ The man gained the same potential energy in

both cases.

(D @ its potential energy increases

@ @ at the top of the waterfall, because potential

energy increases with. elevation

@@objecfs weight

@ 6 o.az tg

sloo"= A(PE) 
=go-o =8J/m' ah l0-0

P.E = mgh

Slope = mg

-= 
SloP" 

= 8 
=o.g2k,s 9.8

@@:*
.. (PE)^ = (PE)b

..w.h.=wh

60 x2= 40 xh
, 6Ox2n =-=Jma40

@o
@riloo (ii) @ ] mgrr

EEIEE Essayquestions

(O (1) Because it is the product of two scaltr

quantities which are the mass of the body and

its speed squued which is the dot product of
velocity limes itself (i.;)

(2) Because kinetic energy is determitred from the

relation of (K.E = j mv2) and as the speed (v)

of a static body equals zero, the kinetic energy

of the body equals zero.

(3) Because potential energy of a body is

detemined from the relation of (P.E = mgh),

hence as elevation (h) increases, the potential

energy increases .

@tttx.r={-u', stope=-4{=zr.e

^(*)
(2) P.E = mgh

-----7f-l
Slope=4iE=69

@. Elastic potential energy results ftom the

compression or the elongation of elastic bodies

(such as a spring or a rubber band).

. Gravitational potential energy depends on the

obiect's position relative to the sudrce of the

Etrth (relative to the gravitational field).

@ The spring vibrates such that it retums back to its

rest (equilibrium) position, since the elongation of
the spring under the effect of the force F makes its

tums acquire an elastic potential energy, so when

the acting force vanishes, the potential energy gets

transfomed into a kinetic energy that brings back

the tums to their initial rbst positions, then the

spring gets compressed as the turs continue their

motions due to inertia, storing a polential energy

that gets trarlsformed again into kinetic energy

that moves the turns to their initial rest positions

for another time and this vibrational motion

gets repeated which means that the process of
transforning potential eneryy into kinetic energy

gets rcpeated.

Answers of New Types of questions

GEE choose two correct answers

@ @ the magnitude of its velocity equals 5 m,/s,

@ the work done on the object equals zero

@ @ the slope of the lile represents the weight of

the body,

@ the mass of the body equals 0.4 kg

@ @ th" .ur. of rhe body equals 2 kg,

@ the weight of the body equals 20 N

@ 6 th" kir"ti" 
"nergy 

of a ball of mass 2 kg that

moves with a velocity of 1 m/s,

@ the workdone by a horizontal force of 1 N to

displace a body a horizontal displacement of 1 m

EEIEE choose from the list what suits the spaces

O(")+ @)+

@ {") zsoo

Ot"ls
(b) s

(b) 25



AnswersofChapter I

Gfllll Muniph choice questions

Q @ Its speed.

@ @ r.n decreases and PE increases

@ @ do"rn't 
"hunge 

during the whole trip

(O (i) @ in"r"ur" *ith a uniform rate

(ii) @ increase

O @ to store the largest potential energy in the train

@@tql
The kinetic energy of the man is greater at position

(4) because at this position his speed reaches its

maximum value along his path till reaching the

surfacc of water (K.g = j-u').
.'. The conect choice is @.

O @ [,. potential energy at A is maximum

o@+
O@-"'
@@stg

PE = K.E"-armuimumheighr __'-atgound

P.E = 1 mv2
z

+ooo=jxmx(40)2
8000

m=1600=5kg

@@oool
(P.E)o = mgho = 10 x 10 x Z = 200 l
(K.E)o = g- 1p.g)e = 800 - 200 = 600 J

@@sool
'. The mechanical energy is constmt at any point

along the path of the ball.

.'. The mmhmical energy after covering a distance

of 20 m = The mechanical energy at the

maximum height

E=P.E .- =mshar murmum hergnl

=0.5x10x100=500J

@@s"'lt

@(i)G)zo*
- Al lhe ground:

E=K.E
al grouno

=lnvz =1" o.z x (20)2 = 40 I
At the maximum height:

E=P.E =mshat mJxrmum herEhl

h = llse'"'*on' = 
^ "49 ro.= zo .

mg 02t

(ii)@ 14.14mls

At the height of 10 m (half the maximum

heigh|, tho kinetic energy of the body (K.E)

will be:

r.P. =1mv22

E=2K.E=mv2

tE ln ,. -.
"=1+=f ti: =t4t4nts

(D@80r

@t,t@:te
^. A(PE)
)lope =-= mg

240 0
= 8_0 =3UJ/m

SloPe 30m=-=-= rKggru
(ii) @ 60 J

- At the maximum height (8 m):

E=PE . .. =240Jal rn.xrnrum nergnr

- At the height of 6 m:

PE= 180J

K.E=E-PE=240,180=60J
(D@zz.zs t

The work done to project the ball = The mechanical

energy of the ball at any point along its path

w=E=!mv2+msh

= ( jx o.s x (3)'z) + (0.s x 10 x 4)

-1aa<l

@ ti) @ esoo r

W = AP.E = mgAh = 50 x 9.8 x (20 -0) = 9800 J

T



F
z,

(ii) @ 19.8 m/s

K.E .=PE- 
al ground - - at mnjmum h€ight

12
,mv = mgn

' = {2sh = {z ,. e.s ,f6-= ro.a ,r,

@@+
The kinetic energy at the ground = The potential

cnelgy al the maxirnum heighl

(K.E), _:1,s\ _ 11.*n,
(K.E), - m, gh, - m, x h,

@6 tonvs

(P,E)^=(P.E)B+(K.E)B

mgho=mg6ua1*u2

10x8=(10 xzl+1v'z,

vs = l0 m/s

@ (i)@s ov.

@ (i)@z.r 
",t"

(ii) @ 7.55 rn

E = (K.E)a = (K.E)b + e.E)b
1212
i ^",= i mvo + mglro

t m x (2.5)2 = j mvo' + {- t 9.8 x 0.1)

vt =2 l m/s

(ii)@31.9cm

E=tK.F,) =PF.'- ar maxinrum lFight

:'lmYQ.5l2=rnY9.8xhZ'

h.u*,n,,.,=31.9 cm

6D { i ) @ the potential cnersy of the body

(i, @ 2000 r,0

At the maximum height (c):

h=20m

PE =mgh = 10 x l0 x 20 =20OO J

K.E =0
(iii) @ 1000 J, 1000 J

At the midpoint of the distance (b):

h=10m
P.E = mgh: 1O x 1O x 1O: 1696 I

K.E = P.E = 1000 J

-----4

-1I

(iv) @ 0, 2000 J

At the ground (a):

h=0

P.E=0

(v) @ 2000 J

K.E = 2000 J

Mechanical energy

= Potcntial energy at the maximum height

= Kinetic energy at the ground = 2000 J

(vi) @ 20 n/s

=20 m/s

(vii) @ 14.14 m/s

l2K-E 6;000
'=1/-fi=,/t= 14 14m/s

(viii) @ 0

K.E=fmv2=O

v=0

@ @ the t<inetic energy of the body

@ (i) @ fotentlal energy, Kinetic energy

(ii)@

@@-:zooN
(K.E)" = (PE)o=mgh= 80 x 10 x 20 = 16 x 103 J

At moving from B to C:

w = Fd = A(K.E) = (K.E)c - (K.E)B

Fx5=0-(16x103)
F=-3200N

@@s:oi
AE = EA - EB = (PE)o - (K.E)u = mgno- 

$^v'zu

= (zs xs.8 
" O -(|"zs x (e'?) = 536 I

EEilil[ Essay questions

o

zK,E .
m

2 t 2OOO

l0

Point

Displacement

lom the falling

point (m)

Potential

energy (J)

Yelocity

(trr/s)

KiDetic

eD€r[ry

(D

Mechuical

energy (J)

(1) 0 800 0 0 800

a) 1.25 750 5 50 800

(3) t0 400 t4.t4 400 800

(4) 20 o 20 800 800

(a)Atpoint(4). (b)Atpoint(1), (c)Arpoinr(3)



Answers on Chapter I

@(u)(s) (b) (1) (c) (2)

Q Because the stored potential energy in the car

has the maximum value at the maximum height

and it gets converted into kinetic energy while

descending gradually so that as the height

decreases the potential energy decreases and the

kinetic energy increases, hence the speed increases

Answers of New Types of

Gf,llll choose two correct answers

@ @ its mechanical energy remains constant,

@ its potential energy decreases and its kinetic

energy increases

@ @ the mechanical energy of the body = 366 1,

@ the kinetic energy of the body at a height of

10 m equals 160 J

@ @ the kinetic energy of the body at a height of 5 m

= half the value of its mechanical energy,

@ the kinetic energy of the body at a height of 3 m

= its potential energy at a height of 7 m

@ 6 u gr.ut"r potential energy when it begins to fall,

@ a greater kinetic energy when it hits the ground

@@ kinetic energy at z > its potential energy at k,

@ kinetic energy at z = its potential energy at y

EEIEE .noor. ,ro, ,n. ur, ,rn., ,u,,r,n. ,pu.",

(a) 170 (b) 130.4

w-



Second Answers of Test Yourself Questions
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f'-Affi
@ tl @its vetocitv

El@u,"

@6ttg.mls

@ @ The mass of ctr A is greater than the mass

of car B.

@ tt g tncreases, Decreases

[l @ to the right with constant acceleration.

E@+
" .-- aP
''-ar
'.' Tho change in momentum (Ap) is constant

in both cases.

. F,-At
" F2-Atr

. r=t-"2F t
t..'2- 2

@@sooN
'. The weight of a body changes only when

the mass of the body changes or when the

acceleration due to gravity acting on it changes

.'. The reading of the balance remains 500 N.

oo@
a (i)@ +

"''=+ ' rr=rz

.u,-'l-
" !z- tz

(ii)@+
2

!
2

-il.. 
" - 7

_1-4

rl
'2t=Z

fz

I,

2t I* r =Z

Answers of Test Yourself Questions

g@;
The motion has the same direction of the

instantaneous tangontial velocity of the stone

i.e., its direction is tangent to the circular path

in which the stone moves and in the direction

of motion, hence when the stone is set free, it
goes in the direction xc.

@@r+.zov, '' ,''
2

mv../F \ =----!31'vT'mu t

lG1.J l- ?s - r 3
- \;'^ =1 ' =1 ,r;t=

= 14.7 mls

@ tt 6 d""r.*e of friction

Because the frictional force is the centripetal

force that keeps the car moving in its cuwed

path md by decreashg the frictional force it

won't be sufficient to keep the cil in its cutred

patl.

[l @ the horirontal component ofthe reaction

force increases .

lI @ Each of them attracts the other by the sme

force.

p 6 quu.t".

" F=c MIn . m- =m^
t"n

... F-+

. Fo 
-'3 -alF,-ri- f

-Fr=*Fo
eo#

@ 0.414 R
GM

. 6- )
r
1:. g* 
2

I w-

Answers of Unit Three



.;-,,)
1^

.1Et R'
cr (R+h)r

.li R''1iZ=R+h

.'. 1,=r[n-R=0.+r+n

@ remains unchanged

Because the orbital speed doesn't depend on
the mass of the satellite but depends on the mass

of the planet.

[-n@
@
@ @ perpendicular to its motion

,O E@s"N
'.' slope = {} = I.o=o -=o = 5 17.' ad 20-o
'. W=Fdcos0

.'. Slope = F cos 0

... F=____+_= "== =5.77Ncos U cos J0

a@
ft @ The acceleration of morion of the rruck.

.O E@ "s'-_ adSlope=v= Ar

_15-0_<_/^
3-0

,. r'e= f ^u'= t * 10 x (5y2 = 125 I
a@

@ tl@mrareequal.
'.' The vertical height (h) that can be reached by

the ball in the three paths is the same (3 m).

'. W=APE=mgAh

.'. The work done to lift the ball in the three

paths is the same.

a@+

o@+
\e tl@Arow (2).

Because, its bowstring stores more potential

energy than that of anow (1).

@ @ The speeds of the two balls will be equal.

--- ,6-l



Third
Answers of MonthlY Tests

of February and March
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Gf,llEl choose the correct answer

8@u
@@+otg."v.

E@zu
@@t.i""

EO
$@ tsoo N

E@aooru

FEifillll Answer the foltowing questions

@sor"=o.43=fi
mA _ (Slope)B Y4

0B (Slope)o y3

Y+-o
x,-u

- r"- Yr

^rfx^ x^
=__L- ___Lx^ 2x^
_1

2

P'.'n,=n,
.'. ml at= !a2a2

.', lxar=5x29

.'. a, = 1QQ Pr52

@,: v!*f=zv6
vl- v_

. ^_ I
2d

to)2-(5)2 ,)= *- =-''*'
.'. F=ma

= 85 x (- 10) =- 659 I{

l!t[l choos" the.orre"t unsw",

E@0
@@:o rl, t.s ovs2

E@ t.zsa '
Ap=mAv=FAt
7200 x 0.63 = 3500 At

At= 1.296 s

--- ,Bl

!l@ less than s00 N @@ roi"t t
@@ in"."u." [@equal to

E!!El nnswer the fotlowing questions

flBecause when the egg falls on the ground, the time
rate of change in the linetr momentum is greater

than when it falls on a pillow, so the force acting
on the egg is greater according to the relation;

F = 4, which leads to the breaking of rhe egg.

!t '.' The masses move together on the surface.

.'. The acceleration of the masses is equal.

.', at= A2= aa= Aa

@Graph (3) because;

'jP=mv
'. The mass ofthe bodies is constant.

i'P- v

'. v=Slope=tan0

Where (0) is the mgle made by the line with
the horizontal axis-

i'P*tane
.'. The graph that represents the state of the body

that has the ltrgest momentum is (3).

EEil choose the corect answer

E@,r," mass of rhe Sun ano *"Iillillr",*""n
them

g@BikeG)

"'v =?nrT
'.' The two bikes complete one revolution in

the same time.

The bike that is away from the center ofthe
tack wirh ltrger distance has lrger ungendal
velocity than the bike that is closer to the center
of the track, so bike @ has lrger tangential
velocity.

E@?

Answers of February Test 1

Answers of February Test

Answers of March Test



Answers of Monthly Tests

" Mn=looMn

...GMo*" =6Mu*,di d:

... 
tnoN4u 

= 'udi d;

1=v*=p
d,

l!f,EEl choose the correct unswer

[ 6 O.OOO N to*trds the center of the circulr path

Eol
$ @ Remains constant, Decreases

@ 6:.s -
@ 62.:: * ro3.

$ 6l to'tg
EO

EEIEEI Answer the fotlowing questions

E'. ,"=i
2,. v =ar

.'f 
"=',EJ

'.'il=1,6n?ls2

.'., ="[tatf t? = q,t"

I Since the universal gravitational constant is very

small, the gravitational force between two bodies
doesn't be effective unless one of the two bodies

has a very great mass.

@r=+=f;=r.0.
2nr 2-T x'l} x 1O-2 - -v=-=--. " - =)15n{sT 1.6

2

"=*r=T
^, _ rr' _ 43.75 x )o 3 x (2.1512

gr 10 x 70 x 10-2

= 47.27 x 1O-3 kg= 47 g

@ @ s minutes

" ={i ={caoz; n;F = 2e,33 mts

^ 2xr 2nx2}x l0-2 ^ -

=0043s

t = TN = 0.043 x 7000 = 301 s =5 minutes

f,t6z'ro6-
@ @0.+ tg.m/s

'. The body moves in a uniform circular path.

. . The magnitude of its velocity is constant.

'.' The velocity of the body at an instant is 2 m/s.

.'. Its velocity after completing half a revolution
is - 2 m/s.

i. ap=p2-pr

=m( v)-mv= 2mv

- 2x0.lx2=-0.4kg.m/s
.'. The magnitude of change in the body's

momentum after completing half a revolutiou

. 
j (tooo x 103 + 6400 x 10r.13T=rv l lfll'- - 
\l 6.67xlorrx6xlo24

=7103.235 = 118.39 minutes

[l It is forbidden for tixcks to move on some

dangerons cuves. As the vehicle mass increases,

it needs more centripetal force to negotiate the
curves without skidding where F e m.

@...n =c\Y4l , F,=6 
Msmx

:did;
'.'IF=0

''' Fr = Fz

@@rffd

equals 0.4 kg.m/s .

Answer the

Answers of March Test I 2
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Answer of General Exam

EEil choose the correct answer

tl 6 z+oo N, i, tf,e opposite direction of motion

- Ao mAv

AI At

_ 1200x(8-20) __2400N
6

.', The magnitude of the average force that acts on

the cu during this interval is 2400 N and it is
directed in the opposite direction of motion.

E@t.ze . g@loor
Eo Gl@,".o
6@o* 1o-3n/s2 A@+
Gt@szt-

...- GM

r
22

.Et-'z- tz

4-T-4
2

loo - 
tz

99 (6400)2

rr=R-+h=6432km

h= 6432-6400 = 32km

E@17,17
@@zsoN, s nv.2

;p=400-150=250N
>F 250 - ,2a=-=_:=)m/sm5U

E@+.s,t,rs,
^_u2 _,_2.xt

rT
r- 9Q -o.4f,

.22 ,24fi f 4fr f

T'r T'

- +nz!0.5) 
= 0., -,rz

@@2ooN
W=Frdcos0

w losF_== ^ =-= 200Nl o cos U _t0, cos 60

Answers of General Exams

@ @ tzt.t+ aays

'.'u= IGE= zn'
lrr

"'f =4n2 
t3

GM
.'. I *r

ri _ ,i oos.zs), _ '1e-7' -ir--H
Tz= 129.14 days

.'. The number ofdays ofthe year on Earth will be

179.14 days.

@@2'o
^, AF 4-O .-. ), )
JIOPe =-=-= I l\.S /mav- +-v

P='"' ,rL=51or"

,= m =2:'t^' Slope 1 -"'

EEIEEI Answerlhe following questions

E'r"",=*
i. \"t = The slope of the line that represents

the relation between p and t
.'. (F*)o = Slqp€ s1 lineA = 0

'(F )u=SloPeoflineB+o
.'. Body B is affected by a net force.

tE Enersy

Answer of General Exam

GEil choose the correct answer

E @ the sum of the two horizontal components of
the reaction force and the frictional force

E@q* s@+
E@oote.",l, E@zsl
@@upuuo

Z@zr
r.F= mr2 . v=zfirt ^' T
..' F=m(l-EiJ

F-



.'. F*I
I2

F- T,^ I. t-j E -f E"F,-Ti ' '2-4'l

T,"

ri
,. t)-L tl- z L

' {a)b-zt m

'"a-"B

.'. (PE)o + 0 = (P.E)B + (K.E)ts

... ylstt o = rtshu * | vttl

eho=ehr+]u'zu

zs = lo n + I rsrzz'
h= 6.25 rn

p@ t.oz 
"vJ

- The 7 kg mass:

XF=w-Fr
ma=mg*Fr

7a=(7x10)-Fr
Fr=70 -7 a

- The 5 kg mass:

,F=Fr_w
5a=Fr-(5x10)

Fr=5a+50

By equating the two equations @ @

.;. .,,.5a+50=70-7a
-.t'i i '- 

12a=2O

20 .2x= l7 = l.o/ m/\

Another Solution:
wr-wz g(m,-mr)
ml +m2 ml +m2

l0(7 5) ,2
/ +f,

@@ E@so'
@@ Interval d

The body moves with constant speed only when
the net force acting on it equals zero, hence the

I,I
lzre I

I

FT

t
I 5kcl*r

o

@

--- -{l

. -' interoal in which the speed of the body is constant

is from t = 8 s to t = 10 s which is the interval d.

@@:.zz ' to8 m

.. ,= /EE= z*,
1i rr

,. ,'= GMT'

4;
6,67 x 10-rr x 6 x l02a x (27.3 x24x 60 x 60)2

4x(Z)'1

= 3.83 x 108 m
r=R +h

h= (3.83 x to81 - 16+oo x to)
.^8

= J-l/ x lu m

@@ no work is done on the satellite because

the direction of the force is perpendiculm

to the direction of motion.

EEIEE Answer the following questions

@ - The direction of the net fbrce acting on the stone

is always towards the center of the circulil path.

- The direction of the motion of the stone when

the thread is cut is tangent to the circular path

at the moment of cutting the thread.

@Answer by yourself.

Answer of General Exam

[ffi choose the correct answer

E@zr
p@aok."v*

E@'
[@ the frictional force only

E@+
'.'F=ma
...Au=1AFm

@@ al1the previous

g@
@@o.zsr

= The slope of acceleration versus force line

.'.-= I
Slope

. m^ Slope ofB I

m" Slope ofA )

g@
@@ B"tt hulr"d



t[t@2, to3mr.
2

.. __-_ v. t-"-i

... , ={e'
= ^[q;l& =z x ro3 m/s

@ @ ta tg."v.

m=lL=49=orng ll,

x.a=|mv2 ,27=tx6xv2
v=3m/s

p=mv=6x3=l8kg.m/s

@@+ool
w=\.d=80x5=400J

@@+*r.'
ma=Fr-mg

35a=490-(35x10)
. 490-350 . ,2..4- 35--+rus

EEIEEI Answer the followins questions

Er=cyr
" 

Fv' = F*'

Mm Mm
... C -_:i=C___fri +ri

.'. - =5x4
tr=4x1o2akg

@ Answer by yourself.

Answer of General Exann

EEil choose the correct answer

E@0 a@
E@t.ztnx103s
@ @ the hands of mm Ame doing woik, *hil"

the hmds of man B ren't doing work

B@o.olN
o@#.

'.' The displacement of the object through

{ revolution is 10112 m.

Answers of General Exams

. . The radius of lhe cilcular /,-l\N
paLh ir) is calculated bY using / 'l \\
Pythagorean theorem as follows: t 

-d2=2? \ /
a n.[i

.'. r=-==---= lUm
^'lz 

"122fit...v=_T_

. - -2Xlr _2X1,x10 _o r _ f4..r- v - l0 -LJL-Ts

[@Pointt<
- The magnitude of the acceleration increases

gradually from point x to point y and decreases

gradually from point z to point k.

- Since the direction of the acceleration is constant

and in the same direction of the body's motion

between the two points (x, y) and also between

the two points (2, x), the velocity of the body

increases with time and reaches its maximum
value at pojnt k.

' '-P=tu
.'; The momentum of the body is maximum at

point k.

@ @ increres, decreases

'= [q4!r
T

)7
.'.'r2=4n t

GM
.'. Tz n 13

I

1f,

. . By increasing the orbital radius of the satellite (r)

, its periodic time (T) ilglgnsgs, while its orbital

speed (v) 4gq1ss5ss.

g@
@ @ toonvs

[ @szoo"t

@rdza
'. F=ma
.. ^_ F

iF _ 4F _. F _^* tri 2m

@ @oool

w=no=rffi=rooxfr=66s;

(r : I) Y.i /,rl /(oliElr) ou "lr;+xaldl Il5-



@@95 x 103ks

E- Du'

-Fr.r- 1.71x105x200m-lr-- (6of-
= 9.5 x l0r kg

E!!!El Answer the followins questions

M
Eg"=ci

e.=c5"f,

c, - 
M*4

cr - M".;

7.35x1022x(6.4x106)'z

5.976x10u x(1J4x10612

=0)67 = !6
@ Answer by yourself.

Answer of General Exam

lEf,lll Choose the correct answel

E@o @@+.4+ x loakm

p@sN @@-s:ru
p @ moves in a tangent directionto the circular path

@@22.23nts

ll@a.+t
E@3.2eN

mv2
tt r

= 
o3:#'= ,.,n *

'.'tF =0-v

"'F*t=30N

@@+
l-GM

": 
{F+ 

h

---34 I

:F,=800-770=30N
_r,",_ :o _ _ - ), a- m - 20 - l.)m/s-

o

g@ 30 N, 1.s nr/J

F,", =1/GF,)'z+ cFr)'

fGMv=rl r-l A)lliR
By comparing 6 with qn:

n+rr= f n

. , -R.. n-
2

E@
@@+

...,- IEM-2,'' '-{;- r
_..12_4n213

GM

From the previous equation, we find that

the periodic time depends on the orbital radius

of the satellite and the mass of the planet around

which the satellite rotates, so:

T
' I- I

L-T
E@ 18m/s

E=K.E .=PE .. =mshar repM ar he miltmum tutght

=2x10x20=400J
- At the ground surface:

AE = A(K.E) =K.E-- -rr rhe moment ofcouision

_ K.E-- -al the momentof rebound

76 = 4oo - (+ x 2 x v2ur t" *o,n,rot,"to,no)

v .= l8m/s

g@22s6nns
At the top of the hill:

2
F=!1Y:=mq

.'. r=ffi =fto x so = 22.36 mts

GEiFEllI Answer the following questions

@To increase the time of impact (the time interual of
changing the momentum), so the force of collision

decreases r., P=4L
At

@Answer bY yourself.



Answer of General Exam

I'i*El choose the correct answer

EO
E@+oN

2 ad=v]-vl

2 ax 40 =O -202

F.=m3=g (q-dJ=-+ou
Another Solution:

...W=Fd

.. r'=ilrd
,..w=A(K.E)

. '-a(x.el-*mtvl-v)d-.1

+x8(o-20'z)
=z -=_40N

40

Gt @ towards the center of rotation

E@+
o@
E@+.sr

'. Energy loss = - AE

Eo5,,t,
E@-sooor't

'.' The ball is moving on a hodzontal surface.

.'. Energy loss = -A (K.E)

^(K.E)= |*ui-l^i',
=tn<i,-i,)
= | xt x 1t2 -22)

=-4.5t
.'. Energy loss = 4.5 J

p @ the time taten for stopping it is smaller

@@2.:,i08.
IEra - z *'''-1/ , - r
.23

...T'=lLL ... T'* r''
GM

t 
"^ 

,1 
1: x 106)3-- -=-ri ,; (8 x lo')' 1106)3

"'TA=23x108s

Answers of General Exams

lll@ 1oo N

@6): * to'-lt
'.' The centripetal acceleration of the satellite =

The acceleration due to gravity at its orbit
2

r

"=Gi
={rr106=3xlorm./s

EOe ",1.

] mv'z,+mgh"= j mv'zo+mgtro

0 + (10 x s) = t v'zo+ (,0 x3.2)

2 ^. 2,2vt=Jomls

Yt=6m/s

@@ tsooN

a = 
jt-j=1:a= 1.5 m/s'zt2

F-ouine = ma = 1000 x 1'5 = 1500 N

F =F -F^..movrng acllng ftlcuonal

F cos0=F +F^..l' movrng

= 1500 + 400 = 1900 N

. . The horizontal component of the tension force

in the rope = 1900 N

EEEEEI Answer the followins questions

@ Because the friction forces may not be enough

for the cil to rotate in the curoed path, so the car

slips and the tyres slip on the side road and don't

continue in the curved path.

@ Answer by yourself.

Answer of General Exam

GEEI choose the correct answer

!@z.s "v.'
Eo
E@+

','F=ma

@@srtotN
@@z.t " tosr

t 3s-



..m=4I. Slooe=1La',m
. mr _ Slope of line B - I" m"-SlopeoflileA-,

@@s.o nvJ
GM

"'c= 2I
2

. Er 
-'z.. ---E- r'

. ro (n"* I n")' f;n,
8, R' R2

:,gz=5.6nls?

E@ooor
E=PE+K.E

K.E=E*PE

= 800 - mgh

=800-(10x l0x2)

=600J

El @ constant, variable E@ :s.+:.

@@t ^ 
tost<m

... u- @- z,'
!r T

.2l.,T'2. Afr l -2 tJ''- cM -r x

^2 1

. 'l _ 
tt l2U2 t2 x lgs;l

" 

'- '- 

I 
l_=--

r; ,j r Lool' ,i

12=8x105km

E@+*
@@ tt.+e x 103 km

.., = 
g= 1.721106 

= 59oo m/s

IEMy=1J-9
'Ir

. GM. 6.6i x to lt ,5.98 x l02a..._,__
,,- (5c00)"

= 11.46 x t06m = 11.46 x l03km

361

@@Venusplanet,
-.The mass of the body:

w- 100m=j=_=10ksgl0
- The aJceleration due to gravity on Jupiter:

w. ,SO
E.=-'=:::=25mlsz

- The acceleration due to gravily on Mercury:
w, 40 . .2

-=4mlsmlu
- The acceleration due to gravity on Venus:

w, onc'= m =i6-=Y-rt-
- The acceleration due to gravity on the planet that

has the spring balance:

s,=+= * =e,v,,'m
.'. The planet which the spring balance is used on

its surface is Vsags.

@@+o "vt
^ 2rx10

v=4I= 0.I=40mA

FEliliitrf Answer the following questions

@ The work done by gravity on:

Ahmed

W, = F,d, cos 0,

- Where F, is the

rveight ofAhmed.

. From the triangle:

/l
. /,,1 l.
",/ lr/l/t

cos0,=fr

.'. h = dr cos 0r

"'Wt=F,h

Mohamed

W, = F,d, cos 0,

- Where F, is the

weight of Mohamed.

. From the triangle:

,, ,rd I

ln 
o'

.n, 0, = -l
,'. h = clz cos 0l

''' Wz = F, l'

So that the woik done in each case depends on
the weight of the climber not on the direction of
motion as lorrg as he climbs to the same vertical
height.

@Answer by yourself.



[@{2",
p@ ta.a, to3.

E@s.4,

@@zte
.- AK,E 1Slope=-= + m

Lv'

tan45" = f m

m= Zkg

@@ decrease

@@l.zz"v.
E =Eath=5m xlh=Zm

Answer of General Exam lf l

lfllll choose the correct answer

@@ t.s * toaN

@@ o.ots, o.ots

@@zoot't

p@ t.oo nvs'

mg.:+ j mx52=mg rz+tmv)

10xs+] x25-10"2=|u2

v= 9.22mls

E@ t *1.

@@ increasing the time interval of the change in
momentum

B@z'
Assuming the distance between the centers of
the two bodies is R.

- ^m' Gm2..I=U-=-
R'. t6l

.'. R2 = 16 12

.'. R=4r
'.'R=d+2r

.'. d=4r-Zr=2r

@@+
2

.. E- mv
I

..SloDe=N=m
Av'

F -O F
(Slope)o=-!-=--l

Answers of General Exams

F-O F
(Slone) = 

2 
=-l8-0 8

F,

. rn (slope)B_ T _ I' 
\-(St"p.)^- F, -Z

4

tilnn Answer the following questions

@(a)w=nocos0
'.'0=0'
.'.W=F.d=100x5=500J

(b)...w=0
.'. cos0=0 .'.0=90'

g6u = f6 rnt: z "t , ,z -.4r2 
rl

EIrTGM
.'f .2 ,r ,3 , .3(i) =(*) =(+)

22
Tr_ 

1

T-8
2

Answer of General Exam

f,ft!| choose the correct answer

[@z+soN
E@ t.zo ''''F =mv2

.. .. _2xtt
T.

4T," r
.'. F^=m-:uTz

Eo
0@ +.oz x 1028 kg

Il@sn'N

s.,F*
'.'r^--, I
''' F"=w=mrg

... y2 =Izgr
mt

E@tsr

E@+ooN
E@toor

...'r=2tt En=2" E:1
1i F. 1i 1oo

= # x=o.qx= t.ze ,

.'. -,{=-rg

,= E*
1r, -

F?-



@o
@ 6l :.sz x 103 m./s

Eoa

'.' The frst satellite is syncfuonized with the Earth.

.'. The time required by the f(st satellite to complete

onerevolution=Zh

''' '= [cM= z"'
lrr

,rr-_+"zf ...Tr-.3
GM

-.3 ^2.; 1; (4.2J x to7lr eq2
t- c I1 ,i 1 ,'r'''

tz=266x1O7 m

2rr- 2xQ x2.66x lO7
y-=::::L= t =-l.87xlojm/s, 1, t2x60x60

@6lr =z=s=+
Since the four masses tre tied to each other, they

move together with the same acceleration.

E @ quadruPteo
1)...K.8=imv

2^
. (K.E)r ', u' y' I

,K%- 4-i;l- ^;-z
j. (K.E)2=4(K.E)r

EEIEEI Answer the foltowing questions

El Because the direction of attraction force of the

nucleus to the electron is always perpendiculm to

the dilection of the motion of the electron aound

the nucleus, it does no work on the electron

according to the relation; (W = F d cos 90).

@ Answer by yourself.

Answer of General Exam )I ll
l!ilFl choose the correct answer

- During the interval BC:

w=Fd=A(K.E)

- A(K.E) 0-16000...r=-=-=_J200Nd5
EO
@ @o.s rvs

, =i=-Qi=0.-5 m/"rl
Eor
@ @ me unetlc energy at point D equals zero.

trolr
@@4r"ts2

"'Fr=Fz
.'. mtal=m242

"'5al=1x20
" flt =4m/s

E @ 3.08 x 103 m/s

'.' The satellite is synchronized with Euth.

.'. The periodic time for the satellite = The periodic

time of the spin of Earth about itself = Z h

t =24= 
2n(R"+t')

TT

_2x7 xQ60oo+6378)x103

24x60x60

= 3.08 x l0-1 m/s

lB@ t te

n=mf
r

AFm
Lr' r

10-0_ m
4-0 0.4

m=lkg

GEllllilll Answer the following questions

@AtpointA:
'.'E=PE+K.E , K.E=0

... P.E = E

At point B:

'. P.8=0

.'. K.E=E

@ Answer by yourseE.

8o
@@s.0, t.as

!t @ remains unchanged

E @ osoo k-

fl @ in the opoosite

E@-:zoo N

(K.E)u = @E)o = rngh = 80 x 10 x 20 = 16000 J

38l
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